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NOTATION 
« absolutely continuous with respect to. 
^ isomorphic to. 
1 the identity map. 
Ix| the Euclidean norm of x € Dt^. 
||A|| a norm (to be specified) for the operator A. 
\ set difference. 
~ "distributed as" for random variables. 
, 0 {A^ ; A 6 A} is the union of the A^'s over A 6 A and similarly 
for the intersection 0-
A the closure of A. 
A^ the complement of A. 
the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of E. 
B (£r) the bounded measurable functions on the space E. 
C a (maximal) invariant control set (p. 81). 
C the complex numbers. 
differentiable. 
C® infinitely differentiable. 
C (£) the continuous maps £rom E to E. 
C (t, m) a (multiplicative) cocycle associated with a flow (deterministic 
case) (p. 81). 
G (t, X, m) a (multiplicative) cocycle associated with a flow (stochastic case) 
(p. 82). 
V 
C (n, w) the cocycle associated with the flow of = A (w)) 
(p. 186). 
a generalized controllability matrix (p. 147). 
^(A) the domain of the operator A. 
d. the multiplicity of the (forward) Lyapunov exponent A. (p. 64). 
d A the boundary of A. 
det A the determinant of A. 
DF the Jacobian matrix of F (p. 9). 
Di£F (M) the set of all diffeomorphisms from M to M. 
dim {E)  the dimension of E.  
S a Banach space. 
^ the path space of an £7 valued process. 
^ Li n (p. 67). 
Sf a (T-algebra. 
F* the differential of F (p. 17). 
F(n,x,B) P(T (x,B) = n) (p. 48). 
7(p) g (P) / P (P-264). 
Q an arbitrary group in Diff (M). 
P (%) the group generated by ^ C M. 
OD 
G (x, B) X M (n, X, B) (p. 48). 
n=l 
G1 (d, R) , the Lie group of d * d real valued invertible matrices. 
^ (d, R) the Lie group of d x d real valued matrices, 
g (p) the p*^ moment Lyapunov exponent (pp. 204, 206). 
Gx the orbit generated by Q applied to x e M (p. 27). 
vi 
H|. shift operator on a path space (H^ A (s) = A (s+t)) (pp. 68, 185). 
I (r) level-1 entropy function (p. 216). 
g the indicator function of the set B. 
int A the interior of A. 
A the maximal (forward) Lyapunov exponent (= A^). 
Aj the i^^ (forward) Lyapunov exponent (p. 64). 
A (x) the (forward) Lyapunov exponent associated with the initial value 
X (p. 63). 
A (w, x) the (forward) Lyapunov exponent associated with the initial value 
X (stochastic case) (p. 187). 
Lj the i*^ subspace in the filtration associated with a (forward) 
Lyapunov spectrum (p. 64). 
L (x. B) P [0 [X^ E B] I X„ = x] (p. 48). 
n=l 
the kernel of a Markov processes (usually the { process) 
(pp. 39, 42). 
.) the kernel of the Markov pair process {(x^, ^^)}. 
fi (n, X, B) the n*^ step transition probability from x to B. 
M a connected C® Riemannian manifold (p. 15). 
a connected C® Riemannian manifold of dimension d (p. 15). 
M (£)  the  measurable  funct ions  on E.  
M{E!) the set of all measures on the measurable space {E,  •S{E)) .  
the volume element m^ restricted to the maximal invariant 
control set C. 
the volume element on the manifold M, 
vii 
M the natural numbers. 
Mo 1N\{0}. 
r the unique invariant probability measure for the pair process 
i K '  V) '  
the unique invariant probability measure for the noise process 
p the number of distinct (forward) Lyapunov exponents (p. 64). 
the projective space in (p. 11). 
S* (is) the set of all probability measures on the measurable space 
(E ,  Jg(^) .  
Q the support of the measure tt^. 
( the rational numbers. 
«0 d \ {0}. 
Q(x,B) P(X^eBi.o. |X^ = x)(p.48). 
p a metric. 
p  ( x ,  y) the distance between x and y in the metric p.  
the d dimensional Euclidean space. 
Ro \ {0}. 
00 
R (x, B) % nF(n,x, B). 
n=l 
2 a dynamical control system (p. 29). 
the sphere in (p. 11). 
S an arbitrary semigroup in Diff (M). 
S  ( t )  the semigroup generated by Ï c M. 
Sx the (positive) orbit generated by S applied to x e M (p. 28). 
viii 
the negative orbit generated by applied to x 6 M (p. 100). 
the value at time n of the stochastic orbit of x, starting with 
^0 ~ ^ (P-
the stochastic orbit of x, starting at (w) = ^ 
(p-
the support of the measure u. 
a time set ( T = IN or IR^). 
the tangent bundle of the manifold M (p. 16). 
the tangent space to the manifold M at the point p e M (p. 16). 
inf (n > 0 ; € B | = x) (p. 48). 
a semigroup, te T(p .  44). 
the solution at time t € T ( T = IN or IR"^) of a dynamical system 
with initial value x (0) = x^. 
the solution at time te T ( T = IN or R"*") of a stochastic dynamical 
system with initial value x (0) = x^. 
the integers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In dynamical system theory, processes evolving over time are often described 
by differential or difference equations of a deterministic nature. But such processes 
are almost always submitted to random perturbations arising &om various sources 
like temperature or pressure variations, human responses, and, in general, from the 
unpredictable actions of the environment in which they evolve. 
Therefore, the observed behavior of the systems under study often departs 
from the mathematical solution imposed by their deterministic description. Usually, 
such departures from theoretical behavior are corrected by feedback or outside 
(human) intervention. Nevertheless, the need for larger scale projects, better safety 
standards, optimization of the systems performance, and, in general, a more 
accurate description of the phenomenon under scrutiny has made it necessary to 
incorporate random effects in the equations used to model these processes. 
The literature related to stochastic dynamical systems goes back at least to the 
thirties and has become quite abundant for both continuous and discrete time 
processes. These studies deal with various problems such as optimization, filtering, 
stability, parameter estimation, etc. Over the last five to ten years, a substantial 
amount of work on the stability of stochastic systems has been performed using 
Lyapunov exponents (called characteristic numbers by Lyapunov (1949)). Besides 
Lyapunov's work which goes back to the late nineteenth century, the foundations of 
this approach were set in publications dating back to the sixties. We should specially 
mention Oseledec's (1968) for his well-known Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem, 
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Furstenberg (1963) as well as Furstenberg and Kesten (1960) for their work on 
products of random matrices, and finally Has'minskii's (1967,1980) for his 
pioneering work on the almost sure stability of linear stochastic systems and his 
unified overview of older results. 
In several instances, the tools of deterministic control theory are used to obtain 
such stability results. The basic idea is to "replace" the random trajectories of the 
noise process by control functions in such a way that the associated deterministic 
control system so constructed does mimic the possible behaviors of the random 
system. 
First found in Kliemann (1979) and then in Arnold and Kliemann (1983), the 
above approach was used by Arnold et al. (1986a) in their study of the continuous 
time stochastic system 
X (t) = A (f (t)) X (t), X (0) = Xq 6 Ko, 
where A : M —» gl (d, R) is an analytic mapping from an analytic connected 
Riemannian manifold M into the space gl (d, IR), the real valued d x d matrices, and 
where the noise (t)} is a stationary ergodic diffusion process on M described by a 
stochastic differential equation. Using geometric control theory, these authors were 
able to show that, under some nondegeneracy assumption and via projection onto the 
system on the (compact) projective space the pair process {(s^, ^^)}, 
= 1^^, possesses a unique invariant probability measure. From there, they 
deduced the uniqueness (with probability one) of a nonrandom Lyapunov exponent, 
which is then used to study the asymptotic stability of the stochastic system. 
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This study was pursued in a series of closely related papers of which we 
mention only four. Arnold and Kliemann (1987) and Kliemann (1987) engaged in 
detailed investigations concerning the existence of a unique invariant probability 
measure, a crucial step in this approach. Arnold et ai. (1986b) and Arnold and 
Kliemann (1986) pursued a finer study of the system's stability properties using the 
notion of moment Lyapunov exponents and large deviation theory. 
A nice overview of the ideas found in the above references can be found in 
Kliemann (1988). 
Discrete time stochastic systems have also been studied by various authors. In 
their book, Bougerol and Lacroix (1985) studied the system (on Dlf and P^"^) 
Vl = An'=ii' 
where {A^} is a sequence of iid real valued invertible matrices (i.e., A^ E G1 (d, R)), 
via Furstenberg's (and others) theory on the product of random matrices. A stability 
study for such systems can be found in Bougerol (1987). Lyapunov exponents are 
widely used in these studies, but the approach taken is quite different from the one 
described above and, without the tools of geometric control theory, these authors did 
not obtain a unique exponent. Because of this, no further reference to this work will 
be made in this thesis. Note nevertheless that, in a subsequent paper, 
Bougerol (1988) extended these ideas to (among others) discrete systems of the form 
x^^^ = A (^^) x^, where is a Markov chain on a state space ^and A is a map 
from to G1 (d, K), and further to more general continuous time setups referred to as 
multiplicative Markovian processes (see Bougerol (1985, 1986a, and 1986b)). 
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Finally, we should also mention the works of Meyn (1989) and Meyn and 
Caines (1988) who studied the nonlinear discrete stochastic system on 
where f : Dt » —i Ot is a smooth map and {( } is a sequence of iid random 
variables. These authors used deterministic control theory to obtain conditions which 
guarantee the existence of an invariant probability measure for the Markov chain 
{x^}, but did not discuss asymptotic stability properties via the theory of Lyapunov 
exponents. 
The purpose of this work is to "combine" all the above approaches. Namely, 
we will study the discrete time stochastic system on Ikf 
^n+l = * ((n) 
where (with further specifications given in the text) is a stationary ergodic 
Markov chain taking values on a connected 0°° Riemannian manifold W and A is a 
mapping from W into G1 (d, K). 
This investigation is modeled according to the work (in the continuous time 
case) of Arnold et al. (1986a), i.e., via the tools of geometric control theory applied 
to the projection onto of the above stochastic system, s^^^^ = f (g^, ^^), where 
®n =  ^ n  1^ (^ )61"^  A  (^ )G.  
The two main results found in this thesis are: 
1) Under some assumptions to be specified, the Markov chain {(s^, ^^)} possesses a 
unique invariant (probability) measure. This is Theorem 4.2.1. 
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2) Using the existence of this invariant probability measure, we show that the 
Lyapunov exponent associated with the stochastic system x^^^ = A x^ is 
almost surely unique and independent of the initial value. This is Theorem 5.2.1. 
Theorem 4.2.1 is a discrete analog to Theorem 5.1 found in Arnold and 
Kliemann (1987). While these authors used a Lie algebra condition to prove this 
result, we use a lower semi-continuity assumption on the density of the one-step 
transition probabilities of the noise combined with the assumption of weak 
stochastic controllability as defined in Meyn and Gaines (1988). In fact, under the 
lower semi-continuity assumption, the weak stochastic controllability assumption is 
shown to be itself implied by a Lie algebra condition (see Subsection 4.1: Theorem 1, 
Proposition 1, and the discussion thereafter). 
Theorem 5.2.1 is then used to initiate a study of the asymptotic stability 
behavior of the system, using both almost sure Lyapunov and moment Lyapunov 
exponents. This theorem and the other results in Section 5 are discrete time analogs 
of several results found in Arnold et al. (1986b) and Arnold and Kliemann (1986). 
Finally, to illustrate the above, a computer simulation is performed on a 
discretized version of the linear oscillator with damping and restoring force. 
The thesis is organized in five main sections. Section 2 consists of a review of 
most of the notions used in the text. Because this work involves concepts from 
different areas of mathematics, stochastic processes theory (Markov chains), and 
control system theory, this review was intentionally made very verbose. It is 
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expected that the reader will skip over the topics with which he/she is familiar. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of discrete deterministic systems via their 
associated semigroup. The notions of orbit under a semigroup action, of maximal 
invariant control set, and of accessibility, controllability, and transitivity are 
defined and carefully studied for two main reasons: 
1) Some of these notions will play a crucial role in the remainder of the thesis, 
especially in establishing the existence of a unique invariant measure for the pair 
process {(s^, 
2) There is a general interest in comparing the properties of these entities in the 
discrete time case with their properties in the continuous time case. 
In Section 3, much emphasis was put on the notion of semigroup but all the 
relevant examples and counterexamples are giyen using semigroups which could arise 
firom controlled difference equations. 
Section 4 is central to the thesis. There we state and discuss a series of 
assumptions which, together with the results of Section 3, are used to establish the 
key result of the existence of a unique invariant probability measure for the pair 
process {(s^, 
In Section 5, we use this invariant measure to prove the existence of a unique 
(with probability one) Lyapunov exponent and proceed to investigate the stability 
properties of our original stochastic system. We do this first via this unique 
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Lyapunov exponent. Next, we carry on with a finer study using the notion of 
moment Lyapunov exponents. Some large deviation results are also given. 
Section 6 is then devoted to the computer simulation mentioned above. At the 
beginning of the chapter, we describe the discretized version of the random linear 
oscillator on which the simulation is based and show that the assumptions specified in 
Sections 4 and 5 are satisfied. The end of Section 6 is devoted to the simulation 
results. Excerpts of the Pascal program used are given in the Appendix. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL REVIEW 
2.1. Mappings 
We first give the definition of some terms frequently used in the text, recall 
some results, and set up some notation. More details concerning this material can be 
found in any standard book on topology, e.g., Munkres (1975), or on differential 
geometry, e.g., Boothby (1986) and Helgason (1978). 
Let {E^,T^ and (^, Tg) be two topological spaces. 
Dflfifiitinn 1, 
A mapping i: is said to be a homeomorohism if f is a bijection such that 
both f and f are continuous. 
If and are differentiable manifolds, the mapping f will be called a 
diffeomorphism if it is a homeomorphism such that both f and f are C®, i.e., 
infinitely often differentiable (see Subsection 2.3 for relevant definitions). 
Note that, by definition, if fis a homeomorphism, Uefj, and V E Tg, then 
f (U) € Tg and f ~^(V) e i.e., f (U) and f'^(V) are open. Moreover, when working 
on manifolds, a much deeper result is that, by Brouwer's theorem on invariance of 
domain, we then necessarily have dim (J?j^) = dim (^). 
Dflfjnitimi 2. 
Let F : R™ —* IR^ be a mapping defined by F(x) = (fi (x),..., fn (x)), where x e K™ is 
(xi, ...,Xm). Then fi : IR™—*IR, i = 1, ...,n, are the coordinate functions of F. 
Moreover, if U is a subset of K™ and F is differentiable on U, then the matrix DF 
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given by the expression 
dXi  OTm 
DF = I XJ, , XUJ 
"•! ^n) = 
Ma . . .  m  
dXi  OTCn 
is defined at each point a € U. This matiix is called the Jacobian matrix of F. 
Proposition 1. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the C® map F to be a diffeomorphism from U 
to F (U) is that it be one-to-one and DF be nonsingular at every point of U. 
Proof. 
See Corollary 2.6.7, p. 46 in Boothby (1986). ^ 
To illustrate the use of the above proposition, consider the function h : K —• IR 
defined by 
In view of Proposition 1, his clearly a difieomorphism. It is a useful map because, 
for all n, its n-th derivative evaluated at zero is zero. This function will be used to 
construct examples and counterexamples in Section 3. 
X # 0 
X = 0. 
Let A c Ey We will write A, int A, A^, and 9A for the closure, the interior, 
the complement, and the boundary of A, respectively. Recall that: 
a) int A = A \ ÔA = {0 ; 0 = U n A, U e 
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b)  5A =  AnA^ =  {xeX:0nA^^  and  0  n A^ ^ ^ for all O e with x e 0}, 
c) dk n int A = <j), and 
d)  i n tA  =  X\A^ .  
Dfifinitinn 3. 
Let f : —» Eg be a surjective map. Then f is said to be a quotient map provided 
U G Tg  i f  and  on ly  i f f " \u )  G 
The quotient togologv induced by f on Eg is precisely the unique topology that makes 
f a quotient map. 
We say that f is an open map if U G 7"^ implies f (U) G Tg-
Note that f being a quotient map immediately implies that f is continuous (this 
property is even stronger than continuity since, for a continuous map, it is possible 
to have f ~^(U) open in while U is closed in Eg). Also, by definition, open and 
continuous surjective maps are necessarily quotient maps. 
Given an equivalence relation ~ on {E^,T^), denote by [x] = {y e Ej : y ~ x} 
the equivalence class of x, and, for A C E^, define [A] = { [a] ; a 6 A}. Write 
for the set of equivalence classes on Ej under ~ and define the natural mapping 
ir: E^—i E^/^ by TT (X) = [x]. Make E^/^ a topological space by giving it the 
quotient topology (which renders tt continuous). 
DgfiTiitinn 4. 
With the above notation and topology, 
relative to the equivalence relation ~. 
E^/^ is called the quotient space of E^ 
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Let us give some concrete examples of quotient spaces, which will be needed 
later. 
Ftxaniplp 1 
Take = Ro = \ {0}, d > 2, and define ~ by x ~ y if x = t y for some t 0. The 
equivalence classes can then be viewed as lines through the origin. The quotient 
space E^j^ is denoted by IP^"^ and called the projective space. Note that can be 
"identified" with a half sphere in Rq. Moreover, for U open in Ro, the mapping 
TT : Ro —• satisfies TT (U) = [U] = {g^ (U) ; t f 0} where : Ro —• Ro is 
defined by g^. (x) = t x. Since g^ is clearly a homeomorphism for t 0, tt (U) is open 
in , i.e., TT is an open map. Also note that if the equivalence relation ~ is defined 
by X ~ y if x = t y for t > 0, denoted by and can be identified with 
{x € Ro : |x| =1}, the sphere in Rq. 
Remark 1. 
Let G be a group acting on a set E^ (see Subsection 2.2). Define the subgroup 
G^ = {g e G : g X = x}. Let the equivalence relation ~ be defined by gj ~ gg if 
gg = gi g for some g 6 G^. We then have that [g] = |h e G : h = g f for some f 6 G^| 
and the quotient space {[g] ; g e G} is denoted by G / G^. Its elements are 
called cosets of G. This notation will be used in the next subsection. 
Now, if we write Diff (M) for the collection of all diffeomorphisms on some 
manifold M (see Subsection 2.3), it will be necessary to look at Diff (M) as a 
topological space. Hence, we need to define a topology on this space. One way to 
achieve this is to assign to Diff (M) the open-compact topologv defined by • 
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U is open in Diff (M) if U = {f 6 Diff (M) : f (K) C V} = [K, V] for some compact 
set K c M and some open set V C M. 
It is a simple exercise to verify that the topology induced on the subset 
G1 (d, K) of Diff (Ifif ) by the open-compact topology on Diff (Ko) is equivalent to the 
metric topology on G1 (d, R) defined by the basis of c-balls, 
B^(A^)  =  {B6Gl (d , [R) : | |B -Aj |<£} ,  
where ||.|| is some norm on 01 (d, K) C gl (d, R). (Note that 01 (d, R) itself is not a 
linear space.) 
2.2 Topological Groups 
This section is devoted to a brief review of the concept of topological groups 
and of some results needed later. The reader will find more details on this subject in 
the references already given in Subsection 2.1. 
Ttefinitinn 1. 
Let (0,T) be a topological space and assume that 0 is also a group. Then O is a 
topological group if, for all g, gi, and gg E 0, the mappings 
(gl, gz) »—» gl g2 and 
g^g '^  
are both continuous. 
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Dfifinitinn 9.. 
Let G be a group and X be a set. Then G is said to act on X (on the left) if there is a 
mapping 0 : G * X —• X satisfying the following two conditions: 
1) if e is the identity element of G, then 0 (e, x) = x for all x 6 X, and 
2) if gi, g2 6 G, then Û (gi, 0 (gz, x)) = 0 (gi gg, x) for all x e X. 
When G is a topological group, X a topological space, and 0 i B  continuous, the 
action is called continuous. 
Remark 1. 
In order to simplify the notation, 0(g ,x)  will routinely be written as g x and the two 
conditions in the above definition become ex = x and (gi gz) x = gi (g2x). 
Definition 3. 
Let G be a group acting on a set X and let x e X. The isotropv group of G at x, 
denoted G^, is the subgroup of G leaving x invariant, i.e., G^ = {g € G : g x = x}. 
Definition 4. 
Let G be a group acting on a set X. We say that the action of G is transitive if, for 
all X e X, {y e X : y = g X for some g 6 G} = X. 
Theorem 1. 
Let G be a locally compact topological group with a countable basis and let X be a 
locally compact Hausdorff space. Let G^ be the isotropy group of G at x e X. Then 
a) G^ is closed in G and 
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b) TT : G —t G / is an open and continuous map. 
Moreover, if0:G*X —>Xisa transitive and continuous map and the mappings 
(|)^ : G —» X and : G / G^ —« X are defined by 
<l»x(6) = g* V'x ( [g] ) = [g] X, 
we have 
c) the diagram below is commutative with a homeomorphism, tt open and 
continuous, and hence, (j)^ open and continuous. 
G / G ^  
d) If, moreover, G is a Lie group (see Subsection 2.4) and ^is a C® action, then 
is a diffeomorphism. 
Proof. 
a) See Theorem 2.3.2, p. 121 in Helgason (1978). 
b) See Theorem 3.7.12, p. 94 in Boothby (1986) 
c) See Theorem 2.3.2, p. 121 in Helgason (1978). 
d) See Theorem 4.9.3, p. 167 in Boothby (1986). 
2.S. DifferentMle Manifolds 
The purpose of this subsection is to review some basic notions in differential 
geometry. For more details, see, e.g., Boothby (1986) and Helgason (1978). 
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npfifiitinn 1. 
A topological manifold of dimension d, say M (or when the dimension is to be 
stressed), is a topological space with the following properties: 
1) M is a Hausdorff space, 
2) each point p e M has a neighborhood Up which is homeomorphic to an open set V 
of K^, i.e., M is locally Euclidean, and 
3) M has a countable basis of open sets. 
It follows from this definition that M is locally connected, locally compact, the 
union of a countable collection of compact sets, normal, and metrizable (Theorem 
1.3.6, p. 9 in Boothby (1986)). To avoid working on different components, we will 
from now on assume that all our manifolds (when used as state spaces) are connected. 
In particular, when we will use Ro, it will be understood that d > 2. 
Definition 2. 
A coordinate neighborhood on a topological manifold M is a pair (U, (p)  where U is an 
open set in M and y is a homeomorphism between U and an open subset of 
Definition 3. 
A C°° structure on a topological manifold M is a family U = {(U^, ip^ ; 7 e F} of 
coordinate neighborhoods such that 
1 )  | J {u^ ;7e r}  =  M,  
2) for any a, 7 6 T, the coordinate neighborhoods (U^, y»^) and (U^, are C® 
compatible, i.e., 0 tp"^  and (p^ 0 are diffeomorphisms on the open subsets 
7/ — ^7 ^  " ^ 7) " ^ 7) V7 of and 
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3) any coordinate neighborhood (V, t p )  compatible with every (U^, ^ U i s  itself 
an element of U. 
A C" manifold is a topological manifold endowed with a C" structure. 
T)flfifiitinn 4. 
Let and be two C® manifolds. We say that F : M —» N is a C" map if, for 
every p e M, there exist coordinate neighborhoods (U, (p) of p and (V, of F (p) 
with F (U) C V such that the mapping ipoFo <p~^ : tp (U) —» is C®. 
We will write C® (p) for the algebra of C® functions from some manifold M into 
R whose domain of definition includes some open neighborhood of p G M, with the 
functions being identified if they agree on some neighborhood of p. 
Definition 5. 
We define the tangent space (M) to a manifold M at the point p G M to be the set 
of all linear mappings : C® (p) —» (R satisfying Leibniz rule, i.e., 
Xp( fg )  =  (Xpi )g (p ) - i - f (p ) (Xj ,g ) .  
The tangent bundle of M, T (M), is defined to be {T^ (M) ; p G M}. 
Remark 1. 
For each p G M, (M) is a vector space over R. Moreover, T (M) can be adjoined a 
C® structure making it a manifold (see Lemma 7.6.1 in Boothby (1986)). 
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Definition 6. 
Let F : —• N" be a C® map of manifolds. We define the differential of F at p e M 
to be the vector space homomorphism F* : (M) —» (N) specified by 
F*(Xp) f  =  Xp( foF)  fo r fe r  (p ) .  
Remark 2. 
Since f o F 6 C® (p), this definition gives F* (X^) as a map from C® (p) into K. 
If we take F to be the mapping ipitom. the coordinate neighborhood (U, (p)  of 
p, we have ip : and (M) —• (K*^). 
Now, the tangent space of at the point a is a vector space with natural basis 
Therefore, y is a diffeomorphism between the manifolds M and so 
that (R^) —» (M) can be used to define a basis fo: 
Tp (M), where . Such bases (which depend on p through (p)  are 
called coordinate frames. 
Remark 3. 
The above discussion shows that we have the following series of equalities: 
dim (Tp (M)) = dim (T^ (R^)) = dim (R^) = dim (M) = d. 
In fact, is an isomorphism from Tp (M) onto T^ (R*^). 
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Dfrfîfiitinn 7. 
A vector field of class on M is a function assigning to each point p 6 M a vector 
Xp e Tp (M) whose components in the frame of any local coordinate neighborhood 
(U,  (p)  are functions of class C'' on the domain U. In other words, a C® vector field is 
d 
a mapping of the form X ; M —> T (M) with X = ^ Oj (p) E- where : M —> IR 
^ i=l ^ 
( i  =  1 , ,  d )  i s  C ®  a n d  E - p  =  .  T h e  t e r m  v e c t o r  f i e l d  w i l l  b e  u s e d  f o r  C ®  
vector fields. 
Using the above concepts, time homogeneous systems of differential equations 
onR^ ,  
Fi (t) = fj (F (t)) (i = l,...,d), 
can be written in the form 
where X is a vector field. 
d d 
To see this, write X^^^^ = X (F (t)) = X «j (F (t)) with the 
last equality holding because the function F maps R to R^ and, as a manifold, R^ can 
always be assigned a single coordinate neighborhood, namely (R^, Id). Hence, we get 
EiF(t) ~ [^] ^  ^  (which does not depend on F (t)). 
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Identifying 
U (t,F(t) ) l  
with % f. (F (t)) Bj, {e. ; i = 1,.. .,d} a basis for 
.fd(t,F(t))J 
IR^, and further identifying {e. ;i = l,...,d} and |^,, we easily obtain 
f. (F (t)) = a. (F (t)). 
Similarly, F* : (K) —» (R^) and, reasoning as above, is a basis 
for (K) so that F* makes sense. Consequently, using Theorem 4.1.6, p. 110 
in Boothby (1986), we get that the expression for F* in local (and here even 
d 
global) coordinates is % Fj (t) which, by equating with the right hand side, 
i=l ^ 
gives the expression for the differential equation in 
Definition 8. 
A field ({) of C" bilinear forms on a manifold M consists of a function assigning to each 
point p e M a bilinear form 1(1^ on (M), that is a map, linear in each variable 
separately, (j)p : (M) * (M) —*IR, such that, for any coordinate neighborhood 
(U, (p), the functions (p) = (j) (E.^, Ej^) defined by ^ and the coordinate frames 
are of class C®. 
T)flfinitinn 9. 
A manifold M on which there is defined a field of C® bilinear form (j) satisfying: 
1) <l'p (Xp, Yp) = <|)p (Yp, Xp) and (symmetric) 
2) (j)p(Xp, Yp)>0 (with equality if and only if Xp = 0) (positive definite) 
is called a Riemannian manifold and (j) is referred to as the Riemannian metric. 
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Remark 4. 
Given any manifold, it is always possible to define a C°° Riemannian metric 
(Theorem 5.4.5 in Boothby (1986)). Then, from this Riemannian metric, one can 
define a norm ||Xp|| = [{|)p (X^, X^)]^ in each T^ (M). 
Now, any connected manifold is arc connected, i.e., for all a, b e M, there 
exists a continuous function f : [0,1] —+ M such that f (0) = a and f (1) = b. 
Moreover, f can be taken to be piecewise of class (see Buck (1978, p. 35 ; the 
proof there is given for M = but the argument extends trivially)). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that f itself is of class (otherwise, add up the pieces) 
and define the length of a curve on M to be 
Theorem 1. 
A connected Riemannian manifold is a metric space with the metric f i ( p ,q )  defined 
where ^ € T^^^^ (M) denotes the tangent vector to the curve at p (t), i.e. 
^=P* [it]' te (0,1). 
to be the infimum of the length of the piecewise curves from p to q. 
Its metric space topology and manifold topology agree. 
Proof. 
See Boothby (1986, Theorem 5.3.1, p. 189). 
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Remark 5. 
If M = and (M) is identified with IR^, (|)p (x, y) can be defined to be x^B^y, 
where is a d * d, symmetric, positive definite matrix, depending on p in a 
C®way. 
Now take Bp = B for all p € M and recall that any positive definite (and in particular 
symmetric) matrix is in fact the variance-covariance matrix of d random variables 
Xj,, Xjj which can be taken to be multivariate normal. Therefore, we can regard 
any such multivariate normal distribution (0,2) as generating a metric on [R*^ with 
constant bilinear form E. 
When one uses E = CT Id (mimimization problems by ordinary least squares 
methods), this metric turns out to be the usual Euclidean metric (see the next 
example). Other variance-covariance matrices (generalized least squares) then 
simply correspond to other metrics on IR^. 
We now provide some examples illustrating the structure of some very common 
manifolds: 
Bxamplfi 1 - The C® manifold IR^. 
Using the Euclidean metric, IR^ becomes a Hausdorff space with a countable basis of 
open sets and is trivially locally Euclidean. We can cover IR^ with a single coordinate 
neighborhood (K^, Id) which can be shown to define a C® stucture on this space. The 
tangent space at a e R^, T^^ (IR^), is then a vector space whose basis {E^g^, •••> E^^^} is 
defined by E^^ = Id*^ ^ Since, in this case, we have only one coordinate 
neighborhood, these coordinate frames do not depend on a and we have Ej^^ = E. for 
all a € K^. Moreover, T^^ (R^) can be identified with R^. 
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The field (j) of C® symmetric, positive definite bilinear form can be taken to be the 
d  d i d  
natural inner product on i.e., (j)^^ 
B d 
^ "i ^ 4 ^  = % oiiPi- Note that 
i=l ' i=l ^ i=l ^ ^ 
= 5|j (Kronecker S). 
The length of a curve in R , say p (t) = (xi (t),..., xd (t)), 0 < t < 1, is then the 
usual formula for arc length: 
Jn Jn L 
dt 
rl • d 
r 2 IM 
0 
1=1 L J 
• 
dt 
Eraninlfi 9.. The C® manifold of d * d real valued matrices, gl (d, R). 
This example follows from the previous one by simply identifying gl (d, R) with R . 
TÎTamnlpa The C® manifold = {x e Ro •• |x| = 1} (d > 2). 
Taking with the topology induced by Ro gives a Hausdorff space with a countable 
basis of open sets. There are several ways to show that is locally Euclidean. For 
example, define, for i = 1,..., d, 
Uj = {(xi,..., Xd) e : Xi > 0}, open in S^'^, and 
U7 = {(xi,..., Xd) 6 : Xi < 0}, open in 
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Then = 
d 
U° i  
i=l 
U U"[ 
i=l 
and the homeomorphisms /). : U^ which 
are defined by 
^2 (^1' > ^d) — (^2) I ^d)> 
^2 '"I  ^ d) (^1) ^ 3> ••• ) ^ d)> 
Pjj (xi, ..., X(j) — (xij ..., Xd-l) ) 
enable us to set up coordinate neighborhoods (U •, /Jj ) which are C® compatible and 
define a C® structure on Note that, in this case, the coordinate ùames 
{B^g,..., E^.jg} on the tangent space at s 6 U* c will depend on s 
through pj*. 
By Corollary 5.2.5 in Boothby (1986, p. 185), the structure of as a subset of IR^ 
allows us to induce a Riemannian metric (i.e., a field of bilinear forms) on from 
When this Riemannian metric on is taken to be the natural inner product (so 
that the metric on is simply the Euclidean metric), becomes a metric space 
with the usual metric defined by the arc length between two points. Indeed, in view 
of Theorem 1, this arc is the shortest piecewise curve between two points (i.e., 
the geodesic). A formal proof of this fact is nevertheless a little bit lengthy since, in 
this case, we have to work locally. 
TCxawipIp 4- The C® manifold of invertible matrices in gl (d, K), G1 (d, R). 
As a general rule, any open subset of a C® manifold is itself a C® manifold (see 
Example 3.1.6, p. 56 in Boothby (1986)). This result provides a way of showing that 
Gl (d, R) is a C® manifold. Indeed, Gl (d, R) is the complement in the C® manifold 
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gl (d, K) of the set X = {A 6 gl (d, K) : det (A) = 0}. Since det is a continuous map, 
A = (det)"^ {0} is closed, which implies that Gl (d, R) is open. Note that Gl (d, R) is 
not a connected manifold but, in this work, we wiU focus on Gl (d, R) as a (Lie) 
group acting on some other manifold rather than as a state space. 
S.4- Groups, Semigroups, and their Orbits 
The notion of a Lie group acting on a manifold M as well as the notions of 
semigroups and orbits associated with such an action pervade in most parts of this 
work. This section is therefore devoted to a basic review of the related theory. A 
more detailed treatment of sone of these topics can be found in Boothby (1986). 
Definition 1. 
Let G be a group which is at the same time a differentiable manifold. Then G is a Lie 
group provided that the mapping G * G —» G defined by (x, y) <—> x y and the 
mapping G —» G defined by x •—» x"^ are both C® mappings. 
Fixawiplft 1 • 
The set Gl (d, R) of nonsingular, d * d, real valued matrices is a group with respect 
H2 
to matrix multiplication. Identified with an open subset of R , it is clearly a 
differentiable manifold. Since the maps (A, B) i—• AB and A •—• A ^ are C®, 
Gl (d, R) is a Lie group. 
As a special case, Ro = Gl (1,R) is a Lie group with respect to multiplication (by a 
nonzero number). 
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Since all Lie groups are topological groups, like them they will act on spaces, 
in particular on manifolds. Therefore, we can still talk about continuous and 
transitive action, as well as about the isotropy group at a point. Being a Lie group 
instead of simply a topological group will just entail the possibility of stronger results 
(for example, see Theorem 2.2.1 (d)). 
Let ^:IR*M —tMbeaC® mapping satisfying: 
1) 0^ (x) = X for all X 6 M and 
2) 0 gg (x) = (x) = ^ 0 (x) for all X € M. 
In other words, 6 represents the action of the Lie group IR on the manifold M (see 
Definition 2.2.2) and is called a (global) one-parameter group action. 
PfifinitinTi 3 
The infinitesimal operator of 0 is defined to be the C® vector field X on M given, for 
each X e M and f e C® (x), by 
^x (9 = 11™ M P (^At W]' 
At-*U 
Proposition 1. 
Let 0 be a C® map as above and let X be the infinitesimal generator of 6. For fixed 
X G M, write F (t) for 0^ (x). Then: 
a) X is invariant under the action of Bon M, i.e., 9^^ (X^) = for all t 6 IR, 
and 
=xw=Vo) -
11 — to 
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Proof. 
See Boothby (1986, Theorems 4.3.4 and 4.3.6). 
Remark 1. 
The result of this proposition should be compared to the discussion given in 
Subsection 2.3 on time homogeneous linear differential equations on IR^. The point x 
is in fact the initial value for the solution of the differential equation. 
The orbit of x under the group action of ^is defined to be the set 
{y 6 : y = (x) = F (t) for some t € K}. 
The curve t »—» F (t) defined on some open interval J of K is said to be an inteefral 
curve of X if F* = X^^ = Xp^^^ on J, i.e., if this curve solves this 
differential equation on J . 
So far we have shown that to a one-parameter group action 0 on M corresponds 
a vector field on M called the infinitesimal generator of 0. A legitimate question 
would be to ask if this correspondence is unique, i.e., if to each vector field in T (M) 
corresponds a unique group action and conversely. 
The answer to this question is "almost" yes. In general, with the above global 
definition of one-parameter group action, one cannot obtain such a one-to-one 
correspondence (see Boothby (1986, Example 4.3.9)). Nevertheless, if, loosely 
speaking, the condition 0^ o 0^ (x) = (x) = o (x) for all x e M is restricted 
to s and t belonging to open intervals depending on x, (a (x), /? (x)), then such a 
correspondence is true. 
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Group actions defined in such terms are called local one-parameter group 
actions or flows. A more complete discussion of such local actions is beyond our needs 
and the scope of this short introduction. A more detailed treatment can be found in 
Boothby (1986: see Definition 4.3.11 and Theorem 4.4.6). 
The above results show that to any differential equation of the form 
F* [^] ~ ^^t(x) ~ ^F(t) (^o^^Gsponds a unique local one-parameter group action, 
which in turn determines the orbit of any initial value for this equation. 
For example, when one looks at the linear time homogeneous differential 
equation on IR^, 
x(t) = Ax(t), Aegl(d,lR), 
the one-parameter group action (which is global in this case) is 0^ (x^) = e'^^ x^ and 
the collection of mappings G = {6^ (.) ; t € R} = {e^^ ; t 6 K} forms a group 
characterizing the integral curves of this differential equation. 
Moreover, the orbit of some initial point x is obtained by applying the 
elements of ^ to X, i.e., if we denote this orbit by Gx, we have 
Gx = {y e : y = e^^ x for some t e K}. 
In many cases, one wishes to restrict this situation to equations representing 
systems which evolve only forward (or backward) in time. This leads to the notion of 
semigroup which is defined as follows: 
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Definition 3. 
Let E be a nonempty set endowed with a binary operation +. A subset E' of E is a 
semigroup if, for all x, y, z e E, 
1) X + y 6 E and 
2) X + (y + z) = (x + y) + z. 
If E" is an arbitrary subset of E, the group efenerated bv E" is the smallest group in E 
which contains E". Similarly, the semigroup generated bv E" is the smallest 
semigroup in E which contains E". 
With this definition, one sees that the set S = {e^^ ; t e IR"o}, obtained by 
restricting t toIR^, is a semigroup which describes the behavior of the equation 
X (t) = A X (t) 
forward in time. The positive orbit of some initial point x EIR^, which we denote by 
Sx, is then given by 
Sx = {y e : y = e^^ x for some t € IR"o}-
Clearly, Q from above is the group generated by this semigroup S. 
Using one-parameter group actions associated with the Lie group TL, i.e., in 
the discrete case of difference equations, the notion that the (semi)group associated 
with the equation should, when applied to some initial point, describe the (positive) 
orbit of this point immediately yields that, for the difference equation on IR^ 
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AeGl(d,IR), 
the associated group and semigroup are 
5={A '^ ;ne lNo}cGl  (d,IR). 
The ideas expressed above are easily extended to more complex situations and, 
in particular, to dynamical control systems which we now define. 
Définition 4. 
A continuous dynamical control system S is a 4-tuple S = where 
is a manifold, constituting the state space, 
U c is a set of control values, 
2/ = {u : R —t U} is a set of admissible control functions, and 
(f = {X (Uj) e T (M) ; Uj. Ê U} is a collection of vector fields on M describing the 
dynamics of the system x* (u^). 
Discrete dynamical control systems are defined in the same way except that the 
control functions now map S into U and the dynamics is described by a difference 
equation x^^^ = h (x^, u^) with <? = {h (., u^) E Diff (M) ; u^ E U} is a collection of 
diffeomorphisms on M. 
fl 
;  m =  ± 1 ,  new C G1 (d, R) and 
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In the continuous time case on (R^ and if the admissible control functions are 
piecewise constant, the group S and the semigroup S associated with a dynamical 
control system of the form = A (u^) x^, A : U —» gl (d, IR), are then naturally 
defined by: 
g  = {e^ tk gA (ui) ti^ t. e IR and Uj G U for 1 < i < k e M} c Gl (d, IR) and 
S = {e^ tk gA (ui) ti^ tj G IRo and uj e U for 1 < i < k 6 IN} c Gl (d, IR). 
For the more general situation given in the above definition of a continuous 
dynamical control system, the associated group and semigroup will be given by 
Ç = {exp (t^ X (uj^))... exp (t^ X (uj)), t- 6 IR and Uj 6 U for 1 < i < k 6 IN} and 
S = {exp (tj^ X (uj^))... exp (tj X (uj^)), t. G Rt and u- 6 U for 1 < i < k G IN}, 
where exp (t X (u)) can be regarded as a conventional notation for 0^ (t,.), with 0^ 
being the (local) one-parameter group associated with the vector field X (u), i.e., 
exp (tj^ X (u^))... exp (t^ X (Uj)) is defined recursively by 
exp (tJ X (uj)) = (tJ,.) and 
exp (t^ X (uj^))... exp (tj^ X (uj)) = 6^^ (tj^, ^ (tjj_j,.)). 
Nevertheless, if M happens to be a Lie group, then the exp notation is more than a 
conventional notation. This will be explained at the end of the next subsection. 
For a discrete dynamical control system on IRo of the form x^^^ = A (u^) x^, 
A : U —< Gl (d, K), the system's group and semigroup are in an analogous way given 
by 
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n 
G = IJJ (UJ^) for n G IN, E U, and OJ^. = ± 1 c G1 (d,IR) and 
n 
S = IP A (uj^) for n e W and Uj^ 6 U C G1 (d, R). 
Finally, for a more general discrete dynamical control system, the associated 
group and semigroup will be given by 
g  = {h^ -^o 6 Diff (M) ; 0-, = ± 1 and u, e U, 0 < k < n 6 IN}, and 
^V-Uo e Diff (M) ; Uj^ e U, 0 < k < n G M}, 
where is defined by Uk-.-Uo 
hjj = h (., Uj), for Oj = 1 or hjj = h"^ (., u.), for tr. = -1, _ 1,-1 and 
Remark 2. 
Note that, by the way semigroups were defined, the identity map may not be in S 
and hence it may be that x 0 Sx (while, necessarily, x G Gx). 
2.5. Lie Groups and Lie Algebras 
There is in fact a close correspondence between Lie groups and Lie algebras. 
Even though Lie algebras are not used in this work, for the sake of completeness and 
because Lie Algebras are widely used in the relevant literature, we will very briefly 
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talk about them ajid investigate their relationship to Lie groups. For more 
details, the reader should consult one of the classical references on this subject, e.g., 
Boothby (1986) and Helgason (1978), or, also, the nice review which can be found in 
MacDonald (1979). 
If we denote by V (M) the set of all C® vector fields defined on the C® manifold 
M, it is easy to see that V (M) is itself a vector space over R. 
Définition 1. 
A vector space L over K is a (real) Lie algebra if, in addition to its vector space 
structure, it possesses a product, that is a map L * L —» L defined by 
(X, Y) I—• [X, Y] e L, with the following properties : 
1) [X, «1 Yj + Og Yg] = ttj [X, YJ + Og [X, Yg], (bilinearity) 
2) [X, Y] = - [Y, X], and (skew commutativity) 
3) [X,[Y,Z]] + [Y,[Z,X]] + [Z,[X,Y]] = 0. (Jacobi identity) 
Eyamplfi 1, 
Taking gl (d, K), the set of d * d, real valued matrices, as a vector space over K with 
ÂB denoting the usual matrix multiplication of A and B € gl (d, IR), it can easily be 
verified that the product [A, B] = AB - BA, called the commutator of A and B, will 
define a Lie algebra structure on gl (d, IR). 
The same obviously applies to IR = gl (1,IR). 
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FiXamplfi 9. 
V(M), defined as above, with the product [X, Y] = XY - YX is also a Lie algebra 
(see Boothby (1986, Theorem 4.7.4, p. 153)). 
Now we will investigate the relationship between Lie algebras and Lie groups 
mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
Definition 2. 
Let G be a Lie group. Then, for each x 6 G, the left translation bv a is the 
diffeomorphism L^^ : G —» G defined by L^^ (x) = ax. 
If X is a vector field on G, we say that X is left invariant if X commutes with left 
translation, i.e., if 
X 0 L„ = L„ 0 X for all a 6 G. 
a a* 
Now, in the previous section, we have established that there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between vector fields on G and flows : G —• G. Then 
for each x 6 G, the map : T^ (G) —* (G) will allow us to compare, for 
each X, the rate of change of another vector field Y on G along the integral curve of X 
passing through x This rate of change is denoted by L^ Y and is formally defined 
hereafter. 
Definition 3. 
The C® vector field L^ Y, called the Lie derivative of Y with respect to X. is 
defined, at each x e G, by the limit 
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Theorem 1. 
If G is a Lie group, then the left invariant vector fields on G form a Lie algebra ^ 
with Lie bracket [X, Y] = L^ Y and dim (G) - dim (^) (dim (G) as a manifold and 
dim (^) as a vector space over R). Moreover, if F : G^ —t Gg is a homomorphism of 
Lie groups, F* : is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
Proof. 
See Boothby (1986, Corollary 4.7.10) and MacDonald (1979, pp. 97-98). 
I 
Remark 1. 
Each X 6 ^ is determined by its value Xg € (G) at the identity element e of G 
because 
Conversely, each tangent vector X e (G) determines a left-invariant vector field 
Y on G by the rule 
On the other hand, when we have the Lie algebra of the Lie group G, it is 
often possible to recover G from This is done through the exponential mapping 
applied to the vector fields in The basic idea is as follows. 
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Definition 4. 
A one-parameter subgroup F of a Lie group G is a C® homomorphism from R to G (R 
with the additive and G with the multiplicative structure). 
Let F be a one-parameter subgroup of the Lie group G. Then 
i.e., upon identification of Tq (R) with R and of (G) with y, we have F* as a 
homomorphism from R to Moreover, given X^e ^ ^  (G), the equation 
Helgason (1978, Corollary 2.1.5)). 
Definition 5. 
For each X e we define exp (t X) = F^ (t), where F^^^ : R —» G is the unique C® 
homomorphism solving 
In particular, exp X = F^ (1). 
So, for X G ^ and by the Inverse Function Theorem, exp X is a C® 
homomorphism from an open neighborhood of 0 € ^ to an open neighborhood of e, 
the identity element in G. Nevertheless, it is in general not true that G = exp (^), 
i.e., the exponential map is usually not surjective. If G is connected, then ^ will 
give a chart of G around e and hence will generate G. If G is compact or Abelian (and 
F, I Tg (G) = TJG) 
has a unique C® homomorphism solution which we will denote by F^ (t) (see 
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connected), then exp is a surjective map. 
Theorem 2. 
Consider the differential equation F* on the Lie group G where X is a 
left invariant vector field. 
Then the one-parameter group action of IR on G which has the infinitesimal generator 
XG IR X G —* G, is given by 6 (t, x) = (x), where the map F : IR —* G is 
the one-parameter subgroup of G given by F (t) = 0 (t, e) = exp (t X^) and is the 
right translation by a on G. 
Proof. 
See Boothby (1986, Theorems 4.5.13 and 4.6.9). 
• 
Hence, if the manifold M is also a Lie group, the exponential notation we used 
for the group G = {exp (t^ X (uj^))... exp (tj^ X 1 < i < k e W, t. G IR, Uj G U} in 
Subsection 2.4 becomes more than a convention provided that exp (t^ X (uj)) is 
understood to mean exp (t| X^ (u^)), with e denoting the identity elememt of M. 
Indeed, exp (tj X (U|)) then corresponds directly to the one-parameter subgroup of M 
induced by the the vector field X (u.). 
The idea is similar (if M is a Lie group and all vector fields are left invariant) 
for the expression exp (tj^ X (uj^.))... exp (tj X (uj)) arising from our dynamical 
control system, except for the fact that the firee choice of the u/s and of the length of 
time t| the vector field X (U|) is applied renders this expression simply a subgroup of 
M and not a one-parameter subgroup. Also note that, the dynamical control 
systems arising in this thesis (from stochastic linear diâerence or differential 
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equations) do not give left invariant vector fields. 
We conclude this section by an example of a Lie group and its associated Lie 
algebra. 
F.xaTnpTp 3. 
Consider the Lie group G1 (d, R) of invertible real-valued d x d matrices. Then 
^(d, R), the Lie algebra associated with G1 (d, R) can be identified with gl (d, R), 
the set of all real-valued, d * d matrices. 
Moreover, the mapping exp : ^ (d, R) —> Gl (d, R) is nothing but the usual 
CD 
exponential map associated with matrices, i.e., e^ = ^ A®/ n!. 
n=0 
Note however that det (e^) = > 0, and hence that this exponential map is 
not surjective since its range is limited to the matrices in Gl (d, R) with positive 
determinant. 
For a proof of these statements, see Helgason (1978, pp. 110-111). 
2.6. Markov Processes 
The purpose of this section is to review some notions pertaining to Markov 
processes. The following facts can be found in greater details in several standard 
books on the subject, e.g., Ethier and Kurtz (1986) and Revuz (1984). 
Let E be some metric space and let J be the topology induced on E by its 
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metric. Let ^{E) be the c-algebra of Borel subsets of E, i.e., the tr-algebra 
generated by the elements of T. Then {E, >S{E)) is a measurable space. 
Let (0, «y, P) be a probability space and let T denote a discrete or continuous 
time set. Tis a subset of R and hence, with the same notation as above, ( T, T)) 
is a measurable space. 
DfifinitioTi 1 • 
A stochastic process X = {X (t,.) ; t e 2^ defined on (0, «S*", P) and taking values in 
(E, >3f(E)) is said to be (^(T) x - measurable if {(t, w) e Tx n : X (t, w) E B} 
belongs to .^(T) x ^ for all B E ^{E). 
A collection { 3^ ; t e T} of sub-cr-algebras of 3^ is said to be a filtration if c C J'' 
for all s < t. 
The process X is said to be {<5^} - adapted with respect to { if, for all fixed te T 
and for all B 6 the set {wE 0 : X (t, w) E B} belongs to 
Remark 1. 
We will denote by o" (X (t,.)) the smallest sub-t7-algebra of Sf which makes X (t,.) 
measurable. From now on, a (X (t,.)) will be abbreviated <r(X^) and X (t, w), X^. 
If we denote by = o- (X (s,.) ; s < t) the smallest sub-c-algebra of 3^ which makes 
X (s,.) measurable for all s < t, it is clear that X is { 3^^ - adapted if and only if 
C for all t E r. 
Also note that, if 7 is a discrete subset of Dt, having X measurable is equivalent to 
having X {<5i^} - measurable for all t E T (i.e., {w : X (t, w) E B} E for all 
B E S3{E) and for all t E because Tis countable. In the continuous case, having X 
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measurable is a stronger statement. 
Definition 2. 
Let X = {X^ ; n 6 IN } be a discrete process defined on (0, J*", P) with values in 
{E, Assume X is adapted to the filtration { ; n e IN }. Then X is said to be 
a Markov chain with respect to {if 
for all m, n > 0 and for all B € 3{E!). 
If for all n, we simply say that X is an E-valued Markov chain on 
Let JC{E) and 3^ (E) denote the sets of all measures and of all probability 
measures on (E, >^(E)) respectively. Write B (E) for the set of all bounded real 
valued measurable functions on E. Then B (JS) is a Banach space with the supremum 
norm. 
Definition 3. 
A function /i(.,.) defined on Ex ^(E) is called a transition function if, for all 
x6 JB, 
n i x , . )  e ^ { E ) ,  
and, for all B e S{E), 
A transition function /i is a transition function for a time homogeneous (discrete) 
Markov process X if. for all B e 
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or, equivalently, if, for all f € B (^), 
Remark 2. 
The first equation above means that, when the values taken by {X^,..., X^} are 
known, the probability that the random variable X^^^ (i.e., X (n+1, w)) will take a 
value in the set B e is given by /z (x^, B) where denotes the known value of 
X^. Clearly, ifX^ = x^, P G B | B) and therefore, the 
probability that, at the next step, it will end up in B depends only on its last 
position, and not on the time this transition is made. This justifies the term "time 
homogeneous". 
Now n (x, B) is really the one-step transition probability from x to B. For this 
reason, we will sometimes write ^ (1, x, B) instead of#(x, B). This will allow us to 
use the notation (n,x, B) for the n-step transition probabilitv ùom x to B, i.e., for 
allB e ^{E), 
DfififiitioTi 4. 
A transition function is said to satisfy the Chapman — Kolmogorov propertv if 
/i(n + m,x,B) = I /f(n,y,B) ^(m,x,dy). 
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where 
/i(n, y,B) dy) can be written as 
f  • • • [^ /^ (yn- i 'B)  M(yn-2 ' ^yn- l ) - •  M(m,x ,dy^) .  
E E 
Remark 3. 
Note that the transition function of a homogeneous Markov chain (and of Markov 
processes in general) satisfies the Chapman - Kolmogorov property since 
nfifinitinn fi. 
The probability measure i/ e ^ {Ë) given by v (B) = P (X^ e B) for B G ^{E) is 
called the initial distribution of the Markov process X. 
Repeatedly using the Markov property, it can be shown that the transition 
function of a homogeneous Markov process X and its initial distribution v uniquely 
determine the finite-dimensional distributions of X by 
= E [P [Vm^u ^ B I | 
= E[''(n.X„^ „.B)l J'/] 
E 
X%,CBk)  =  ( 
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Conversely, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. 
If ^ is a complete separable space and ^ (.,.) is a transition fmiction satisfying the 
Chapman - Kolmogorov property, then there is a Markov chain X defined on E 
whose finite-dimensional distributions are uniquely determined by (*) above. 
Proof. 
See Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Theorem 4.1.1, p. 157). 
Remark 4. 
Manifolds are Polish spaces, i.e., they are locally compact with countable basis 
(LCCB) (see Subsection 2.3). Hence they are separable and complete by Hewitt and 
Stromberg (1965, Theorems 2.6.22, p. 61 and 2.6.50, p. 67) (for completeness, the 
proof in M is similar to the proof in IR^ given there). 
In order to develop further concepts related to Markov chains, we need some 
additional definitions. In the following, let M (J5) denote the set of all real valued 
3— measurable functions on E. 
Definition 6. 
A kernel on {E, <S{E)) is a mapping K from E* ,S{E) into (-m,m] such that 
1) K (., B) : • (- OD, 00 ] is a 3- measurable function for all B 6 3{E) and 
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2) K (x,.) : —» (- Œ, OD ] is a measure on (E, <2{E!)) for ail x e E. 
The kernel K is said to be positive if its range is [0, m ]. It is said to be cr-finite if all 
the measures K (x ,.) are a-finite. It is said to be proper if E\% the union of an 
increasing sequence ; n > 0} of subsets of E such that the functions K (., E^ are 
bounded. It is said to be bounded if jK (x, B) | < M < œ for all x 6 ^ and all 
B 6 ^{E). 
Remark 5. 
A bounded kernel is a proper kernel and a proper kernel is a-finite. 
The kernel K can be used to define an operator K from M {E) to M {E) by 
Definition 7. 
The measure me S' {E) will be said to be invariant under the kernel K if, for all 
B e S^E), we have 
K f (x) = [ f (y) K (x, dy). 
iE 
Also, if m 6 ^{E) and B € S{E), we define 
m (B) = m K (B). 
BfimaTt fi. 
Transition probabilities are simply positive kernels satisfying the condition 
K (x, ^  = 1 for all X € JF, i.e., K (x,.) is a probability measure for all x 6 E. 
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Moreover, if /i is a one step transition probability for a Markov chain, we have 
H (x, B) = //Ig (x), where Ig (.) denotes the indicator function of the set B 6 3{E). 
Associated with Markov processes are also the notions of semigroup and 
generator, which we now define, with the time set T = IR^ or W. 
Definition 8. 
A one-parameter family {T (t) ; t € T} of bounded linear operators on a Banach 
space $ is called a semigroup if 
1) T (0) = I, the identity map, and 
2) T (s +1) = T (s) T (t) for all s, te T. 
A semigroup {T (t)} is said to be strongly continuous if lim T (t) f = f for every f e ê" 
t->0 
(the limit being taken in the Banach space norm). 
It is said to be contracting if ||T (t)|| < 1 for all t 6 T, where j|.|| is the usual operator 
norm. 
In the discrete case of Markov chains and by the Chapman - Kolmogorov 
property, 
T (n ) f (x )=[  f (y ) / i (n ,x ,dy)  
defines a measurable (for each n) and contracting semigroup on the Banach space of 
bounded measurable functions (on the state space of the Markov chain). 
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nfifinition 9. 
The X be a Markov chain with state space E and let {T (n) ; n G IN} be a discrete time 
semigroup on the Banach space B (Et) of bounded measurable functions on E. 
Then  the  Markov  cha in  X  cor responds  t o  {T  (n )}  i f ,  fo r  a l l  f  €  B  ( ^ ,  
E|f(x^+k)l = 
Remark 7. 
If {T (n)} is defined by T (n) f (x) = [ f (y) (JL (n, x, dy), the definition above is 
JE 
simply the definition of a Markov chain. 
Theorem 2. 
If X is a Markov chain with initial distribution v and corresponding to the semigroup 
{T (n) ; n 6 W}, then the finite dimensional distributions of X are fully determined by 
i/and {T (n)}. 
Proof. 
See Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Proposition 4.1.6). 
• 
Dpfifiitinii in 
The (infinitesimal) generator of a semigroup {T (t) ; t e îT} on a Banach space S is 
the linear operator A on ^ defined by 
Af= l imi [T  ( t ) f - f ] ,  
t-»0 ' 
the limit being taken in the topology of the Banach space norm. 
The domain 3 } ( A ) o f A  is the subspace of all f 6 S  such that this limit exists. 
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Under some conditions which are given below, the Hille — Yosida theorem says 
that a strongly continuous contraction semigroup can be recovered from its 
generator. The result goes as follows: 
Definition 11. 
Let A be a linear operator on the Banach space ^ and assume that A is closed, i.e., 
that the graph of A is closed as a topological subspace of S If, for some real 
number A, we have 
1) the operator AI - A is one-to-one, 
2) the range of AI - A is S, and 
3) (AI - A)"^ is a bounded linear operator on ^ 
then A is said to belong to the resolvent set o (A) of A and = (AI — A) ^ is called 
the  reso lven t  f a t  Al  o f  A .  
Definition 12. 
A linear operator A on the Banach space g" is said to be dissioative if 
IIA f - A f|( > A ||f|| for every f 6 3i{k) and A > 0. 
Thfinrfiin 3 (Hille - Yosida) 
A linear operator A on the Banach space S is the generator of a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup {T (t)} on S if and only if 
1) ^(A) is dense in g) 
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2) A is dissipative, and 
3) the range of AI - A is g" for some positive A in the resolvent set p (A). 
When these conditions are satisfied, {T (t)} is, for all t 6 Tand all f e S, defined by 
the uniform limit on bounded intervals 
T (t) f = 1 im exp (t A^) f, 
A-ttD 
where A^ is called the Yosida approximation of A and defined by 
A^  =  AAR^ =  AA(AI-A)" \  
Proof. 
See Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Theorem 1.2.6 and Proposition 1.2.7). 
• 
2.7. IrreducibUity and Recurrence of Markov Chains 
Irredudbility and recurrence notions will become quite important later on. 
Therefore, this section is devoted to a brief review of these topics. In this, we follow 
mainly Jain and Jamison (1967), Stettner (1988), and Tweedie (1976). 
Definition 1. 
Let ( E ,  c^) be a measurable space. We say that S  is separable if 3  is generated by a 
countable subclass of subsets of E. 
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Remark 1. 
If Eis an L.C.C.B. space and 3 is the Borel cr-algebra of E, i.e., ^ then 
S3 is clearly separable. 
From now on, we will always assume that our a-algebra âS is separable. In 
fact, in most cases, 3 will be the Borel a-aJgebra 3{E). 
Next, we introduce the terminology and the notations used in the text. For 
each B g and each x 6 define 
r (x, B) = inf (n > 0 ; G B I XQ = x), 
F (n, X, B) = P (r (x, B) = n), 
OD 
L(x ,B)  =  P  ho  =  *  =  X  F(n ,x ,B)  
'•n=l n=i 
00 
n=l 
Q(x ,B)  =  P(X^GBi .o .  |X Q = X)  
m OD 
N U [^k« B ] | xo== '  
ln=l k=n 
In other words, r (x, B) denotes the first hitting time for the set B starting from x, 
F (n, X, B) is the probability that the first entrance in B starting from x takes place 
at the n*^ step, L (x, B) is the probability that the chain ever reaches B starting 
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from X, and Q (x, B) denotes the probability of returning to B infinitely often 
starting from x. 
Remark 2. 
For all B e we have; 
1) L (x, B) > 0 if and only if G (x, B) > 0 (Jain and Jamison (1967, p. 3-4)), and 
2) L (x, B) =1 for all X e ^if and only if Q (x, B) = 1 for all x G £/ (Tweedie (1976, 
Proposition 3.1)) 
Definition 2. 
A set B 6 is called invariant (or stochasticallv closed) if B ^ ^ and (i (x, B) = 1 
for all X € B. 
An invariant set which does not contain two disjoint invariant sets is called 
indecomposable-
Definition 3. 
A set B 6 S{E)  such that Q (x, B) = 0 for all x G ^is called inessential. Otherwise, 
it is called essential. 
An essential set which is the union of countably many inessential sets is said to be 
improperlv essential. Otherwise it is called properly essential. 
Remark 3. 
Inessential sets are those in which the process X will only stay for finitely many steps 
with probability one. 
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If B is inessential or improperly essential, then B is the countable union of strongly 
transient sets, i.e., B = |^ B^ with, for all n and all x e 
n=l 
G (x, BJ < œ. 
Also, strongly transient sets are inessential (but the converse is false). For more 
details, see Jain and Jamison (1967, p. 34 as well as Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2). 
Dgfinitinn 4. 
Let B G ,S{E!) be invariant and ^ be a a-finite measure on (E, with ip  (B) > 0. 
Then B is called (jMrredudble if L (x, F) > 0 for all x e B whenever F c B and 
tp (F) > 0. 
A set D e S{E) is called weaklv recurrent if G (x, D) = m for all x 6 £?. D is called 
strongly recurrent if L (x, D) = Q (x, D) = 1 for all x 6 £?. 
Definition 5. 
Let ^ be a tr-finite nontrivial measure on (jE?, The Markov chain X is said to 
be (^irreducible if, for all x e Eand B € G (x, B) > 0 (or equivalently, by 
Remark 2, if L (x, B) > 0) whenever tp (B) > 0. 
The yj-irreducible chain X is said to be (weaklv) recurrent if, for all x 6 and 
B 6 G (x, B) = CD whenever ip (B) > 0. The same chain X is (;o-recurrent or 
strongly recurrent if, for all x € £?and B € .^(^7), L (x, B) = 1 whenever tp (B) > 0. 
If X is ^recurrent for some such tp, then X is said to be Harris recurrent. 
Remark 4. 
For all B e Q (x, B) = 1 for all x e ^ (strong recurrence) implies G (x, B) = m 
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for all X E E (weak recurrence). The reverse implication in not true (Tweedie (1976, 
Proposition 3.2)). 
Proposition 1. 
Suppose X is ynrreducible for some <p. Then there is a measure tp on 3{E!) which is a 
maximal irredudbilitv measure for X in the sense that 
1) X is ^irreducible, 
2) if X is ^irreducible for some ip ,  then ^ « 'tp, and 
3) for all B e ^ (B) = 0 implies y {x 6 ^ : L (x, B) > 0} = 0. 
Proof. 
See Tweedie (1976, Proposition 2.1). ^ 
Definition 6. 
The Markov chain X is said to be strongly (irreducible if it is y>-irreducible and 1p as 
in Proposition 1 also satisfies 
4) for all B € ^ (B) = 0 implies {x € ^ : L (x, B) > 0} = (p. 
Definition 7. 
An invariant set B 6 ^{Ef) is said to be «^minimal for (p G if it does not contain 
any invariant set of ^measure less than (p (B). 
Write, for B 6 and x G E, 
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go 
R(x,B) = X nF (n,x, B), 
n=l 
i.e., if r (x, B) is a proper random variable (i.e., if 1 = P (r (x, B) < m) = L (x, B)), 
then R (x, B) = E (r (x, B)). 
Definition 8. 
If, for B € ,^(Ê) and for all x € £?, L (x, B) = 1 and R (x, B) < m, the set B is called 
positive. 
If Tim /i (n, X, B) > 0 for all X e E, B is called weakly positive. 
n-»oD 
A set B 6 iS?(£) is called null if R (x, B) = œ for all x € B^. 
B is called stronelv null if 1 im /i (n, x, B) = 0 for all x e E. 
n-»a) 
Remark 5. 
B e 3{EÏ) positive does not necessarily imply B weakly positive (Tweedie (1976, 
p. 747, and 1975, Section 6)). 
If B is positive and sup {R (x, B) ; x 6 B} < k for some k < m, then B is weakly 
positive (Tweedie (1976, Proposition 4.1)). 
Dfifinitinn 9. 
If the Markov chain X is ynrredudble, X is said to be positive if, for B 6 '2{E), 
ip (B) > 0 implies B is weakly positive (i.e., positive chains are weakly recurrent). 
Otherwise X is called null. 
The Markov chain X is called ergodic if it is positive. (Also see Remark 2.8.3 (1).) 
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Remark 6. 
If X is a ( ^ irreducible) positive chain, then positivity of the chain X implies that X 
is weakly recurrent (with respect to y>) and hence (by Theorem 2.8.2 (c)) that X 
admits a unique invariant probability measure, A. From Remark 2.8.2, it follows 
that X can be restricted to a y>-recurrent (strongly recurrent) chain by removing a 
A-null set. Moreover, Theorem 2.8.2 (b) states that, for a positive chain and for 
every set B e ^{E) with (p (B) > 0, R (x, B) < m A-a.s. Hence, by removing a A-null 
set ftom the state space of X, we get that all sets B 6 with tp (B) > 0 are 
positive, i.e., R (x, B) < m and L (x, B) = 1 for all x G ^ \ K with A (K) = 0. In other 
words, the expected time for the first entry from x 6 \ K in any set B e with 
y?(B) > Ois finite. 
TWînitinn 10 
A sequence of d disjoint sets {C^ ; 1 < n < d} in is called a cvcle if, for 1 < j < d-1, 
/i(x,Cj^j) = 1, X E Cj, and 
/i(x,Cj) = l, xG Cj. 
Theorem 1. 
Assume that ^ is separable and let X be a Markov chain valued in {E ,  ^ ) .  
If X is ^irreducible, then there is a cycle {C^^ ; 1 < n < d} for which the following 
holds: 
d 
a) Let K = C^, C. n Cj = ^ for i # j. Then is inessential or improperly 
i=l 
essential and (p (K*') = 0. 
b) If {C^ ; 1 < m < d'} is a cycle, then d' is a divisor of d and, for each 1 < m < d'. 
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differs from a union of d/d' members of {C^ ; 1 < n < d} by a y^-nuU set which 
is either inessential or improperly essential. 
Proof. 
See Theorem 2.1 in Jain and Jamison (1967). ^ 
Theorem 2. 
Suppose that (E ,  is the measurable state space for the Markov chain X. Assume 
tha t  eg  i s  separable  and  tha t  X is  ^ i r reducib le  for  some a- f in i te  measure  (p .  
Then either 
• ^  = H U I, where H fl I = 0, H is invariant and y?-recurrent, and I is inessential or 
improperly essential with ^ (I) = 0, or 
00 
• E= S., where all the S^'s are strongly transient, i.e., G (x, Sj) < m for all i and 
i=l 
allx e 
Moreover, the first case holds only when tp (B) > 0 implies G (x, B) = œ for all x e 
i.e., when X is weakly recurrent (with respect to tp ) .  
Proof. 
See Jain and Jamison (1967, Theorem 2.2). ^ 
2.8. Existence and Uniqueness of Invariant Measures 
In the previous section, we have called a measure m invariant for the Markov 
chain X (on the state space {E, 3{E))) if m satisfies the equation 
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m(B)=[ /i(x, B)m(dx) 
for all B 6 3{E) .  
The aim of this section is to describe conditions under which such a measure 
exists and is unique. There is a substantial amount of literature on this subject but, 
for our purpose, we will quote results taken from Tweedie (1976), Stettner (1988), 
Orey (1971), Doob (1953), as well as Jain and Jamison (1967). The terms used 
below are defined in Subsection 2.7. 
Consider the following two assumptions: 
(A) There exists a finite measure (pe J^(E) such that any invariant set 
for the process X has positive tp measure. 
(B) Any invariant set for the process X is properly essential. 
Then the following theorem holds true: 
Theorem 1. 
Let X be a Markov chain with state space {E ,  Then, under (A) and (B), the 
following statements are verified: 
a) There exists a countable maximal family {A^ ; n e W} of disjoint <p-minimal 
invariant subsets of E. (Maximal means that if {B^ ; n e W} is any other such 
family with {A^ ; n 6 W} C {B^ ; n 6 IN}, then {A^ ; n e W} = {B^ ; n e W},) 
b) Any y)-minimal invariant set A^ e 3{E) contains a further set with 
(p (A^ ) = y; (I^ ) and which satisfies, for all D 6 the ^recurrence 
property 
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(D n > 0 implies L (x, D) = Q (x, D) = 1 
for all X E I . 
no 
c) With every set is associated a unique (up to a multiplicative constant) (7-finite 
invariant measure with supp (ïr^) = and such that « ?r^, where y», j 
' n ' n 
denotes the restriction of the measure (p to the set I^. 
d) Any invariant a-finite measure m on (^, ^{E)) is a linear combination of the 
TTj's, i.e., there exists a sequence ; n E IN} such that m = S a. ttj. 
Proof. 
See Stettner (1988, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2). ^ 
Remark 1. 
1) In Assumption (A), instead of a finite measure (p ,  one can require the existence 
of a a-finite measure satisfying the same condition. Indeed, given any a-finite 
measure ip, one can construct an equivalent finite measure (p by setting, for 
B e ip (B) = j^f (x) ^ (dx) , where f (x) = 2"^ E^)j for 
X e = (f>), where the sequence of sets {E^ ; n € IN} satisfies 
E^ 6 3{E) ,   ^{E^  <00, (J ; n e IN} = .e, and E^ c 
2) The recurrence property satisfied by any set I^ is nothing but the usual Harris 
condition also referred to as strong recurrence by Tweedie (1976). 
3) As pointed out by Stettner (1988, Remark 1.2), Condition (B) is used to avoid 
situations similar to the deterministic motion to the right on IN, 
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= ^ + ^ I XN = X) = L. 
Indeed, in this case, IN and = IN \ {0,1,n} are invariant sets but 
00 
0 E = <f>, which prevents the existence of an invariant probability measure 
n=0 ^ 
(the counting measure is a cr-ûnite invariant measure for this process). 
More specifically, improperly essential sets are the countable union {B^ ; n E IN} 
of strongly transient sets (see Jain and Jamison (1967, Corollary 4.1)), i.e., 
G (x, B^) < 00 for all X 6 ^ and all n 6 IN. Hence, any cr-finite (sub)invariant 
measure A must satisfy A (El) = œ (see Jain and Jamison (1967, Corollary 4.3)). 
Another answer to the aforementioned problem is given in the following result. 
Again, see Subsection 2.7 for a definition of the terms used. 
Theorem 2. 
Let ( I  be the transition kernel of a Markov chain X with state space {E ,  •2{E) ) .  
Assume there exists a probability measure yon (E, >S{E)) such that X is 
^irreducible and weakly recurrent, i.e., for all Be <^(jE?), 
od 
y (B) > 0 implies % f i  (n, x, B) = od for all X 6 E.  
n=l 
Then 
a) There exists a unique nontrivial <T-finite invariant measure A with y « A, 
and A is equivalent to the maximal irreducibility measure y for X. 
b) The chain X is positive if and only if 
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f R (x, B) A (dx) < 00 
JR 'B 
for one, and then every, B e ^[E) such that ip (B) > 0. 
c) If X is positive (ergodic), then A {E)  < œ and the unique invariant measure A 
(after being normalized to a probability measure) satisfies 
n 
lim J ^/z(k,x,B) = A (B) ^a.e., 
n-» 00 k=l 
for all B e 3{E). 
d) If X is positive and strongly recurrent (i.e., Harris or ^recurrent), then the 
ÇvnuU set over which the limit in (c) above may fail is empty. 
Proof. 
See Tweedie (1976, Propositions 4.2 and 4.3) as well as, for (a), Stettner (1988, 
Theorem 2.1). 
• 
Remark 2. 
Proposition 3.6 in Tweedie (1976) states that, under separability, a ynrredudble and 
weakly recurrent chain can be restricted to a strongly recurrent chain by removing a 
^nuU set. In the same proposition, it is also shown that strong irreducibility and 
weak recurrence imply strong recurrence, i.e., under ergodicity, strong irreducibility 
suffices to ensure that the null set in Theorem 2 (c) is in fact an empty set. 
Remark 3. 
1) If the positivity requirement is omitted in parts (c) and (d) of the above theorem, 
then we still have a unique invariant measure but it is not necessarily a finite 
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measure. In fact, one often uses the term ergodic to qualify a chain which 
possesses a unique finite invariant measure (see, e.g., Tweedie (1975, p. 386)). 
Note that the existence of such a unique finite invariant measure for a Markov 
chain X guarantees the positivity of X by Theorem 2 (c) and Tweedie (1976, 
Proposition 4.2 (i)). Moreover, lack of positivity yields that there exists a 
sequence of set B. e such that | ^with each B. being strongly null, i.e., 
for each i, 1 im /x (n, x, B.) = 0 for all x e (Tweedie (1976, Proposition 4.2.)). 
n-+oD 
2) Under the conditions of part (d) of Theorem 2 (ergodidty and strong recurrence), 
we have the stronger (since it is a uniform result over all B e statement 
that, for any initial distribution i/on .^{£1) and with ||.|| denoting the total 
variation, 
n 
lim 
n-»oD 
M z / (dy)  / / ( i ,y ,  . ) -A ( .  
i=l 
= 0. 
This result is due to Orey (1971, Proposition 6.1). 
Theorem 3. 
Suppose the Markov chain X is ergodic and strongly recurrent so that a unique finite 
invariant measure A exists. Then, upon normalization of A to a probability measure, 
the following statements are verified: 
a) If the unique invariant set cannot be decomposed into a cycle (aperiodic case), 
n 
then the Ceasaro limit lim ^ ^  /x (k, x, B) = A (B) of Theorem 2 (d) is a simple 
n-» 00 k=l 
limit. In fact, for all initial probability distribution u on ^{E), we have 
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lim 
Il->œ 
f  f i (n ,y , . ) i / (dy )  -X( . )  =0 
J  E  
which implies that 
lim/i(n,x,B) = A (B), 
for all B 6 â9{El) and all x € & 
nt 
Moreover, we have that, for all B e (E) (the Borel tr-algebra on E ) and all 
in i t ia l  d i s t r ibut ions  t /on  
where and P^ denote probabilities obtained when X^ ~ i/ and X^ ~ A 
respectively, z/, A G {E). This implies that the process X with initial 
distribution u converges weakly to the unique stationary and ergodic process X 
with initial distribution A. 
b) If the unique invariant set can be decomposed into a cycle {C^ ; 1 < n < d}, d>l, 
then there exists a unique collection of probability measures {tt^^ ; 1 < n < d} with 
TT. (Cj^) = 0 for i ^ k, TTj (C.) = 1, and such that, for all B e ^{E) and all x e 
lim/:(nd+m,x,B) = tTJ^ (B), x 6 C. andk = i + m (mod d). 
Moreover, for all B 6 ^{E) and all x 6 £?, A (B) above is given by 
n d 
and, for all initial distribution on we have 
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d 
lim 
E k=l 
Proof. 
a) See Orey (1971, Theorem 7.1). 
The weak convergence statement comes from a trivial extension of Proposition 
7.12 in Breiman (1968). 
b) See Orey (1971, Theorem 7.1) as well as Doob (1953, pp. 205-211) and Jain and 
Jamison (1967, Theorem 2.4). ^ 
Remark 4. 
In the above theorem, it is necessary to require the process to be strongly recurrent 
instead of simply weakly recurrent in order to obtain the weak convergence result 
lim (n,X, B) = A (B) for all B e 3{E) and all x G & Failing to do so would give 
n-»oD 
us convergence only if the initial probability measure u does not put any mass on 
points X in the ^null set over which this limit statement is incorrect and from which 
the process X can get trapped within sets of ^ measure zero. By Theorem 2 (d), 
strong recurrence prevents this from happening. 
2.9. Lyapunov Exponents and Osekdec's MvMplicaiive Ergodic Theorem 
In this final introductory section, we will review the basic material related to 
the theory of Lyapunov exponents and, in particular, state Oseledec's Multiplicative 
Ergodic Theorem. This entire discussion is essentially based on Arnold and 
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Wihstutz's (1986) survey paper. For the main theorem of this section, the reader 
may also wish to refer to Oseledec's (1968) original paper. 
A review of the theory of Lyapunov exponents can suitably be initiated by 
some results concerning the stability at the origin of the linear and homogeneous 
differential equations of the form 
X (t) = A (t) X (t) 
with X (0) = Xq G t e and A : R"*" —» G1 (d, R) bounded and continuous. 
There are several definitions which relate to the stability of such an equation 
(see Miller and Michel (1982, Section 5.3)), but the following is the most relevant: 
Dfifiîiitinn 1. 
The equilibrium point x = 0 of the above equation is said to be exponentially stable if 
there exists an a > 0 and, for every e > 0, there exists a > 0 such that 
|x(t,tQ,y)l < 6exp[-Q! (t-tj] for all t > t^, 
whenever |y | < and t^ > 0, and where x (t, t^, y) represents the solution of the 
equation which goes through y at time t^. 
It is well known that, when A (t) = A is constant, the stability behavior of 
this equation is determined by the real part of the eigenvalues of A. Specifically, the 
differential equation x (t) = A x (t) is exponentially stable (at the origin and hence 
everywhere by the nature of the solution of such an equation) if and only if all of the 
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eigenvalues of A have negative real parts (see, e.g.. Miller and Michel (1982, 
Theorem 5.5.5)). 
If the matrix A (t) is periodic, the statements of the previous paragraph 
remain true if we use the real part of the characteristic exponents of A (t) (see, e.g., 
Miller and Michel (1982, Theorem 5.5.7)). 
Now it is also known that the exponential stability of the above system with 
A (t) constant or periodic also implies the exponential stability of the associated 
perturbed nonhomogeneous equation 
x(t) = A(t)x(t)+f(t,x(t)), 
where f : IR"^ * IR^ —» satisfies f (t,x (t)) = o (|x|) as |x| —•0 (see Miller and 
Michel (1982, Corollary 6.2.5)). 
Lyapunov exponents which we now define can be viewed as a generalization of 
the real parts of the eigenvalues of A (or of the characteristic exponents of A (t)). 
Définition 2. 
The Lyapunov exponent of a solution x (t, 0, x^) = x (t,x^) of the difierential 
equation x = A (t) x is defined by 
A(xQ) = îïmilog |x(t,x^)|. 
Lyapunov proved the following facts about Lyapunov exponents: 
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1) for ail # 0, A (x^) is Snite, 
2) the set of all numbers which are possible Lyapunov exponents for some initial 
value x^ of the differential equation x = A (t) x is finite, with cardinality p, 
l < P < d ,  
3) for cfO, A (cXQ) = A (x^), and 
4) for all Cj, Cg 6 K, A (c^^ x^ + Cg Xg) < max {A (x^), A (xg)}. 
Moreover, if the Lyapunov exponents are ordered by A^ < ... < Aj, the 
subspaces L. = {x e : A (x) < A^} form a filtration of 
- ^ p+l c Lp C ... C L^ - R , 
with dim (L.) = k. satisfying 
0 = <kp< ... <kj = d, 
and 
A (x) = Aj if and only if x E L. \ L^^j^, 
for 1 < i < p. 
Dftfifiitinn 3. 
Le t  {cpe^}  form a  bas i s  o f  Then  th i s  bas i s  i s  sa id  to  be  normal (for the 
differential equation x = A (t) x) if, for all c^,..., e R, 
d 
X c.e. 
i=l ^ ^ 
= max {A (Cj) ; i such that c. f 0}. 
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Remark 1. 
Lyapunov proved that a normal basis always exists. 
Le t  {e^ ,e^}  be  a  normal  bas i s  o f  and  denote  by  d .  the  mul t ip l i c i ty  o f  Aj  
among the numbers A (e.). Then dj is the same for any normal basis and 
d 
d. = k. - k. 1 with d. = d. 1 1 1+1 1 
Definition 4. 
The Lyapunov exponents A. together with their multiplicities d. are called the 
Lvapunov spectrum of x = A (t) x. 
From the definition of exponential stability and of Lyapunov exponents for 
X = A (t) X, it should be obvious that this differential equation is exponentially 
stable if and only if A^ < 0. Unfortunately, it is in general not true that Aj^ < 0 implies 
the exponential stability of the associated perturbed nonlinear differential equation 
X = A (t) X + f (t, x). For this, one needs that the Lyapunov exponents satisfy a 
regularity property. 
Dfifinitinn R. 
The differential equation x = A (t) x (and its associated Lyapunov spectrum) is said 
to be forward regular if 
^ d. Ai = lim ilog det (d) (t)) = l imj  
i=l 1 * t-.a) ^ 
rt 
trace (A (s)) ds, 
0 
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where ^ (t) is the fundamental matrix of the differential equation with ((> (0) = Id. 
For a forward regular system, all the lim's are actually limits and < 0 implies 
stability of the perturbed system x = A (t) x + f (t, x). 
To pursue this discussion, we now assume that the differential equation 
X = A (t) X is defined on the whole time axis R (instead of IR"^). Then we can define 
(backward) Lyapunov exponents by 
A"(Xq) = lYj-log |x (t,Xq)I 
and there will be p", 1 < p < d, exponents A"- < ... < Aj with multiplicities dj for A^, 
and a filtration (j) = C L"- c ... C with dim (L^ = kT satisfying 
0 = kp-^i < kp- < ... < kj = d, and A" (x) = AT if and only if x e Lj" \ 17^^, for 
l< i<p"  
The differential equation x = A (t) x, t 6 IR, (and its associated Lyapunov 
spectrum) is called backward regular if 
y 
^ di Ai = ^lim jlj log det (cj) (t)) = ^lim trace (A (s)) ds. 
In general, the forward and backward spectrum of x = 
related but we have the following definition: 
A (t) X, t e R, are not 
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Definition 6. 
The differential equation x = A (t) x, t G (R, (and its associated Lyapunov spectrum) 
is said to be regular if 
1) it is forward and backward regular, 
2) p" = p and, for 1 < i < p, dj = Aj = and 
3) for 1 < i < p-1, n = (j). 
Given a regular system, the subspaces ^ = L. n 1 < i < p, have 
dim (^) = d. and form a splitting of according to 
P H P L. = ® andIR = ® E. ,  
V j=i ^ j=l ^ 
for 1 < i < p. Moreover, 
lim Y log |x (t> XQ) I = Aj if and only if x^ E ^ \ {0}. 
t-»± (D 
Remark 2. 
If A (t) is constant or periodic, the system x = A (t) x, t 6 R, is regular. In this 
case, the Lyapunov exponents are simply the real parts of the eigenvalues of A or the 
real parts of the characteristic exponents of A (t) while the E^'s are the (generalized) 
eigenspaces. 
The fundamental matrix ({> (t. A) associated with the differential equation 
X = A (t) x is a G1 (d, R) valued function which, for ail s, t € R, satisfies the relation 
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(j) (t+s, A) = (j) (t, Eg A) (j) (s, A). 
This equation says that (|) is a multiplicative cocycle (defined below) associated with 
the dynamical system consisting of the group of shifts {H^ ; t e K} (in the space of 
continuous functions A : IR —< gl (d, R)) defined by (A (s)) = A (s+t). 
Since the definition of (forward) Lyapunov exponents could be rewritten as 
(A,x^)  =  r îmi log  | ( ( ) ( t ,A)x^ | ,  
t-»tD 
(and similarly for backward exponents), Lyapunov exponents are seen to simply 
describe the asymptotic behavior of the multiplicative cocycle induced by the map A, 
applied to x^ # 0. This is the starting point for the generalization of the above 
concepts. 
Dflfinition 7. 
Let {E ,  9^)  be a measurable space. We define a measurable flow to be a mapping 
H : r * E—> E, r= Z? or R, such that {H^ = H (t,.) ; t e 2} is a collection of 
bi-measurable bijections from EioE (i.e., and are measurable) satisfying 
1) for all measurable maps î: E—» R, f (H^ x) is measurable in (t, x) and 
2) {Hj} satisfies the group or flow property, i.e., for all s, te T, 
Remark 3. 
is typically a shift on the space of functions determining the dynamics of the 
system. In the stochastic case, £?is the underlying probability space, i.e., in our 
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case, the path space of the stochastic process and, for control systems, Eis the space 
of  admiss ib le  cont ro l  funct ions  U.  
The solution of differential or difference equations describing the systems 
dynamics induces a "flow" on the state space M (a C® manifold), which is 
intertwined with H in the form of a skew product flow: 
Definition 8. 
A skew product flow on E x M is a map 
y? :  rX (E  X M)  —* (Ex  M)  
defined by 
y?(t,x,m) = (HjX,F(t,x,m)), 
where H: T* E  —» Eis a measurable flow and F: Tx^xM —•M satisfies the skew 
product property 
F(t+s,x) = F(t,Hg x) oF(s,x). 
Here we have used the notation F (t, x) : M —» M for the component map F (t, x,.) 
for  a l l  ( t ,x )  e  Tx  E.  
Note that (p as defined above is a flow in the sense of Definition 7 since 
<p (t+s, X, m) = X, F (t+s, m, x) 
= (H^ (Eg x), F (t, Hg X, F (s, X, m))) 
= ^(t,HgX,F(s,x,m)) 
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= ^(t, ^ (s,x,m)), 
which, using as above x M —• M for the component map y; (t,.,.) for all t E T,  
can be written o (x, m). But, for fixed x G jE", F^: Tx M —> M is not a flow. 
Remark 4. 
For deterministic dynamical systems, whose dynamics do not explicitly depend on 
t e  T ,  one does not need the shift space (^, E). Consider, e.g., the differential 
equation x = f (x) on M. Here the flow ip  takes the form tp :  T x M —» M and ^ (t, m) 
denotes the solution at time t 6 T with initial value ^ (0, m) = m. 
For time dependent differential equations, the situation is different. Consider, for 
example, x = A (t) x in with A ; K —» gl (d, K) bounded continuous. Here we 
have ^ = C (K, gl (d, R)), the continuous functions ùom R into gl (d, R), 
H : r* ^ —> ^is defined by H (t, A (.)) = A (t+.), the usual shift, and 
(p :  E*  R^—» is given by y)(t, A (.),m) = (H^ A (.), F (t, A (.), m)) where 
F (t, A (.), m) = (j> (t, A (.)) m, with (J> (t, A (.)) representing the fundamental matrix 
of X = A (t) X (using (j) (0, A (.)) = Id, the d * d identity matrix). 
The situation for control systems is similar except that ^ = C (R, gl (d, R)) is replaced 
by the space U of admissible control functions. 
Finally, for stochastic systems, we consider the case of products of raiidom matrices 
(this case arising from linear stochastic difference equations on of the form 
x^^2 = A^ x^ with A^ being a Gl (d, R)-valued random variable). Take T=1 and 
£7 = Gl (d, R)® , the path space of the stochastic process, with its canonical cr-algebra 
3^, and the usual shift H. Let k: E—» Gl (d,R) be measurable and define the 
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products 
C(n ,x)  =  
A ^  x ) . . .  A (x )  fo rn  > 1 ,  
Id for n = 0, 
. A"\H^ x) ... A~^ (H_^x) forn < -1. 
Now the sequences {A^ = A (E^ x) ; n > 0} and {A~^ = A'^ (H^ x) ; n < 0} are 
sequences of G1 (d, IR)-valued random variables. They induce a skew product flow on 
jE" * Ko through tp-. TxjgxIRQ—,^x|Ro defined by tp (n, x, m) = (H^ x, A^ ... Aj m). 
Note that, if the sequence {A^ ; n e 27} is stationary, then there exists a probability 
measure fi on {E, 3^) which is invariant under the flow H, i.e., /i = /i for all 
n G 2. This is actually the typical situation in Oseledec's Theorem (see Theorem 1 
later in this section and the discussion thereafter). In particular, the setup described 
here was studied in detail by Furstenberg and Kesten (1960). 
The (exponential) growth behavior of a flow is measured through its Lyapunov 
exponent, i.e., the growth rate of its linearization. The purpose of such a 
linearization is to allow the use of the norm on T^ (M) arising from C® Riemannian 
metric associated with M (see Definition 2.3.9 and Remark 2.3.4). Linearizing a flow 
means associating a multiplicative cocycle with it. This justifies the next definition: 
Definition 9. 
Given a measurable flow tp: Tx Ex M —»£?xM, a (multiplicative) cocvcle 
associated with ip is a measurable map 
C : r « B . M -, L (T^ (M), Ip (M)) : 01 (d, K), 
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where L (M), Tp ^ (M)) denotes the bijective linear maps from T^ (M) 
to Tp ^ (M) (identified with the nonsingular d x d matrices), which, for all s, 
t € T and all m € M, satisfies 
C (t+s,X, m) = C (t, Hg X, F (s,x, m)) o C (s, x, m). 
In particular, C (t, x, m) ; T^ (M) —• Tp ^ (M) is a vector space 
isomorphism. 
Recall that T (M) was defined to be the tangent bundle of the manifold M (see 
Subsection 2.3). The elements in T (M) are represented by the pairs (m, v) where 
m e M and v is a tangent vector in T^ (M). Combining the flow ip and its associated 
cocycle C, one obtains a (linearized) skew product flow 
Ip: T X ^ K T (M) —> jE X T (M) defined by 
'tp ( t ,  X, (m, v)) = (H^ X, F (t,X, m), C (t,x, m) v), 
where v 6 T^ (M). 
The question now is about how one does assign a cocycle to a given flow, i.e., 
about how one does linearize a given flow tp. For a linear system in R^, we can, for 
all m e R*^, identify T^ (R^) with R^ itself and the linearization of a linear system 
yields the same flow. This applies to the last two examples in Remark 4. 
To be more precise, consider again the differential equation x = A (t) x, 
E = C(IR, gl (d, R)). One can see that, in the definition of the skew product flow ip, 
the component F (t, A (.), m) describes the effect at time t of the flow tp on the point 
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m while C (t, A (.), m) v describes the corresponding effect at time t of the linearized 
flow on the tangent vector v e (M). Hence C (t, A (.), m) v solves the equation 
X = F* (t, A (.),.) at V E (R^). In the above linear situation and upon 
identification of (R^) with F* (t, A (.),m) turns out to be simply the 
Jacobian of A (t) x at m e R^. Since the fundamental matrix (J) (t, A (.)) associated 
with this differential equation will satisfy (with v G R^ 5 (R^) for all m) 
( | ) ( t ,A( . ) )v  =  F( t ,A( . ) ,m)v  
and since the equation x = F* (t, A (.),.) describes the same dynamics as the 
original equation x = A (t) x, we see that, for this (and, in general, for all) linear 
system, C (t, A (.),m) = F (t, A (.),m). 
Similarly, for the sequence of random variables {A^ = A (E^ x) ; n 6 Ï}, the cocycle 
is the product of these matrices C (t,x), as defined in Remark 4. Note that, again 
because of the identification of (R^) with R^, the argument m in this cocycle 
notation is unnecessary and was omitted. 
For nonlinear systems, we have to distinguish between the continuous time 
(T = R) and the discrete time {T=I) cases. In the continuous time case, systems 
are given through vector fields on M and the linearized system is described locally by 
the Jacobian matrix of the vector field. Similarly to the linear case discussed above, 
the cocycle C (t, x, m) is then (locally) the fundamental matrix of the linearized 
system (see, for example, Kliemann (1988, Section 3.1), for the precise description 
in different situations). 
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In the discrete time case, systems are given via difference equations 
= f (y^, x), y e M, x e E, with f e Diff (M) and H^x = x^. Then the 
linearization, at the n^^ step, is the map 
f ; . (£ (y„, H, X)). : (M) - Tj (M). 
as defined in Subsection 2.3. (Remember that, if f € Diff (M), f * is a vector space 
isomorphism.) The cocycle is the product of these maps, i.e., 
C (-.-.y) = (f H.X W). : ... H.X W 
X. . .  Ho  X W» 
"y i l+ l= ' f rn ) '  C(n ,x ,y )  =  C( l . ,y )=( f ) ; :Ty(M)- .T( j )„ (y){M) ,  wi th  
(f)^ denoting the n-fold composition of the map f. Mafié (1987) writes Dy f ^ for the 
linearization (f)* of the iterated map (f)^. A detailed account of the ergodic and 
entropy theory for such systems (and much more) can be found in his book (see, in 
particular, Sections 4.10 and 4.11). 
Definition 10. 
Given the linearized flow ^ : T * £? * T (M) —> £? x T (M), where M is a C" 
Riemannian manifold, the (forward) Lvapunov exponent of w is defined by 
A (x, m, v) = Tim Y log ||C (t, x, m) v||, 
t-»(D ^ 
where ||.|| is the norm associated with the Riemannian metric on T (M). In other 
words, A (x, m, v) is the exponential growth of the cocycle at (x, m) in the direction 
ofvGTj^(M) .  
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Under the condition ||C (t,x,m)|| < exp (|t| c (x, m)) as 111 —»œ for some 
measurable c : JF* M —• K (||.|| is the operator norm associated with the Riemannian 
metric on T (M)), A (x, m, v) is finite for all (x, m, v) provided v # 0. Moreover, all 
the statements made for the forward exponents of the system x = A (t) x, t 6 R, 
remain true for A (x, m, v). 
Since A (x, m, v) is measurable in all variables, the functions p (x, m), 
Aj (x, m), L. (x, m), k. (x, m), and d^ (x, m) are also measurable. Moreover the 
equation 
A (x, m, v) = A (Hj x, F (t,x, m), C (t,x, m) v) = A (x, m, v) 
shows that A (x, m, v) is {5»^} - invariant and therefore, 
H^p(x ,m)  =  p(x ,m) ,  
A^(x ,m)  =  A.  (x ,m) ,  
Hjk j  (x ,  m)  =  k .  (x ,m) ,  
d. (x, m) = dj (x, m), and 
L.  (x, m) =  L j  (H^  x, F (t, x, m)) = C (t, x, m) Lj (x, m). 
The definition of backward exponents and regular cocycle C (or regular skew 
product flow) carries over from the definitions at the beginning of this section, simply 
replacing the specific cocycle ^  (t. A) there by C (t, x, m). The regularity of such a 
cocycle will depend on (x, m) 6 f? * M. For every regular point (x, m), the limit 
superior is in fact a limit, the subspaces (x, m) resulting from the splitting of 
T (M) described before will satisfy 
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(H^ X, F (t, X, m)) = C (t, X, m) (x, m), 
and again 
l im J  log  |C  ( t ,x ,m)  v |  =  A-  (x ,  m)  i f  and  on ly  i f  v  G (x ,m)  \  {0} .  
Now the question is to find conditions which will ensure regularity of a point 
(x, m) e ^ * M. The crucial assumption under which this problem can be dealt with 
is the existence of a probability measure fi on E» M which is invariant with respect to 
the flow ; t € T}, i.e., = /ifor all t e T. Under this hypothesis, we have the 
following key theorem: 
Theorem 1. (Oseledec's Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem.) 
Let be a skew product flow on J? x T (M) and assume that there is a measure n 
on M which is left invariant by the skew product flow {y^}. Also assume that 
Then there is a measurable set F C jE? * M with F = F and /i (F) = 1 such that: 
1) every (x, m) 6 F is regular (so that all results for regular points apply /z-a.s.) and 
2) if ^ is ergodic for <p^, i.e., if every invariant set has /x measure 0 or 1, then p, 
Aj, kj, and dj are constants (but L. (x, m) and JE?. (X, m) still depend on (x, m)). 
Proof. 
This result is an abridged version of the Theorem found p. 8 in Arnold and 
sup log"^ (t, X, m)|| d fi (x, m) < 
• l< t< l  
where log^ (a) = max (0, lox (a)). 
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Wihstutz (1986). Also see Kliemann (1988, Theorem 3.2.4) and Oseledec's (1968) 
original paper. 
• 
Recall that, for already linear time dependent situations on IR^, there is no 
need to linearize the skew product flow (p and this skew product flow can be directly 
used in Oseledec's Theorem (i.e., the skew product flow y above reduces to (p while 
the flow leaving the measure left invariant is simply H (on J^). In this case, 
Ex T (M) reduces to Ex (using T^ ((R^) ^ for all m e K^) and, as explained 
before, the cocycle C (t, x, m) is then simply F (t, x, m). This setup is basically the 
formulation of Oseledec's Theorem found in Arnold and Wihstutz (1986). 
An example of this type, to which Oseledec's Theorem can be applied, was 
presented in Remark 4. If the sequence of random matrices {A^ ; n e Ï} is stationary, 
then there is a invariant probability measure //. The integrability condition in 
Theorem 1 reads for this case: 
log+ ||A (Oil and log* II A"' (.)|| e (B. S,n). 
Under this condition, the linear flow tp on £ k (R has regular elements in ^ with p 
probability one. A variety of other examples are discussed in Kliemann (1988) for the 
continuous time case. Further research on the linear, discrete time case is the topic 
of this thesis. 
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3. STUDY OF CONTROL SETS FOR DETERMINISTIC SYSTEMS 
S.l. Control Sets of Semigroupa Associated with Discrete Dynamical Systems 
In subsequent sections, we aim to investigate the behavior of stochastic 
discrete time dynamical systems. This will be done using the tools of control theory, 
especially via the notion of control sets. We therefore need to discuss the basic 
features of such control sets. 
In the following, will denote a C® connected Riemaniann manifold with 
metric Q as discussed in Subsection 2.3. We will write Diff (M) for the collection of all 
diffeomorphisms from M to M. Under the composition law, Diff (M) is clearly a 
group and, using the open-compact topology, it is a topological group (refer to 
Subsections 2.1 and 2.2). and ^ will be used to denote, respectively, an arbitrary 
semigroup and an arbitrary group contained in Diff (M). If ^ denotes an arbitrary 
subset of Diff (M), we will write S (^) and G (^) to represent the semigroup and the 
group generated by If, respectively. In particular, the group generated by the 
semig roup  S  wi l l  be  deno ted  by  G {S ) .  
Semigroups (and, whenever defined, groups) are useful in the study of any 
discrete dynamical control system I consisting of: 
1) a state space M^, 
2) a set of control values U c with a set of admissible control 
functions U= {u:l —• U}, and 
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3) the dynamics = h (x^, u^) where Ï = {h (., u) ; u e U} is a collection 
of continuous maps from M to M, indexed by u e U. 
4) In many cases, authors use additional requirements. 
Meyn and Caines (1988) require that the map h : M * U —» M be with U 
being an open subset of and Meyn (1989) requires h to be C®. 
Jacubczyk and Sontag (1988) require^ = {h (., u) ; u G U} C Diff (M) and h 
to be C® with U C int ÏÏ, 0 e U. 
Indeed, the solution to such a system simply consists of the trajectories or paths 
starting at the initial point x^ E M and associated with S (K) (or G (^) if the 
dynamical system can be run backward in time (if Q (%) is defined)), i.e., of the 
sequences h^ o ••• o h^ (x^), h. e i e {1,... , n}, n 6 IN. The orbits associated with 
S {Tt) (see Subsection 2.4) are simply subsets of M and hence contain much less 
information than the paths or trajectories arising from the dynamics of a system 
(loosely speaking, the orbit of a point is concerned about where you can go from that 
point but not about how you can get there). In many instances, results can be 
proved using only the notion of orbit. This is the case for most results in this section 
(unless explicitely stated otherwise) but, in Subsection 3.3, we will discuss results 
which crucially depend on the paths associated with S {K) (or Q {H)) and not only on 
the orbits. 
The additional requirements on the maps h (., u), u € U, and h, which were 
described in part (4) of Definition 1, are typically not needed in this section. The 
requirement that the maps h (., u) : M —• M describing the dynamics of the system be 
diffeomorphisms is useful in allowing the use of Lie group theory and will be used 
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later on. Moreover, the use of diffeomorphisms ensures that the group S (1?) is 
defined. (This is why diffeomorphisms are used in Definition 2.4.4.) In fact, in 
Subsection 3.1, only two results require more than continuity of the maps h (., u) 
(Proposition 3.1.6 requires differentiability and Proposition 3.1,10 needs some 
additional assumptions). Hence, in Subsection 3.1 and except when otherwise 
specified, we will only assume that the maps h (., u) ; M —• M are continuous (and, 
accordingly, that «J denotes a semigroup of continuous functions). Nevertheless, all 
but one of our (counter)examples will be built around diffeomorphisms to ensure their 
validity in even quite restrictive setups (Example 2 (a) does not use diffeomorphisms 
but was nevertheless given for future reference and because of its simplicity). 
In order to conform with the works of other authors, we will also always 
construct our (counter)examples with the set of control values U as an open and 
connected subset of R^. But this is not a necessary assumption for any of the proofs in 
this section (it is even irrelevant in Proposition 2). 
Finally, all (counter)examples given, even when solely described via their 
semigroups, will always arise from some dynamical system, i.e., h : M * U —» M will 
be continuous. Moreover, whenever the construction of a specific dynamical system 
generating the semigroup under discussion is not obvious, an example of the former 
will be given. 
Associated with the orbits generated by a system's group or semigroup is the 
notion of control set which we define following Kliemann (1979), Arnold and 
Kliemann (1983), and Arnold et al. (1986a). 
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Definition 1. 
Let J be a semigroup of continuous maps acting on a manifold M. The positive orbit 
generated by S starting at x e M is defined by {y G M : y = g x for some g 6 «Î} and 
denoted by Sx. 
A subset C of M is said to be an invariant control set ( for ) if Sx = C for all x 6 C. 
C is a maximal invariant control set ( for 5 ) if C is an invariant control set and, 
whenever D c M is such that C C D and Sx = D for all x e D, we have C = D, 
A subset D of M is control invariant (in short C-invariant) if Sx C D for all x G D. 
Remark 1. 
From the above definition, it is clear that, if C is an invariant control set, any 
proper subset of C, which is dense in C, will also be an invariant control set but will 
not be maximal. 
Proposition 1. 
Let C be an invariant control set. Then 
a) C closed implies C maximal, 
b) X G C implies Sx c C, i.e., Cis C-invariant, 
c) X 6 C and int Sy # ^ for all y G dC imply Sx = C, 
d) C maximal and x 6 5 C with int Sx 0 imply x G C. 
In particular, if C is maximal and int Sx # ^ for all x G dC, then C is closed, 
and 
e) to C corresponds exactly one maximal invariant control set Co with C c Co-
Moreover, Co C C and Co f C implies int Sx = ^ for some x G 5 C. 
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Proof. 
a) Suppose there is an invariant control set D such that C C D. Then, for all x 6 D, 
Sx = D. In particular, for all x E C, C = C = Sx = D and this obviously implies 
C = D. 
b) Since the elements of S are continuous, if there exists z € Sx n (C)^, then there 
exists a whole neighborhood of x mapped into the open set (C)^. Since any 
neighborhood of x contains points in C, this contradicts the invariance of C. So 
Sx C C and hence Sx c C. 
c) If X G C, Sx = C by definition. If x G 5 C, int Sx # ^ and, by (b), Sx C C, i.e., 
Sx n C # Since int Sx c C, we can pick y G Sx n C and Sy = C. Now, for each 
g G 5 and every (-neighborhood Y> Y G Sx implies that g"^ (^gy) contains 
a point XG G Sx. Hence, for all g G S, every e-neighborhood of g y contains a point 
in Sx, namely g Xg. This means that Sy C Sx. Therefore, C = Sy C Sx and, 
consequently, Sx = C. 
d) The proof of (c) shows that int Sx ^ ^ implies Sx = C. But, by maximality, this 
implies x G C. 
e) That Co is unique is trivial by the definition of maximality. 
To see that Co C C, simply note that if there exists x G Co\C, then, for all 
y G C n Co # y G Co implies x G Co = Sy while y G C implies Sy = C and 
X Sy, a contradiction. 
The last claim follows immediately from part (d). 
Ryamplp 1, 
This example shows that a maximal invariant control set need not be closed (nor 
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open) if int Sy = 0 for some (or all) y e ô C (also see Example 2 (b)). 
Let M = Ko and take the semigroup S = ; a > 0 and /5 > 0} where 
^0)8= [M] ^ G^(2,K). 
It is easy to observe that, for instance, any point z = j^^j, x>0, y > 0, will have 
the open upper right quadrant {(x, y) e Ko : x > 0, y > 0} as its orbit while any point 
z = j^o]' have the positive x-axis {(x, y) e Kq : x > 0, y = 0} as its orbit. 
Using different initial points, it is then clear that S generates eight maximal 
invariant control sets; the four open quadrants and the four half lines formed by the 
two coordinate axes without the origin. 
For future reference, here are interesting variations of the above setup; 
a) Take S ({A^^ ; a > 0 and > 0}), where 
[ - l o ]  [o jg ]  ^  G^(2 . iR) .  
o 
Then the open set {(x,y) G Ko : x. y # 0} constitutes an open and disconnected 
maximal invariant control set (the union of the four open quadrants) while the set 
{(x, y) 6 Ko : X. y = 0} is a closed fin Knl and disconnected maximal invariant 
control set (the union of the two coordinate axes without the origin). 
b) Take S ({A^^ ; a > 0 and jS > 0} U {B}), where A^^is as above and B = [ q 1 ] ' 
B 6 G1 (2, K). Then S corresponds to all matrices of the form Q ^ j J where 
a> 0, /3> 0, and 7> 0. 
As above, the points in the upper right open quadrant have this same quadrant as 
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their orbit and similarly for the points in the lower left open quadrant. Moreover, 
if z e {(x, y) 6 Ro : X = 0, y > 0}, then Sz = {(x, y) e RQ : x > 0, y > 0} while 
z e {(x,y) e Rq : x> 0, y = 0} implies that Sz = {(x,y) G Rq ; x > 0, y = 0}, i.e., 
under S, the positive y-axis has the right open quadrant as orbit while the the 
positive x-axis is mapped onto itself. Similarly, under S, the points on the 
negative y-axis have the lower left open quadrant as orbit while the negative 
9 
x-axis is mapped onto itself. Finally, if z G {(x, y) 6 Rq : x > 0, y < 0} then 
Sz n {(x, y) 6 Ro : X < 0, y < 0} ^  ^ and z G {(x, y) G Rq : x < 0, y > 0} implies 
Sz n {(x, y) G Ro : X > 0, y > 0} ^  0. 
The situation is depicted below and exhibits four maximal invariant control 
sets; two neither open nor closed sets 
Cj = {(x, y) G Ro : X > 0, y > 0} and 
C2 = {(x,y) 6lR?;x< 0, y <0}, 
as well as two other sets on the x-axis, 
Cg = {(x, y) G Ro : X > 0, y = 0} and 
C4 = {(x, y) G Ro : X < 0, y = 0}. 
B 
B 
X 
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The crossing arrows associated with {A^^} indicate that the action of the 
matrices will move any point in the indicated quadrant to any other point in the same 
quadrant. The arrows indexed by B indicate the action of the matrix B allowing 
points to cross from one quadrant to another. 
c) Take S ({A^^ ; a < 0 and < 0}), where A^p is as above. Then S corresponds to 
all matrices of the form [ Q |g] > ^^^re a and 0 have the same sign. 
After the previous discussions, it is clear that this semigroup generates four 
disconnected maximal invariant control sets: 
Cj = {(x, y) G Ro : X > 0, y > 0} U {(x, y) G Ro : x < 0, y < 0}, 
Cg = {(x, y) G OJo : X < 0, y > 0} U {(x, y) G Ro • x > 0, y < 0}, 
Cg = {(x, y) € Ro : X # 0, y = 0}, and 
C4 = {(x, y) G rS : X = 0, y#0}. 
d) Take S ({A^^ ; a > 0 and /)> 0}), where A^^is as above, and its canonical action 
on the circle (i.e., the projection on of g s, g € «î, s G S^). Identifying the 
elements of with their angle in radians, we have again eight maximal invariant 
control sets: {0}, {7r/2}, {TT}, {37r/2} and the four open sets lying between these 
points. This provides an example of open maximal invariant control sets on S^. 
Examples on for neither open nor closed and/or disconnected maximal 
2 invariant control sets can easily be constructed from their counterparts in Ro. 
Also note that all the above semigroups may naturally arise firom controlled 
difference equations of the form x^^^ = h (x^, u^) as described at the beginning 
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of this section. Such dynamical systems are quite easy to construct and are not 
explicitly given here. 
WTampIp 9. 
The examples below show that, when C is an invariant control set (and hence C is 
C-invariant) or even a maximal invariant control set, it is not necessarily true that 
either C or int C are C-invariant. 
a) Consider the controlled difference equation on R 
V i  =  ^ V  
with a G K. 
Then C = RQ = int C is easily seen to be a maximal invariant control set for this 
system. But C = int C is not C-invariant since, using the control a = 0, one can 
reach the set {0} = C^ (which is itself another maximal invariant control set). 
Note that in this case the maps h (x, a) = a x, a E R, are not diffeomorphisms. 
b) Consider the discrete time control system = h (z^, u^) on R , where 
h(z,u) = h((x,y),(a,/9, 7)) = (/?x+ af(y),/3x+ 7y), 
(a, /?, 7) 6 (-1/4,1/4) X RÔ X (1, OD), with the map f : R —» R defined by 
0 for y > 1 
exp [- [y -1]'^] for y < 1. 
For any u = (a, 7), the map h (., u) can be checked to be a diffeomorphism 
from R^ to R^ (it is one-to-one, onto, with nonzero Jacobian (using | a| < 1/4)) 
and the maximal invariant invariant control set associated with this system can 
be verified to be 
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C = \ {(x, y) € : X = 0, y > 1}. 
Using 7=3 and a = 0, one can then see that the point (0,1/2) e int C is mapped 
to (O,3/2)0C. 
A related example for the continuous case can be found in Arnold and Kliemann 
(1987, Remark 3.3.) 
Proposition 2. 
Let C be an invariant control set. Then either all points in C are isolated (with 
respect to C) and C is maximal, or no point in C is isolated. 
Proof. 
Let X 6 C be isolated and assume there exists a point y £ C, y not isolated, as well as 
a collection of continuous maps {g^ ; n > 1} C «î such that g^ y —* x. 
If g^ y = X for some np , pick a neighborhood of x with n C = {x}. Then 
there is a neighborhood V of y such that g (V ) C V . Since y is not isolated in C, y Do / ^ 
there exists a sequence {yj^ ; k > 1} c n C with y^ # y and yj^. —» y. But then, by 
the invariance of C, g^^ y^^ C C for all k, g^^ y^ # x, and g^^ yj^ —» x. This 
contradicts the fact that x is isolated in C. 
If gj^ y ^ X for all n, then again g^ y € C for all n (invariance) and g^ y —» x yields a 
contradiction. 
Therefore, either C is made out of isolated points only, or no point in C is isolated. 
In the first instance, C = C and C is maximal by Proposition 1 (a). 
• 
Proposition 3. 
If and Cg are two invariant control sets and is maximal, then Cg C or 
Ci n C2 = ((>• If both Cj and Cg are maximal, then = Cg or fl Cg = ^. 
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Proof. 
Suppose there exist x 6 fl Cg and y e Cg \ Cj. Then y e Sx = Cg and it follows 
that Cg = Sy C Sx = Cg , i.e., Sy = Sx = (Sy C Sx by the same argument as in 
the proof of Proposition 1 (c)). But, by the maximality of C^, this implies that 
y e Cj^, which is a contradiction. 
If both Cj and Cg are maximal, it suffices to reverse the roles of and Cg in the 
above reasoning to get Cj fl Cg = 0 or Cj C Cg, the latter giving Cj = Cg. 
I 
Remark 2. 
If Cj and Cg are two different nonmaximal invariant control sets, C^^ fl Cg may not 
1 2 be empty. For example, take M = S , the circle in K , and identify the elements of 
by their polar coordinate 0, 0 < 5 < 27r. Then consider the difference equation 
= (^ + W mod 27r, where tp is fixed in (0, TT) and ip is irrational but not a 
rational multiple of TT. It can be shown (see Example 5, p. 98) that, under the 
semigroup generated by this difference equation, S^ is dense in for all 0 6 S^. 
Define the invariant control sets C^ and Cg by 
Cj = { 0 6 ^ e Ç or ^ = k y?, k € W, mod 27r} and 
Cg = {^e ^G () or ^ = k TT, k 6 W, mod 2ir}. 
Note that Cj = Cg = but that neither Cj nor Cg are maximal invariant control 
sets. Moreover, Cj^ fl Cg ^ ^ but neither set is included in the other. In this case, 
is the unique maximal invariant control set. 
Note that, so far, this example is not a controlled difference equation since there are 
no controls. But a controlled difference equation in IRQ exhibiting the same features 
would be (still using polar coordinates (r, ^), r > 0, ^ 6 [0,27r), 
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K+V ^n+l) = :n'(^n + V») ^TT), 
with a > 0 and (p as above. 
Proposition 4. 
If Cj and Cg are two disjoint invariant control sets (in particular, if and Cg are 
distinct maximal invariant control sets) then 
a) if X € n Cg and is maximal, then int Sx = 0 and 
b) int n int = 0 (no maximality requirement). 
Proof. 
a) Suppose int Sx ^ Then Proposition 1 (d) implies x e C^. But this implies that, 
under some geJ, a whole neighborhood of x, U^, can be mapped into Cj. Since 
X 6 JCg, there is some y € n Cg such that g y e C^. This contradicts the 
invariance of Cj^. 
b) The result is obvious if int Cj = ^ for i = 1 or 2. 
If int C- ^ ^ for i = 1,2 and int D int Cg ^ then there exists an open set 
0 C int Cj n int Cg. So, Cj and Cg are both dense in 0 and x e Cj n 0 implies 
X E Cg. But; if Co^ and Cog denote the maximal invariant control sets associated 
with C^ and Cg respectively (C. c Coj c CT, see Proposition 1 (e)), we have 
int Sx = int Coj = int C^ # <p. But then x e Co^ H Cog and int Sx ^ ^ contradicts 
part (a) of this proposition. ^ 
Remarks. 
1) The maximality condition imposed in Proposition 4 (a) is necessary. 
To see this, take M = S^, the unit circle, and S = S (R) with the matrix R 
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de f lnedb ,R=[ -S^= i ;S^ ;  
of TT. Identify the elements in S 
S#is dense in S^. 
, ^irrational in (0, TT) but not rational multiple 
by their angle in radians. Then, for all 0 6 S^, 
Pick 0^ = 7r/6 and = 0^ + 1. Both and SOg are nonmaximal invariant 
control sets in S^. Moreover, since 0^-62 = '^ and ^is not a rational multiple of 
TT, n 8^2 = ^- But S^n S^= and, for all s\ int S^= # <t>. 
For a more detailed discussion of this setup, see Example 5, p. 98. 
As in Remark 2, the difference equation on S^, = R s^, yielding this setup 
can easily be turned into a controlled difference equation on Ko exhibiting the 
same behavior: Simply take (still using polar coordinates), 
K+V ^n+l) = ^n' (^n + ^x), 
with a > 0. 
2)Example 1 shows that, even under maximality, one cannot assert Cj^ n Cg = (f>-
Now, in further discussions, the hypotheses int C ^ 0 or int C f ^ will become 
quite important. We therefore collect basic statements giving conditions under 
which these hypotheses will be satisfied. 
Proposition 5. 
Let C be an invariant control set. Then 
a) int Sx -/t (6 for some x 6 C implies int C # Conversely, if int C f (p, then 
int Sx # ^ for all X E C. 
b) if C is maximal, int Sx ^ ^ for all x € d C implies int C = int C ^ 
In general, the converse is false. 
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Proof. 
a) By Proposition 1(b), x e C implies Sx C C. Hence, int Sx ^ ^implies int C # 
Conversely, if x G C, then Sx = C and so, int C ^ 0 implies int Sx ^ (p. 
b) By Proposition 1(d), C = C. Hence d C c C  and the first statement is proved by 
applying part (a). 
Example 1 shows that the converse statement need not hold. 
• 
The following series of counterexamples shows that the statements made in 
Proposition 5 cannot be strengthened and further illustrates the relationships between 
int Sx, int C, and int C. 
Eyamplp 3. 
These examples refer to Proposition 5 (a). 
1) int C ^ ^ does not imply int Sx# ^ for any x e 5 C (see Example 1). 
2) Even when int Sx # ^ for all x e C, it may be that int C= (j) .  
This is illustrated by the situation described in Remark 3. Note that, in this 
case, C = Sd^ (or S^g) is not maximal (see Remark 1). 
3) This example shows that, even when C is maximal, int Sx# ^for all x 6 C does 
not imply int C # ^ (and hence int C # ^ does not imply int C # ^). 
Take M = = T^, the 2-torus. Viewing T^ as a subset of C x C, we can 
wr i t ex6T^as (e^^^ , e^^ ' y ) ,  6 ,  7  6 (0 ,1 ) .  
2 Then consider the diffeomorphisms {T^ ; t > 0} on T defined by 
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where a is some fixed irrational number in [0,1]. 
Let be the semigroup S ({T^ ; t > 0}). 
It follows from Boothby (1986, p. 86), that, for all x 6 T^, SjX is dense in T^, 
2 2 
so that int Sx = T ^ Obviously, the negative orbit of any x 6 T , 
Spc = {y e y = X for some t > 0}, 
2 is also dense in T . In fact, S^x is the irrational winding line on the torus, 
starting at x, and is the solution of the differential equation 
dx ( t )  
- a t  
dxi (t) 
d t 
d X2 (t) 
d t 
= [270 XI (t) 1 
[ 2na X2 (t) J ' 
for X = X (0) = (xi (0),X2 (0)) 6 C C X £. 
Using the vector field notation of Subsection 2.4, this differential equation can be 
written as 
X* [^] = X (x (t)) = 2m xi (t) ^  + 27riax2 (t) 
To obtain the desired example, we change the C® vector field X and use 
Y = f (xi (t)) 2m xi (t) ^  + f (x2 (t)) 27iiaX2 (t) 
where f : C —• C is defined by 
f ( a  +  b i )  =  2ab  +  i (b^ -a^  +  l ) .  
9 2 Note that, writing u (a, b) = 2 ab and v (a, b) = b - a +1, 
f (a + bi) = u (a, b) + i v (a, b) ) 
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satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations and all the partial derivatives of u and v 
are continuous, which implies that f is analytic and hence that Y is a C°° vector 
field. Moreover, f (1) = f (-1) = 0 while, for a, b 6 [0,1], a^ it 1, 
Re f (a + bi) > 0 and 
Im f (a + bi) > 0. 
So, when(xi(t),x2(t)) = 
(«",«") = (-1,-1), 01 
= or 
(e2",e") = (l,-l), or 
(e2".e2") = (l,l), 
our vector field Y vanishes. The above four points are therefore restpoints of Y. 
tY In fact, if we write Jg = {e ; t > 0} for the semigroup of diffeomorphisms 
generated by the vector field Y, we see that points of the form (e^^, e^^ or 
(e^^ e^^) with k = 1, 2 and 0, 7 G (0,1], satisfy int Sx = 0. 
Moreover, if we define the set A by 
A = {x e T^ : X = (e^^,e^^ ''') orx = (e^^ ^,e^^), k = 1,2 and <?,?E(0,1]} 
and SgA by 
SgA = {y 6 T^ : e^^ y 6 A for some t > 0}, 
we can see that y 6 SgA implies int Sy = 
— 2 — 2 Also, SgA is dense in T since S^A is dense in T and multiplying the 
components of a vector field by a positive (-valued function does not affect the 
path of the solution. 
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Now, for y ^ SgA, and hence, int Sgy # Note that j^SjAj ^  ^ ^ since 
any point of the form (e^^ '^) with 6, 7 irrational in (0,1] is in SgA. 
It is then clear that the maximal invariant control set associated with Jg is 
\ SgA. Since SgA is dense in T^, int C = ^ while, for all x e C = ^SgAj 
int 
This example applies to differential equations. In order to obtain a similar result 
for difference equations, we need to transform «fg, i.e., we need to "discretize" it. 
Take «5g = {e^^ ^  ; n E with (0,1) \ Q. In other words, instead of 
considering all times t, we only look at time points which are integer multiples of 
some fixed irrational number /? e (0,1). 
Under the semigroup , the points in T will have their orbits along the 
irrational winding line, but only in a discrete fashion. Hence the conclusions 
drawn for the differential equation case will hold provided the density in T of the 
relevant orbits can be established. We will show that, if y 6 j^SgAj^, Sy 
9 — 9 intersects any open set U C T (the density of SgA in T is proved similarly). 
2 Suppose there exists an open set U c T such that Sy n U = ^ for some point 
y e ^SgA^ Then, since j^SgAj ^ is dense in T^, there must be a time t > 0 such 
that e^^ y e U. Write e*^ y = (e^^ g27iia g ^ n Sgy and pick an open set 
V c U of the form 
|(e27fi7i^ 6 - a/3 < 7^ < + a/3 and ^2 - a/3 < < ^2 + a)9 , a < ^ |. 
Next, pick n e such that 
n/3 < t - a/3 and 
(n + 1) /3 > t + a/3. 
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If such an n does not exist, we are done since then, e^^ ^  y C V C U. Hence, 
assuming the existence of such an n, by the axiom of Archimedes, there must be 
an m such that m/3 e (t - a/3, t + a/3), i.e., e™^^y G V c U. 
Kxamplp 4-
This example refers to Proposition 5 (b). 
Consider the setup described in Example 1 (a). In this situation we have two 
maximal invariant control sets: 
C^ = {(x, y) E IRo : X # 0, y # 0}, and 
Cg = {(x, y) e [Ro : X = 0} U {(x, y) E IRo : y = 0}. 
Clearly, in this case, int Cj = Cj and int C^ = Ro. This shows that we may have 
int C ^ ^ and int C ^ ^ but int C # int C. 
The basic setup of Example 1 also illustrates that int Sx ^ ^ for all x E d C is 
sufficient but not necessary to obtain int C = int C # 
The above results are summarized in Table 1 on the next page. 
In view of the previous proposition, it would be natural to expect parallel 
results concerning int Sx and int C. Unfortunately, statements aiming at the 
conclusion that int C ^ ^ (or even int C # based upon int Sx ^ ^ are a lot harder to 
handle since invariant control sets are defined up to closure. In fact, in most cases, 
knowing that int Sx # ^ will simply give us the same results as knowing that 
int Sx i/t ^ (e.g., int Sx ^ 0 for all x 6 5 C and C maximal imply that int C f ^ by 
Proposition 5 (b)). Nevertheless, one informative result (which requires 
differentiability) can be given. 
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Table 3.1. Relationship between int Sx  ^ 0 and int C #  ^
int Sx 0 int C # <P 
for implies when 
C is not maximal 
when 
C is maximal 
some X 6 C NO by E 3.2 NO by E 3.3 
all X G C NO by E 3.2 NO by E 3.3 
some X e C NO by E 3.2 NO by E 3.3 
all X 6 C NO by E 3.2 YES by P5.b 
some X e Ô C NO by E 3.2 NO by E 3.3 
all X e 5 C NO by E 3.2 YES by P5.b 
^ Note that, whether C is maximal or not, int Sx ^ ^ for some x E C implies 
int C # 
^ In this table, E 3.2 means Example 3 (2), P5.b means Proposition 5 (b), etc. 
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Proposition 6. 
Let S be the semigroup generated by the collection D = {g^ ; A e A} of maps on M 
and let C be a maximal invariant control set associated with S. Define s" and S°x by 
«5° = {gjj 0 ... 0 gj : gj 6 D, 1 < i < k, k < n} and 
S°x = {y € M : y = gj^ 0 - 0 gj (x) : gj e D, 1 < i < k, k < n}. 
Assume that there exists m € IN and an open set V C C such that, for all open sets 
0 C C and all x e V fl C, S™x n 0 # i.e., that every open set in C can be reached 
firom any point in V n C in at most m steps. Also assume that {|g^ *|| < K < m for all 
g^ 6 D. (The norm ||.|| is defined by ||F*|| = sup {F* (x) ; x e M} where F* is the 
differential F* (x) : (M) —» (M).) 
Then int Sx# ^for somex £ C implies int C # 
Proof. 
First note that C is necessarily dense in int Sx and that, by Proposition 1 (d), we 
know that x e C. 
We clearly have that int Sx n V # To prove our result, it is enough to show that 
V n int Sx C C. We will do this by showing that, for all y 6 V fl int Sx and any open 
set U C C, Sy n U # This will imply that Sy is dense in C and, since y G C, 
maximality will then give that V fl int Sx c C. 
Pick y 6 V n int Sx. Since C is dense in int Sx, there exists a sequence 
{x^ ; n > 1} C C such that x^ —» y as n —• œ. Moreover, by our assumption, to each 
x^ is associated g^ e such that g^ x^ E A C U, where A is an open set with A c U. 
But then g~^ (U) = W^^ is an open set satisfying x^ e W^ and Sz n U # ^ for all 
Z€W^.  
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CD 
If y e W^, we are done. 
n=l 
cd 
If y f? W^, then, since we can assume that int Sx n V is a bounded set in the 
n=l 
metric p on M, either the diameter d (W^) of converges to 0, or 1 im d (W^) > 0. 
n-»(D 
In the first case, there exists a sequence {z^, n > 1}, z^ E W^, such that 
sup {p (z^; w) ; w e W^} —» 0 as n —• CD. 
Now let g^ = z^ e U and, for all n, pick w^ 6 U such that p (z^, w^) > e, e > 0. 
Since we can assume that U is precompact, Corollary 4.1.2 in Crauel (1987) gives 
that, for all n, 
e < P i Il6n *11 P K' ^n^ - "^n *" (^n' w) ^ ^  
Now this supremum converges to zero and the only way this statement can be verified 
would be for ||g^ *|| to converge to infinity as n —»m. But this is impossible since g^ 
is the composition of finitely many elements in D, each of them having a linearization 
in T (M) with bounded norm. 
Hence, for some n^, y G and g^^ y 6 U. 
In the second case, i.e., lim d (W ) > 0, we take A such that p (A, 5U) = f > 0 for 
n-»œ 
some 6. By the same argument as above, ||g^ *|| < L < OD for all n 6 W, and 
P  ( g f l  6 n  y )  ^  l l S n  * 1 1 ^  ^  °  ^  ^  
But g^x^ € A, i.e., there is n^ 6 IN with p (g^^ x^^,g^^ y) < f and therefore. 
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Remark 4. 
In Proposition 5 (a) we proved int C # ^ under the assumption that C is maximal and 
int Sx ^ ^ for X e Ô C. Proposition 6 requires int Sx # ^ only for some x e C, but 
imposes conditions on the number of steps in which open sets can be reached and on 
the norm of the maps generating the semigroup S. When C is actually compact 
and h : M * U —» M is with U open, this norm requirement is satisfied when U is 
compact, and the number of steps to reach any open set is uniformly bounded. Also 
note that the statement and the proof of this result require the use of paths rather 
than orbits. 
Still related to the above discussion, Example 1 shows it may be that int C is a 
proper subset of int C. The next example illustrates that, even when C is maximal, 
int C # ^does not imply int Sx# for anyx e C. 
Eramplfi S. 
Let the diffeomorphisms be rotation matrices defined by 
cos ny) sinn^l 
- s in  vnp cos  n^ J  '  
where y is a fixed irrational number in [0,27r) not of the form kvr/n, k, n e 
Consider the unit circle and the semigroup S (R^), Then, in fact, 
5 (R j )  =  {AeGl (d , IR) :  A  =  R^ ,n>  1} .  
First note that, for any 0 6 [0, 2-k) and n, k, and k' e IN^, k' > k, 
0 + ny> + 2k7r = 0+ 2k'?r 
implies that tp = 2 {) TT, which is impossible since, by assumption, no integer 
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multiple of ip can ever be of the form kîr/n. Hence, for any ^ , 86^ cannot be 
included in any finite subset of the circle and does not retrace its steps. 
Suppose there exists an open set c with A = <f).  We may assume that 
is of the form (^ - e, 0+ e). Since n S^= it must be that, for all n > 1, the 
open sets = (^- c-n^, 0 + c -n^) (mod 2?r) satisfy n S^ But, since 
0 ~ Hi (pi^ 0 -ng ^ for ni ^ n2, rotations are isometries, and is a compact set, 
U ^^n i ^ ^ 0} = S^. This implies that n S^ = 0 for any ^ e which is absurd. 
Hence, S^ is actually dense in and S0 = for all 0 6 S^. 
is therefore the maximal invariant control set associated with S.  Moreover, has 
clearly a nonempty interior (in S^) while int S^= ^ for all ^6 S^. 
The following double example is concerned with the negative orbit of a point 
X e M, S'x = {y e M : g y = X for some g e 5}. Although we will not make use of S"x 
in the subsequent sections, it is interesting to note that, just as in the continuous 
case (without a Lie algebra condition, which will relate Sx and S x), there is no 
obvious relation between int Sx and int S"x. In the rest of this section, S"x will only 
be used to prove exact controllability results. The first example below shows that one 
may have int Sx # <f> but int S"x = <j), and the second that one may have int Sx # (6, 
int S'x ^ 0, and x e int Sx but nevertheless, x 0 int S"x. 
Kramplp A 
a) Take M = IR and let S be the semigroup generated by the diffeomorphisms 
{ga^; ae (-1,od),)S>0} where 
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W -
X + 1 for X < 1 
X + 1 + a exp for 1 < X < 2 
: 
fo rn<x<n . l  
For any (a, /3) 6 (-1, m) * IR"o, the map g^p is one-to-one and onto. Since, 
moreover, g^^is positive, g^^is a diffeomorphism. Also note that the set [1, m) 
is a maximal invariant control set. 
Now, for example, if x is any negative integer, then [1, œ) c Sx and hence 
in t  Sx  #  But ,  c lea r ly ,  S"x  =  {y  €  R :  y  =  x -  k ,  k  6  Wo)  and  in t  S 'x  =  (f) .  
A similar example (but without control set) can be found in Jacubczyk and 
Sontag (1988, Remark 5.1). 
b) Let M = K and let S C Diff (M) be the semigroup generated by the 
diffeomorphisms 
W = a(e^ + /?x), a, Pe (0,1). 
These maps are clearly C® and one-to-one for any fixed a, /3 e (0,1), since their 
derivative is positive. They are also onto and hence, by Proposition 2.1.1, they 
are diffeomorphisms on R. Now, the positive orbit of 0 is R"o but 0 can only be 
reached ùom the points satisfying e* = -/? x. Such points must clearly be 
negative and, in fact, they belong to the interval (- m, y), where y solves e* =-x 
(x » -0.567). Since such points cannot be reached from any x e [y, a>), we have 
S'O = (- CO, y). Therefore, both the positive and negative orbits of 0 have 
nonempty interior and 0 e int SO but 0 0 int S 0. 
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After this investigation of the relationships between the conditions int Sx # 
int Sx # int C ^ and int C ^ we are ready to give a series of results 
depending on such conditions. 
Proposition 7. 
Let C be a maximal invariant control set associated with the semigroup S.  Then 
int C ^ ^ implies that C is Borel. 
Proof. 
We simply reproduce the proof found in Arnold and Kliemann (1987, Remark 3.1.5.) 
Define the set D = {x e M : Sx fl int C ^ (f>} and note that D # ^ since int C C C = Sx 
for allx 6 C, i.e., C C D. 
First we show that D is open. Indeed, for any x 6 D, there exists h^ 6 5 such that 
h^x 6 int C. Since h^ is continuous, h~^ (int C) is an open neighborhood of x which 
is included in D. This implies that D is open. 
Next we prove that C = D n C, i.e., that C is Borel (as it is the intersection of an 
open and a closed set). Clearly, since C C D, C C D n C. 
Moreover, if x e D n C, then Sx n int C # So, there is y 6 Sx fl int C with 
C = Sy c Sx c C, where the first equality holds because y e C and the second because 
X e C. So, Sx = C and, by maximality, x G C, i.e., D n C C C. 
• 
Remarks. 
The condition int C f ^ in the previous proposition is therefore sufficient to ensure 
that a maximal invariant control set be Borel. Nevertheless, it is not necessary. For 
0 
example, on Ko, let J be the semigroup of all rotation matrices. Then, the maximal 
invariant control sets are all the circles of radius r > 0, all of which have empty 
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interior but are closed sets and hence Borel. 
In the later sections, we will concentrate on maximal invariant control sets with 
nonempty interior and will therefore rely upon Proposition 7 to conclude that these 
sets are Borel. 
Proposition 8. 
Let C be any collection of disjoint invariant control sets (not necessarily maximal) 
under a semigroup S acting on a manifold M. 
Then int C # ^ for all C E C implies that C is a countable set. In particular, if all the 
maximal invariant control sets under S have nonempty interior, then there are at 
most countably many such sets in M. 
Proof. 
By Proposition 4 (b), if and Cg are different invariant control sets, we have 
int n int Cg = Hence, it is enough to recall that, by definition, M has a 
countable basis of open sets to see that the number of maximal invariant control sets 
is at most countably infinite. For maximal invariant control sets, the statement 
follows &om the fact that such sets must be disjoint or they are equal (see 
Proposition 3). 
I 
Krainplp 7. 
This example gives a nonlinear situation with uncountably many maximal invariant 
control sets even though one of them has a nonempty interior. 
Let M = K and let S be the semigroup generated by the collection of diffeomorphisms 
{gg,; (-!,»)}-
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X for X < 1 
~  r  i l  t x +  a e x p  f o r x > l ,  
Then, for x < 1, each singleton {x} is a maximal invariant control set while the open 
set (1, (D) is another maximal invariant control set with nonempty interior. 
Proposition 9. 
Let C be an invariant control set (not necessarily maximal) under the semigroup S 
and assume that int C # Then the following holds: 
a) int C is C-invariant provided that, for all y 6 dC and all open neighborhoods U of 
y, there exists z e U n (C)^ # Moreover, int C is always C-invariant. 
b) int C = C. 
Recall that C is C-invariant (Proposition 1 (b)) but that neither C nor int C need to 
be C—invariant (Example 2). 
Proof. 
a) Suppose that int C is not C-invariant, i.e., that there exists ge S with g y int C 
for some y € int C. Since Sy = C, this clearly means that g y G C \ int C = 5 C. 
Then, every neighborhood U of g y contains points in (C)^ f This implies that 
there is a point z in every neighborhood V of y for which g z 6 (C)^, which 
contradicts the fact that C is an invariant control set. 
That int C is C-invariant follows immediately from the above argument (with C 
replacing C). Indeed, when C = C, there always exists z e U n (C)^ # ^ for all 
y e dC and all open neighborhoods U of y. 
b) Clearly int C C C. So we need only show that C C int C. Let x be any point in C. 
If X E int C, we are done. 
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If X G 5 C, Sy dense in C for y 6 int C implies there is {g^ ; n > 1} C J and 
z G int C such that g^ z —* x as n —t m. But, by the proof of part (a) just above, 
for all n > 1, g^ (z) G int C and hence, x G int C. 
• 
Remark 6. 
Whether C is maximal or not, replacing C by C (even if C itself is not a control set) 
in the proof of Proposition 9 (b) shows that int C f ^ implies int C = C. 
Statements on control sets like int C ^ implies int C = C (or int C ^ implies 
int C = C) do not have their equivalent for orbits without further hypotheses. This is 
obvious from the example below. Nevertheless, the following proposition shows 
that, under some additional assumptions, one can prove that int Sx = Sx. 
"R-ramplp R 
Take M = * KÎ and consider the controlled difference equation 
Consider the point x = 
We can then see that Sx = {(x, y) G M : x > 2, y > 2} U {(x, y) G M : 1 < x = y}. 
with a > 1, 7, P > 0 ,  and where 
0 y < 2  
y > 2  
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int Sx = int Sx = {(x, y) 6 M : x > 2, y > 2}, and int Sx = {(x, y) 6 M : x > 2, y > 2}. 
So, int Sx ^ Sx # int Sx. 
Also see Example 5. 
Proposition 10. 
Let C be a maximal invariant control set under the action of the semigroup Jon a 
manifold M. Assume that ,  for  al l  x  € C,  int  Sx  ^  0  and that  ei ther  the elements of  S 
are open maps (e.g., homeomorphisms) or that int C fl int S'x # 0 for all x e C. 
Then int Sx = Sx for all x 6 C. 
Proof. 
First remember that int Sx # ^ for all x 6 C implies Sx = C = C (see Proposition 1). 
Hence we know that int Sx C Sx = C, and all we have to show is that C C int Sx. 
By the above, int C ^ ^ and, by Proposition 9, int C = C. We thus have to show 
that, for all open sets U C int C, U n int Sx ^ (p. 
Choose such a set U and any x e C = C. Note that C is dense in U. Furthermore, 
int Sx c C # (p, and thus, for any point u € U C C, there exist y G int Sx and a 
sequence {g^ ; n 6 IN} c J such that g^ y —* u. This means that, for n > K, g^ y 6 U. 
If g^ y 6 int Sx, we are done. But, if «î is a semigroup of open maps, this is obvious 
because open mappings will map interior points (of Sx) into interior points (of Sx). 
If the maps in S are not necessarily open but int S'u n int C ^ for all u e U, then, 
since Sx is dense in C, Sx n int S"u for all u e U and therefore, we immediately have 
that U c int Sx. 
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Corollary 1. 
If, for all X e C, int Sx ^ ^ and either the elements of S are open maps (e.g., 
homeomorphisms) or int C n int S"x ^ then Sx = int C for all x e int C. 
Proof. 
Since int Sx # ^ for all x E C, ^ ^ int C = int C is C-invariant by Proposition 9 (a). 
Also, the argument held in the proof of Proposition 10 implies that, for all 
X e C = C, int C = int Sx. For x 6 int C, the result then simply follows from the 
inclusions Sx c int C c int Sx C Sx. 
Proposition 11. 
If int C f ^ for some invariant control set under a semigroup S acting on M, then: 
co 
a) int C = Oj where the O.'s are disjoint, open, and connected sets, 
i=l 
I ® I 
b )  C= | jO . ,  
i=l 
c) X € ^ n oj for some (i, j), i ^ j, implies x e 5 C, and 
d) if, for two components 0- and Oj, there is x 6 0. n Oj with int Sx ^ then i = 
or, for each Oj^, there exists g^^ e J such that gj^ (0. U Oj) c Oj^. In fact, if 
g X G Oj^ for some geS, then g (O. U Oj) C Oj^. 
Proof. 
a) In a locally compact space with countable basis, every open set is the countable 
union of its connected open components. 
b) By Remark 6, int C = C and hence, C = 0^ = |^ Oj^. 
i=l i=l 
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c) X e Oj n Oj implies x e d C =  9C or x 6 int C. 
I ® I 
Bu t  X 6  i n t  C  imp l i e s  t ha t  x  £  M  0^  and ,  s ince  t he  O . ' s  a r e  d i s jo in t ,  t h i s  i s  
i=l impossible. 
d) Take x 6 n Oj with int Sx # Then, by (c), i = j or x 6 dC. Since 
int Sx ^ <l>, Proposition 1 (d) implies that x e Co where Co denotes the unique 
maximal invariant control set corresponding to C. We then have that C C Co C C 
__ I 00 # ___ 
(see Proposition 1 (e)) and hence int Co = int C = M 0^. Therefore, Sx = Co 
i=l 
implies that Sx is dense in 0^. It follows that, for each k, there must exist 
i=l 
gj^ 6 «y such that g]j X e Oj^. Since g^ is continuous, it maps connected sets into 
connected sets. This as well as the C-invariance of int C (see Proposition 9 (a)) 
imply that the connected set Oj U Oj U {x} must be mapped into and hence, 
the result follows. 
Remark 7. 
The statement of Proposition 11 (c) says that, if Oj n Oj ^ (p, the set 5 O- n 5 Oj 
must be "sparse enough" in the sense that any point in 9 Oj fl ô Oj must contain 
points of (C)^ in any of its neighborhoods. This means that 
1) in IR^, ÔT n Oj = ^ for all i # j, 
2 )  i n lR^ ,  OTnOj ,  i #  j ,  c anno t  con ta in  a  l i ne  s egmen t ,  
etc. 
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Working on a compact manifold will enable us to prove some stronger results 
than the ones previously given. This is the purpose of the following propositions: 
Proposition 12. 
Given a semigroup S acting on some compact manifold M, then 
a) for all X 6 M, there exists a maximal invariant control set satisfying 
b) C = I I {Sx ; X e M} is a maximal invariant control set, provided C f 
Proof. 
This result is a basically trivial enlargement of Lemma 3.1 in Arnold et al. (1986a). 
Note that the Condition (B) stated in this reference for this result (and which is 
equivalent to the transitive action of Ç (5) on M (see Subsection 3.3) by 
Proposition 2.1 in this same paper) is not necessary. Let us also mention that 
compactness is only required for part (a) of this proposition. 
CoroUarv 2. 
Let J be a semigroup acting on some compact manifold M. 
a) If C = 0 {Sx ; X e M} ^  0 and int C f  ( f > ,  then C is the unique maximal 
invariant control set associated with the action of S. 
b) Conversely, if a unique maximal invariant control set C exists, then C must be 
C  ^= C  ^C Sx, and 
of the form ; x E M} # 
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Proof. 
a) If C is another maximal invariant control set, C D C = ^ by Proposition 3, 
while X e C' implies ^ # Sx n C = C n C. It follows, by Proposition 4 (a), that 
int Sx = (j). But then int C C int Sx = contradicts int C # ^ and hence C must 
be the unique maximal invariant control set. 
b) If there exists x e M with Sx D C = ^, then, by Proposition 12, there exists 
another maximal invariant control set C C Sx and, by Proposition 3, 
C n C' = ^. Since this contradicts the uniqueness of C, it must be that 
Sx n C ^ 0 for all X e M. Moreover, for y e Sx fl C, Sy = C implies that C c Sx 
(since Sy C Sx) and hence C C 0 {Sx ; x e M} 
Conversely, if w e 0 {Sx ; x e M}, then w e Sx for all x e M and, in particular, 
for X € C. Therefore w € C (otherwise C cannot be an invariant set) and 
That C = C follows immediately from C = | | {Sx ; x e M} c Sz C C for all 
z 6 5 C (the second inclusion resulting from the C^nvariance of C (see 
Proposition 1 (b)), which, by maximality, implies that z € C for all z 6 dC. 
• 
Remark 8. 
The compactness assumption made in the Proposition 12 is crucial. Indeed, if M = IR 
and S is generated by the collection of diffeomorphisms {g^^ ; a > 1}, where 
gg^ X = X + a, there cannot be any invariant control set in R since, for any x G K and 
any y e Sx, |x-y| > 1. 
Ill 
Remark 9. 
The projection onto of Example 1 (a) shows that the assumption int C ^ 0 in 
Corollary 2 (a) cannot be dropped. Indeed, identifying the elements of with their 
angle in radians, C = 0 {S^ ; 0 e S^} = {0,7r/2, TT, 37r/2} is one maximal invariant 
control set, while \ C is another maximal invariant control set. 
Proposition 13. 
Let be a semigroup acting on the compact manifold M. Then int C # ^ for all 
maximal invariant control sets implies that all the maximal invariant control sets are 
closed and therefore satisfy int C ^ 
Proof. 
By Proposition 1 (d), it is enough to show that, for all y € 5 C, int Sy ^ (p. Indeed, 
this will imply that y E C, i.e., that 5 C C C. 
If int Sy = ^, applying Proposition 12 (a) yields that there must exist a maximal 
invariant control set Cy satisfying Cy = Cy C Sy. But this implies that int Cy = 
which is a contradiction. 
• 
Remark 10. 
Again, the statement of the above proposition does not hold if M is not compact. 
o 
To see this, take M = Ro and let S be generated by the collections of matrices 
[ b A ] '  
Under this setup, the vertical axis V = {(x, y) 6 RQ : x = 0}, is an eigenspace for all 
the matrices generating S and hence, for all the elements of J. It follows that V is 
invariant under S. But, since, for allz 6 V, Iz| = |A z| > |z|, Vis certainly 
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not an invariant control set. 
On the other hand, for all Zj, Zg ^ V, there exists a matrix 6 S such that 
•^abA ^1 ~ ^2 hence, IRo \ V is the unique maximal invariant control set under S. 
0 
We then see that C = IRo \ V satisfies int C # ^ but that C is not closed. 
Before leaving this section, let us make a few comments concerning the results 
obtained here and their counterparts in the continuous time case (see, e.g., Arnold et 
al. (1986a, Section 3), Arnold and Kliemann (1987, Section 3), as well as 
Kliemann (1987, Section 2)). In most cases, the results obtained above correspond 
to or extend similar results for the continuous case. But there are differences. 
In the continuous case, orbits are always path connected and maximal 
invariant control sets are path connected under some Lie algebra condition which 
guarantees that int Sx# ^ (andmore)for allx e M (Kliemann (1987, Lemma2.1)). 
This is not necessarily the case in our discrete setup where orbits may not be path 
connected (see Example 6 (a)) and where maximal invariant control sets can be 
disconnected even when int Sx ^ for all x e M. The following example illustrates 
such a situation: 
TCrampIp Q, 
2 Consider the controlled dynamical system on IRo 
O 
Then the set C = {(x, y) e Ro : x . y > 0}, i.e., the union of the upper right and lower 
left closed quadrants, is a disconnected maximal invariant control set. Note that the 
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role of the matrix ^ 3 j > which has both its distinct eigenspaces included in int C, 
is to ensure that the coordinates axes (without the origin) are included in C, and 
hence are not maximal invariant control sets (compare with several of the situations 
described in Example 1). 
In fact, working on M = 0 C with 0 open, Meyn (1989, Proposition 2.2) 
states that, under the assumptions that int Sx # ^ for all x G M and that the map 
describing the dynamics of the system, h : 0 * U —• 0, is C®, any maximal 
invariant control set C is of the form C = (^ C. with the Cj's closed and disjoint. 
i=l 
Moreover, forge J (the semigroup generating C), g (C.) = (mod m), i.e., we 
have a periodicity in Meyn's terminology. Moreover, in his Corollary 2.2.b, Meyn 
states that, if U is connected, maximal invariant control sets are connected if and 
only if they are aperiodic, i.e., if and only if m = 1. 
Rflmark 11. 
Note that this last result &om Meyn does not hold if the assumption int Sx ^ ^ for all 
X e M is dropped or if U is disconnected. Indeed, if int Sx = ^ for some x G M, C 
may not be a finite union of closed sets (see, e.g.. Example 1 (a) and Example 2 (a)). 
Note that the disconnected components of the control sets in Example 1 (a) still 
exhibit periodicity while this is not the case in Example 2 (a) (which does not 
exclusively use diffeomorphisms ; we were not able to construct a similar example for 
which all the h (., u) maps, u € U, are diffeomorphisms). The controlled dynamical 
system described in Example 9 but with a,PfO gives a counterexample for the case 
where U is disconnected. 
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Finally, note that Meyn's result implies that, under his assumptions, aperiodic 
behavior cannot take place if the identity map belongs to S. 
In the continuous case, the Lie algebra condition imposed on the dynamics of 
the systems yields both int Sxi^ (p and int S"x ^ ^ for all x e M (see Isidori (1985, 
Corollary 2.13, p.66)). Moreover, by allowing the dynamics of a continuous time 
control system to act for arbitrarily small times, it is clear that we necessarily have 
X 6 int Sx n int S"x.- In the discrete time case, the situation is different: There are 
two separate Lie algebra conditions, one for the positive and one for the negative 
orbits of the system (see Subsection 3.3). The two Lie algebra conditions are not 
equivalent. The Lie algebra condition related to the positive orbits of the system will 
ensure that int Sx ^ ^ for all x e M but does not guarantee that int S"x ^ ^ for all 
x e M (see Example 6 (a)). Moreover, Examples 6 (a) and 6 (b) show that we may 
have X 0 int Sx and int Sx fl int S"x = 0, respectively. Note that, using the same 
setup as in Example 6 (b) but with the semigroup S generated by the inverse maps, 
we have both int Sx ^ ^ and int S"x ^ ^ for all x e K, but still int SO fl int S 0 = ^ and 
0 f? int SO. Hence, in the discrete time case, even under both the "forward" and 
"backward" Lie algebra conditions, such "disconnected" behaviors can still be seen. 
S.2. Semigroups of Invertible Matrices Acting on Ro 
In the previous section, we usually attempted to construct examples and 
counterexamples involving the action of subsemigroups from G1 (d, K) on wf (or ^ 
and d > 2, with the understanding that these subsemigroups could arise from 
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difference equations. These are indeed the easiest situations to describe and 
understand. Nevertheless, in many cases, such nice examples were not found and it 
seems reasonable to hypothesize that many of the results given in Subsection 3.1 
could be strengthened when limited to the linear action of G1 (d, (R) on (Rq (d > 2). 
Investigations of this type are somewhat outside the main scope of this work 
and were therefore not carried very far. Only a couple of results related to this 
problem were obtained, which may be useful for an eventual future in depth study in 
this area. 
Proposition 1. 
Let iS be a subsemigroup of G1 (d, IR) acting on Ro (d > 2) and assume that C is a 
closed maximal invariant control set under S satisfying int C # 
« 00 I __ 
Then C is of the form M 0-, where {Oj ; i g IHo} is a collection of connected and 
i=l 
disjoint open sets satisfying 
if d = 2, then OT A Oj = for i f j, or 
if d > 2, then zeÔTflÔT^^fori-^j implies that 
= {x e Ko : X = A z, A > 0} C Oj n Oj 
Proof. 
The main part of the above statement follows directly from Proposition 3.1.11 (b). 
Suppose OT n OT i 6 for some (i„, L) and let z e OT H ÔT We will show that either iQ Jo o'-'o' lo Jo 
C OT n ÔT and d > 2 or 
z lo Jo 
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such a z does not exist and d = 2. 
Since z e 5 C C C and Sy = C = C for all y e C, there exists ; n > 1} C «5 such 
that z belongs to any given j - neighborhood of z, i.e., | B^ z - z | < j. 
Define = {x e Dlf : x = A z, A € Ro}. 
Claim : fl (Oj^ n Oj^) = (p. 
Suppose Lg is such that n ^ ^ or fl Oj^ <p. 
We will use O. and show this leads to a contradiction. The reasoning for O; is 
lO JO 
identical. Note that n 0|^ f <(> implies that the intersection is of the form (^z, z) 
or (z, a z) where a > 1. (Note that z may not belong to fl since z 0 0.^.) 
Let y e n O.^ # ^be such that y = A z for some | A | e (0,2] and let V^be a 
1 fi 
^•neighborhood of y such that V^C 0.^. Then, for - < g, 
|B^y-y |  < |A |  |B^z-z |  <2^<S,  
so that B„ y e V p c Oi . 
n *' Ù lo 
O. c 0. = C, we can pick the sequence 
i=l i=l 
{B ) such that B zeO- for all n. But, since 0- and O. are disjoint, this yields a 
^ n-" n Jo ' lo Jo 
contradiction because the connected segment [y, z] should be mapped, together with 
z, into the path connected set Oj^, (End of Claim.) 
Now there is A 6 5 such that A z e 0- . lo 
Let L^g = {x E IRo : X = A A z, A > 0} and define the closed set K"*" by 
K"*" = L^g n Oj^ n {x e [Ro : |x| > IA z|}. 
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Again we know there must be a sequence {D^ ; n € Wo} C c5 such that | D^A z - z | < 
Moreover, since, fo each n, is a linear map, must map K"*" into 
Define = D^K"*" c and pick x 6 K"*", i.e., x = A A z for some A > 0. 
Claim; lim |D^x —z| > 0. 
n-»(D 
I f  0  =  l im ID_ x -z !  =  
nnœ '  ^  '  
> \ M  l im D A z  
n-»(D 
A l imD^Az- l imD^Az 
n-» 00 n-* 00 
l im D_A z  
n-»oD 
we have l im D^A z  
n-»œ ^ 
= 0. Under the assumption that A z = ^ a- e- with | a. ( > 0 
i=l ^ ^ ^ 
fo r i  =  1 ,  . . . ,  d  (which  we  can  a lways  a r range  s ince  S  (A z )  i s  dense  in  in t  C  #  ^ ) ,  
this further implies that |z| =0, i.e., that z = 0. This is impossible since z € Dt^. 
(End of Claim.) 
Since lim |D^ x -z| > 0 for x e K^, we conclude that, if z € 0^^ n Oj^, the entire 
line segment M"*" = lim M"*" c lim A „ = must be included in O- n O- . 
n^m ^  n-oo  ^  ' 0  Jo  
Repeating the argument for K~ = n fl {x 6 RQ :  |x |  <  |  A z |} ,  shows  tha t  in  
fact, for some a > 1 > /? > 0, the closed interval 
L^^={x6 IRO :x=  Az,  a>  A > /?}  C Ô~n  Ô~.  
Claim: L, C O- n 0- . 
z lo Jo 
By simply repeating the above reasoning for z' = a z or z' = /? z, it is clear that 
fl E OT n Ô7 for a sequence {(& , ) ; n E INo}, a  > 1 >  0  > 0 .  We will show 
wR Pn iQ Jo n n n u 
that —>00 (that —• 0 follows from a similar argument). 
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Suppose that —• a < œ, i.e., O ^ l 0  
n=l 
nL ^fl=(az ,0d)c fo. no. 1^. Then 
a » / »  ^  '  L  l O  J o j  
a z € O. n 0. . But this implies that the argument above can be applied to the point 
lo Jo 
(a z) instead of z to yield that 
={xe lRo :x  =  Aaz ,  a > X > 0 } c  Ô~ fl  Ô~  
for some a > 1 > /? > 0, i.e., a z € OT n ÔT. The same argument for 0 then means 
that L"^ = n C ÔT" n ÔT". (End of claim.) Z 00 U lo Jo 
This last claims basically ends the proof. Indeed, for d = 2, Proposition 3.1.11 and 
Remark 3.1.7 imply that 0-^ n must be empty for i j. 
Remark 1. 
For the case d = 1 (unconnected state space), the result 0- n Oj = ^ for i ^ j is still 
valid by Proposition 3.1.11 and Remark 3.1.7. 
Proposition 2. 
Let J be a semigroup firom G1 (d, R) acting on Ro (d > 2) and let C be a maximal 
invariant control set under S containing some interval [x, A x], A > 0. 
Then z € C implies that L^ = {y e RQ : y = A z, A > 0} C C. i c w xui ica iiu ii J ~  ^
Proof. 
First we show that z e C implies there exists a > /? > 0 such that 
- {y G Ro : y = A z, a > A > /?} C C. 
To see this, pick v e (x, A x). Then there exists a sequence {B^ ; n e Wo} c iS such 
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that 1 im B V = z. Also, using the same argument as in Proposition 1, 
n-»oo 
z _ 7=r 1 im [x, A x] must be a closed interval of the form c C. 
Hence some dense subset of C is included in -3. 
Suppose there is z^ 6 n C^. Since z^ e there is x^ e [x, A x] with 
l imB^Xo =  ZQ,  i . e . ,  z^eSx^ .  
n-»od 
Next, there is {z^ ; n e WQ} C C n with z^= lim and, for each n, Sz^ = C. 
n-toD 
Moreover we can write z^ = z^ for some 6 Ko with —• 1 as n —» œ. So, since 
J C G1 (d,K), C = lim Sz^ = 1 imk^ Sz^ = Sz^as well, which, by maximality, 
n-* 00 n-> to 
gives that z^ G C. Since this contradicts z^ 6 fl C^, we conclude that 
That c C then follows from the same argument as at the end of the proof of 
Proposition 1. 
CoroUarv 1. 
If is a semi 
control set under S  such that int C ^ then 
group from G1 (d, R) acting on IR^ (d > 2) and C is a maximal invariant 
co go int C = (J Oj = (J (J L+, i=l i=l zeOi 
where the O^'s are the open, disjoint, and connected components of int C. 
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Proof. 
int C = 0| comes from Proposition 3.1.11 (a) and Proposition 2 above shows that 
zeOi 
• 
Remark 2. 
This last corollary simply says that maximal invariant control sets with nonempty 
interior in IRQ under the action of a subsemigroup &om G1 (d, IR) must be "cone 
shaped" in the sense that, when they contain a point, they necessarily contain the 
entire half line to which this point belongs. As seen above, this is basically a 
consequence of the linearity of this setup. Hence, controllability properties of linear 
semigroups S on Ro can be studied through their canonical action on the projective 
space As we will see in subsequent sections, their growth behavior in Ro can 
also be studied via their projection on IP^"^. 
Remark 3. 
The linear groups ^ C G1 (d, R) which act transitively on Ro were completely classified 
by Boothby and Wilson (1979). Transitive action on Ro implies, of course, 
transitive action on or S^"^. 
S.S. A Crucial Condition: The Orbits have Nonvoid Interior 
After the broad discussion of Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, it should be clear that 
control sets properties are related to orbits properties. In fact, among other things. 
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we have shown that, given a semigroup S  acting on a manifold M, int Sx # ^ for all 
X € M implies that any maximal invariant control set C is necessarily closed and has a 
nonempty interior. This relationship is crucial to this thesis and will be expanded 
upon in this section. Nevertheless, for a complete picture, we first need to introduce 
the notions of (local) accessibility, (local) controllability, and transitivity. Since 
local accessibility and local controllability are properties of control systems that are 
not solely dependent on the semigroup J generated by the system but also on the path 
a point will follow under the action of S, we start with the following definition: 
Definition 1. 
Assume one has a state space consisting of a manifold M and a subset D c C (M), 
where C (M) represents the sets of all continuous maps from M to M. Then a 
traiectorv or path starting at x g M and associated with S (D), the semigroup 
generated by D, is a sequence g^ o ••• o gj^ (x), with gj 6 D, i 6 {1,..., n}, ne W. 
Remark 1. 
1) As already mentioned at the beginning of Subsection 3.1, discrete or continuous 
dynamical control systems are specific examples where the notion of path or 
trajectory is relevant. In these cases, the set D c C (M) arises from the dynamics 
of the system. 
Also note that different systems on M may have the same (semi)group but 
different trajectories. Indeed, we may have two dynamics and Dg c C (M) 
with # Dg, but S (Dj^) = S (Dg). 
2) When one deals with semigroups of continuous maps, i.e., D c C (M), the group 
generated by «S, ^(5), may not be defined. Indeed, some functions in «î may not 
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be invertible. In the following (starting with Definition 2), whenever we will use 
the notion of a group arising &om a dynamical system (and its associated 
semigoup), it will be understood that this group is assumed to be well defined. 
This is obviously the case if, in fact, D C Diff (M). 
Dpfinitinn 9 
A  control system S is said to be controllable from x e M if Sx = M. It is locally 
controllable at x e M if, for any neighborhood U of x, the set Stt x n U contains a 
X UX X 
neighborhood of x, where Sy x denotes the trajectories of the semigroup S from x 
lying entirely within U^. 
The system E is said to be accessible from x 6 M if Gx = M and locally accessible at 
X e M if, for any neighborhood U of x, GTT X has nonvoid interior in U„ (in the 
X UX X 
topology of M), where Gy x denotes the trajectories of the group Ç (S) from x 
staying entirely within U^. 
If any of the above concepts holds for all x e M, we say that the system is 
controllable, locally controllable, accessible, etc. 
Definition 3. 
Let ^ be a group acting on a manifold M. Then S is said to act transitively at x e M if 
Gx = M. If this holds for all x e M, we say that Ç acts transitively on M or simply 
that (7 is transitive on M. 
Remark 2. 
In fact, Ç  acting transitively at x 6 M always implies that Ç  is transitive on M. 
Indeed, for any two points y, z 6 M, transitivity at x obviously implies that 
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y, z e Gx and conversely that x e Gy and x 6 Gz. Hence, y e Gz and z e Gy, which 
shows that Q is transitive on M. From this it is also clear that accessibility from some 
x G M implies accessibility and that accessibility and transitivity are equivalent 
notions, the first referring to the paths and the second to the group. 
Proposition 1. 
The following relationships hold: 
a) local accessibility implies accessibility and 
b) (local) controllability implies (local) accessibility. 
The converses of the above implications are false. 
Proof. 
a) Let X 6 M be arbitrary and U be a neighborhood of x First we show that the 
definition of local accessibility implies that GyX D U contains a neighborhood of 
X Indeed, there exists g^Qjj (defined to be the subset of Q giving, &om x, 
trajectories staying entirely in U) with a neighborhood of g (x), , included in 
int GyX. This implies that x € O = ^g"^ (Vg) fl uj. Hence, O is a neighborhood 
of X and GyX n U contains a neighborhood of x. Since, in this construction, the 
paths from x to any y G 0 never left U, 0 G GYX and we are done. 
Now we start the main argument. Since M is connected and Biemannian, for any 
y G M, there is a path P between x and y. Let U still be some neighborhood of 
xy 
X Then GyX n U contains an open set containing x and so does Gx fl U. 
Therefore, there is Zj G P^y n Gx A U with p  (z^ ,x )  =  >  0 .  
Now G Gx and since we have local accessibility at all z G M, we can repeat the 
above argument to generate Zg G Gz^ n P^y such that p (z^, Zg) = Cg > 0- But P^y 
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has finite length (Boothby (1986, pp. 187 £f.)). Hence, it suffices to show that 
co 
^ 6 > L (P ) < 00 (where the length L (P ) of a path P is defined as in 
n=l " xy xy 
Subsection 2.3) to prove that the sequence {zj^ ; k > 1} can be continued until the 
entire length of P^y is covered, i.e., that, for somen, we have y G Gz^. Indeed, 
this means that y € Gz„ = Gz„ , = ... = Gz, = Gx. 
*' n ii-i 1 
Claim: The sequence ; n > 1} can be chosen such that 
cd 
% c >L (P  ) ,  X, y, and P arbitrary. 
n=l " ^ 
00 
Suppose that e = K < L (P ) for some {e } sequence. Then the sequence 
n=l n xy " 
{zj^ ; k > 1} converges to some z 6 P^^ with L (P^) < L (P^^). By local 
accessibility, Gz contains a neighborhood of z. Since —» z as k —• œ, for k 
large enough we must have z^ E V^, i.e., z^ 6 Gz. But this also implies that 
z 6 Gzj^ and hence C Gz^. From this it follows that the path from z to y, P^y, 
intersects Gzj^ and hence that the {zj^} construction could be pursued beyond z. 
This proves our claim and completes the whole argument. 
b) Trivial by definition. 
To complete the proof of this proposition, it suffices to show that the converse of 
these two statements does not hold. This is done via the counterexamples below. 
• 
F.Tanrip1p 1 
a) Let M = Ko and define {B^^ ; r e (0, do), ço 6 (0, |)} to be a collection of matrices 
of the form 
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P _ 1 r cos iO+tp) sin {0-\-ip) 1  
rA ~ r [-sin {0+(p) cos [O+lp] j ' 
where ^is a fixed number in the interval [^, TT]. 
Let S be the semigroup generated by the collection ; r € (0, m), v? e (0,^)}. 
o o 
Then, for all x 6 KO, Sx = Gx = IRQ, i.e., the system associated with S is 
accessible and controllable. 
Nevertheless, this system in neither locally accessible nor locally controllable. 
Indeed, for all x € KO, one can find a neighborhood of U of x such that \S = (f) 
where, using polar coordinates, 
"^x = U  ^ " [0,27r) ; ^  j? [^ x ~l' & + 5  ^ * = (^x- ^ • 
But the action of the matrices B^^ involves a rotation by an angle 0 +  ( p  with 
This means that, from any x e U, other points in U cannot be 
reached without using a path that intersects C and hence a path that leaves U. 
In the above example, replacing r e (0, œ) by r 6 (1, œ) yields a system which is 
still accessible but not controllable. 
Finally, if S is simply generated by the collection {B^^ ; r 6 (1, œ), ^ G (0,27r)} 
with B^^ ~ r [ -sin cos system is locally accessible but neither 
locally controllable nor controllable. 
b) Because of our interest in or IP^'^, we give another series of examples on 
(which also apply to S^'^) with d = 2. 
With M = let {A^ ; (p e (0,^)} be a collection of rotation matrices with angle 
(p. Then it is clear that the system associated with S ({A J) is locally accessible 
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but not locally controllable. The same system also shows that we may have 
controllability without local controllability. 
To show that accessibility does not imply local accessibility, it suffices to 
consider the semigroup S generated by the collection of rotation matrices 
{Ay, ; V E (^, ^ )} on IP^. 
Finally, we need to give an example for a system which is accessible (and even 
locally accessible) but not controllable. Since a rigorous description of example 
would be somewhat lengthy but involves only elementary linear algebra, we will 
describe the situation in an unformal way. First we will discuss the underlying 
argument on which this example is based. 
o 
Let Cg} be an orthogonal basis of Ko and consider the semigroup S  (and its 
(canonical) action on i.e., gs = gs |gs|"^, seP^ and g G «Î) generated by the 
following two matrices A, B 6 G1 (2, ffi): 
A is a matrix with fixed eigenvalues > Ag > 0 and corresponding eigenspaces 
= span (e^) and = span (eg) and 
B is a matrix with fixed eigenvalues A j > Ag > 0 and corresponding eigenspaces 
Ej^, = span (ej - eg) and Ej^, = span (e^ + eg). 
Note that S  =  S  ({A, B}) (and Q  = Q  ({A, B})) contains matrices that are neither 
A nor B (because repeated matrix products between A and B will, among other 
things, generate matrices whose eigenvalues are not in {Ap Ag, A|, A^}). But we 
can still obtain sufficient insight into the action of by simply examining the 
action of the matrices A and B. 
The path of an element s 6 under the action of the matrix A will not cross the 
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dgenspaces = span (e^) and = span (eg) and, under the action of the 
matrix 6, the path of an element s £ IP^ will not cross the eigenspaces 
Ej^, = span (e^ - eg) and Ej^, = span (e^ + e^), the eigenspaces themselves 
remaining invariant. Moreover, the magnitude of the eigenvalues will determine 
the radial direction in which points in will move: from E^^ to E^^ under the 
action of A and from EL to E!, under the action of B. The picture on the next 
page (Figure 1) summarizes these facts. The single arrows (—») indicate the radial 
direction imposed by the matrix A (outside of E^^ and E^^) while the double 
arrows (—M) indicate the direction imposed by the matrix B (outside of EJ^, and 
Representing points in by their angle in radians, this picture shows that, for 
example, points in [3 ir] are trapped (under S) in this same interval. Hence the 
system is not controllable. But, under ^ (5), the group generated by 5, all the 
arrows can be reversed at will and the system is (locally) accessible. 
The above argument can then be used to construct a dynamical system with the 
desired features. Consider the following controlled difference equation on (or 
Sb: 
with a >  0 > O  and 0 e  ( 3  i r ) .  
One can then verify that all the A^^g matrices have eigenvalues = a > /3 = Ag 
with corresponding eigenspaces 
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S trapped 
Figure 3.1. Example of a (locally) accessible but not controllable system 
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= span ([cos 0 ,  sin 0]') and 
= ([sin ^,-cos S[), 
where [x, y]' = [ y ] • 
This setup is similar to the one discussed above.. In fact the collection of matrices 
A^^^is used to ensure that, by varying a, /3, and 0 at will, all points s 6 (3 J, TT) 
satisfy Ss C (3 p TT). The matrices A and B above simply correspond to the 
extreme choices (= A) and (= B). It is then easy to see that, 
similarly to the situation described above for the semigroup S ({A, B}), we have 
that s e (3 J, TT) implies Ss C (3 J, TT), i.e., the system is not controllable while, 
Gs = (or S^) and we have (local) accessibility. 
Even though the notion of (local) controllability will not play an important role 
in  th i s  thes i s ,  we  wi l l ,  fo r  sake  of  comple teness ,  say  a  few more  words  about  i t ,  
before stating the main result of this section and its consequences. 
The question still to be addressed concerns the relationship between the notions 
of controllability and local controllability. Both of these deal with the precise 
reachability of points and, therefore, their relationship will involve properties of the 
negative orbit S'x, i.e., of the points that can be controlled to x € M. In the 
continuous case, the integrability of the Lie algebra of the vector fields giving the 
system's dynamics is sufficient to guarantee that, for any neighborhood of x, the 
sets STT X n U and S^ x n have nonvoid interior (in the maximal integral 
UX X UX X 
manifold through x). In control sets C with int C ^ this implies controllability in 
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int C, i.e., int C C Sx for all x e int C (and hence int C = Sx by the C-invariance of 
int C in the continuous case). Similarly, local controllability in M can be shown to 
imply controllability in M. In the discrete time case, a similar situation arises in the 
sense that we will need both of the conditions int Sx ^ ^ and int S~x ^ (j) (one does not 
imply the other, see Example 3.1.6 (a)) to relate the notions of local controllability 
and controllability. We will formulate and prove the next result in three steps. 
Proposition 2. 
Local controllability implies Sx = M for all x e M. 
Proof. 
Assume that Sx c M but Sx ^ M for some x e M and pick y 6 5 Sx. Local 
controllability at y means that, for any neighborhood Uy of y, the set n Sy^ y 
contains a neighborhood of y, say V^. Since y 6 5 Sx ^ M, there must exist 
z e (M \ Sx) n Vy and g 6 5 such that g (y) = z. Let be an open neighborhood of z 
such that Wg c Vy and n Sx = 0. Then g"^ (W^) is an open neighborhood of y 
and, therefore, g"^ (W^) contains points of Sx. Hence, also contains points of 
Sx. This contradicts the choice of and so, Sx = M. 
• 
Lfimwia 1. 
If int S"x ^ ^ for all X G M, then Sx = M if and only if Sx = M. 
Proof. 
Pick y e M. Then int S"y # ^ and Sx = M imply that there exists z e Sx fl int S'y, 
i.e., y e Sx. 
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Corollary 1. 
If int S"x ^ ^ for all X 6 M, then local controllability implies controllability. 
Proof. 
Immediate from Proposition 2 and Lemma 1. 
• 
Remark 3. 
Under the stronger assumption of negative local controllability, i.e., the assumption 
that, for all X G M and all open neighborhood of x, the set Sy x n contains a 
neighborhood of x, we can mimic the proof of Proposition 1 (a) for the semigroup S .  
In this case, local controllability implies that one can follow each path P from x to 
xy 
y without deviating from the path by more than a prescribed e > 0. This property is 
called global asymptotic tracking. 
In Remark 2, we have stated that accessibility at one point always implies 
accessibility. The last part of Example 1 (b) (on ip\ not on S^) shows that the sanae 
is not true for controllability. Indeed, going back to the pictorial representation of 
the behavior of the system (Figure 1), one can see that the system is controllable 
from the points in [^, while, as previously discussed, this is not true from the 
points in [3 tt]. 
After this review of the notions of (local) accessibility, transitivity, and (local) 
controllability, we are now ready to complete the overall picture by discussing the 
deterministic assumption which is central to this thesis: 
int Sx ^ ^ for all x E M. 
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This is an assumption about the "richness" of the orbits under the semigroup S .  
First note that, as shown by Example 3.1.6 (a), this condition implies neither 
(local) controllability nor local accessibility. This explains why the notion of (local) 
controllability is only marginal in this thesis and why control sets (defined only up to 
closure of the orbits) will play an important role in the following sections. The 
following lemma shows the relationship between this assumption and transitivity 
(and hence, by Remark 2, accessibility). 
Lemma 2. 
Let J be a semigroup acting on M. If, for all x e M, int Sx # 0, then Q  ( S )  acts 
transitively on M, i.e., Gx = M for all x e M. 
On the other hand, transitivity does not imply int Sx ^ ^ for all x E M. 
Proof. 
Let X e M be arbitrary, be any neighborhood of x, and pick y 6 int Sx # Then 
y = g (x) for some g eS. Hence x 6 g'^ (int Sx) C Gx and therefore Gx A # 0. An 
examination of the proof of Proposition 1 (a) shows that this is enough to conclude 
that we have accessibility and therefore that ff is transitive on M (see Remark 2). 
That transitivity does not imply int Sx ^ ^ for all x 6 M can be seen from an example 
found in Jacubczyk and Sontag (1988, Remark 5.1). ^ 
When 5 c G1 (d, R) and M = IP^'^, the results collected above as well as in 
Subsection 3.1 give us the following key result, which is a slight enhancement of 
Proposition 4.1 in San Martin and Arnold (1986). 
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Theorem 1. 
Let C G1 (d, R) be a semigroup whose canonical action on c satisfies the 
condition 
int Ss # ^ for all s 6 
Then there exists a unique maximal invariant control set C for S  o n  C is closed 
(and hence Borel), with nonempty interior, and given by 
C = n {Ss ; s e ^ 
Proof. 
Since int Ss # ^ for all s e , Ç  ( S )  is a Lie subgroup of G1 (d, K) which acts 
transitively on P^'^. The result then follows from Proposition 4.1 in San Martin and 
Arnold (1986), upon noting that the condition int J # ^ in ^ (Ç with its Lie group 
topology and acting transitively on P^'^) stated in this result is only used to conclude 
that int Ss # ^ for all s E P^"^. That int C # ^ follows trivially from Sx c C = C for all 
X e C. 
• 
Remark 4. 
Assessing the uniqueness of the (deterministic) maximal invariant control set 
associated with a stochastic difference or differential equation (see Subsection 4.1) is 
an important step in the study of the stability properties of such an equation. In the 
continuous time case, results similar to Theorem 1 can be found in Arnold et 
al. (1986a). Here we used the discrete time version of one of these results, described 
in San Martin and Arnold (1986). 
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As hinted to in the proof of Theorem 1, one way to ensure that int Sx ^ ^ for 
all X e IR^ (or , or IP^"^), (S c G1 (d, IR), is to require that int S (p in some Lie 
subgroup of G1 (d, K) containing Q (S) and acting transitively on Ko (or S^"^, or 
This follows from a simple argument based on Theorem 2.2.1. Nevertheless, one can 
use another condition due to Jakubczyk and Sontag (1988), which has the beauty of 
relating the assumption int Sx ^ ^ to a Lie Algebra condition, as in the continuous 
time case. Before stating this result, we need to set up some notation. For a more 
complete discussion, see Jakubczyk and Sontag (1988). 
Consider the controlled difference equation 
where U is a subset of K™ satisfying 0 6 U C int U and f : M x U —> M satisfies the 
condition that f^ = f (., u) : M —• M is a C® diffeomorphism for each u. 
Write f, „ = f, 0 0 f„ and, in order to use the inverse of f,,, f^^, also Ilk 111 ^ u 
write = f,^^ 0 ••• o f,!S where each of ei, ..., Ck takes a value of ± 1. For x G M 
uk***ui ujc 111 
and u G U, define the following two families of vector fields 
K W = A 0 ^u+v w 
v=o 
^u  =A ^uo^ivW-
v=o 
Finally, given a vector field Y and a control value u, define the operator Ad^ by 
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[Ad„Y](x)  =  (d t„W)- lY(f„ (x) ) ,  
where d denotes the differential of f^ with respect to x. Using the diffeomorphism 
Ad^, we may also define 
y ]  w w ] " ' Y  w ]  •  
Using the abbreviation Ad^ Y for Ad^ ^ Y with u = 0 repeated k times, if k > 0, for 
Adg^'"^^ Y, if k < 0, and Ad° Y = Y, we get that 
[Ad^ X^j (x) = ^ 0 f^\ f^+y 0 fo (x) and, more generally, that 
v=o 
Huk...ui W = 3% ÇL.u, ' " 'uo+y » W-.ui W-
v=o 
Theorem 2. 
Define the families of vector fields F", and F by 
^  "  Wuk. . .Ui \o '^ -® '  " ' "k^  
^  =  { ^ ^ U k . . . u ! ^ u o  ' " ' ^ k ^ ^ '  ^ 1 ' - ' ^ k "  
Let dim F (x) (respectively dim F^ (x), dim F' (x)) represent the dimension of the 
linear space spanned by the vectors in F (respectively F^, F") evaluated at x. Let 
Lie (A) be the Lie algebra generated by some collection of vector fields A, and let 
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Lie (A) (x) denote the linear space of tangent vectors at x given by the vector fields in 
Lie (A). 
Then, for any C® system, we have that 
a) int Sx 0 for all X e if and only if, for all x G M^, dim r"*" (x) = d (which is 
equiva len t  to  d im Lie  ( r"*" )  (x )  =  d) ,  
b )  in t  S~x  #  ^  for  a l l  x  e  i f  and  on ly  i f ,  fo r  a l l  x  6  M^,  d im F"  (x)  =  d  
(which is equivalent to dim Lie (r~) (x) = d) and 
c) the system's group acts transitively on if and only if, for all x 6 M^, either 
dim r (x) = d (which is equivalent to dim Lie (F) (x) = d). 
Proof. 
See Jakubczyk and Sontag (1988, Theorem 4.2). 
• 
Remarks. 
Note that Theorem 2 gives symmetrical conditions for both int Sx ^ ^ and int S"x ^ (j). 
The latter will not be used in the subsequent chapters but it is worth mentioning that 
all the results involving int Sx previously given have their obvious counterparts for 
int S'x. Moreover, recall that, when, for all x 6 M, both int Sx ^ and int S x ft ^ 
are satisfied, local controllability implies controllability. The discrete time situation 
then closely parallels the continous time case. 
Remarks. 
The conditions stated here to ensure that int Sx ^ or int S'x ^ <p have the additional 
practical advantage that they are relatively easy to check. Recall nevertheless that 
many of our results only require weaker assumptions (like int Sx # which 
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automatically follow from int Sx ^ ^ (see Subsection 3.1). 
In the remainder of this thesis, we will need the existence of a unique, closed 
maximal invariant control set with nonempty interior. As shown above and similarly 
to the continuous time case situation, the condition int Sx # ^ for all x 6 M implies 
transitivity and will (at least for linear systems projected on P^"^) give us the 
existence of such a unique, closed maximal invariant control set with nonempty 
interior (via Theorem 1). Some of the results were shown to require the additional 
assumption that int S"x ^ ^ for all x € M (e.g., local controllability implies 
controllability or int Sx = int C for all x e int C) but these results are not needed 
hereafter. Again recall that, in the continuous case, both int Sx #  ^and int S"x  ^ (f) 
(for all X G M) follow from the same Lie algebra condition while, in the discrete time 
case. Theorem 2 clearly exhibits separate assumptions for the positive and negative 
orbits. Recall Example 3.1.6 (a), which showed that, in the discrete time case, one 
can have int Sx ^  ^ for all x 6 M (i.e., dim Lie (x) = d for all x e M) but 
int S"x = 0 for some x G M (i.e., dim Lie F" (x) < d for some x G M). In the 
continuous time case and without the Lie algebra condition, such a behavior is also 
possible (see the example in Arnold and Kliemann (1987, Remark 3.3)). 
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4. STOCHASTIC DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
4.I' Basic Setup 
Section 4 is devoted to the existence and uniqueness of an invariant probability 
measure for the pair process {(x^, We are considering the general stochastic 
difference equation 
where 
takes values in a C® manifold M, 
(fi, 3^ , P) is some underlying probability space, 
; n e W} = (w) ; n 6 W} is a Feller time homogenous Markov chain 
taking values in a C® manifold W, and 
f : M X W -» M is jointly measurable. 
Further assumptions on the setup are to be made. If ; n 6 IN} is simply a 
sequence of iid random variables, the sequence {x^ ; n e IN} is itself an M valued 
Markov chain. For the more general case, we need the following result. 
Proposition 1. 
Let (Î2, .S*", P) be a probability space and consider, on M, the stochastic difference 
equation 
= f (x^, (w)), n > 0, XQ = XQ (^) f jointly measurable. 
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where ; n e IN} = (w) ; n 6 IN} is a Markov chain with state space (W, ^(W)). 
Assume that the random initial value is independent of the process ; n E IN}. 
Then, given some fixed initial value x^ (w) = y, the solution at the n*^ step 
X (n,y, w) is a (T ; 0 < k < n-1) * ^(M) measurable function of from fi * M —> M. 
Also, for a random initial value x^ (w), x (n, x^ (w), w) is a cr (x^, ; 0 < k < n-1) 
measurable function of from 0 —• M. 
Moreover, for a random initial value x^ (w), {z^} = {(x^, ^^)} is a time 
homogeneous Markov chain with transition probabilities given, for B e .5?(W x M), 
by 
/I(n,z,B) = P((x(n,Zj,w),^^(a;))6B |  = 22), 
where z = (zj^, Zg), z^ E M and Zg e W. 
We also have that 
Â ( n . ( X o ( w ) , ^ Q ( w ) ) , B )  
= P ((^n ((^)) € ® l(*o ^0 (^))) 
= P ((x (n, Xg (w), w), (w)) 6 B Uq (w)). 
Finally, if ; n E IN} is Feller, so is {(x^, ^g)}. 
Proof. 
See Bunke (1972, Proposition 6.1, p. 138). The proof given there is concerned with 
the continuous time case but immediately applies to the discrete time case. A 
formulation of this result can also be found in Arnold and Kliemann (1983, 
Lemma 2.1), where the proof that the process {(x^, ^^)} is Feller can be found. 
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Remark 1. 
Upon recalling the recursive definition (x) = f ^ (x), introduced in 
Subsection 2.4, P ((x (n, z^), G B | = Zg) reads 
This formulation shows that the map f only influences the first component of the joint 
Markov chain and the structure of the dependency on the the path and on the 
initial value z = (z^, Zg). 
Now we are interested in the ergodic behavior of the pair process {(x^, ^^)}, 
i.e., we wish to obtain the existence and uniqueness of an invariant probability 
measure for the pair process {(x^, For systems in with ; n e IN} being an 
iid sequence, this has been done by Meyn (1989) and Meyn and Gaines (1988) but, 
for this more general setup involving a pair process, we need further assumptions on 
the Markov chain ; n 6 IN} and the dynamics f. Hence, our basic working 
assumptions are given here below. 
On the general setup: 
1) M^ and are C® manifolds and 
2) the map f : M * W —» M is jointly C^. 
On ; n E W}: 
3) XQ = XQ (w) is independent of ; n 6 IN}. 
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4) ; n G IN} is an ergodic (i.e., positive and weakly recurrent) W-valued 
Feller Markov chain with invariant probability measure e ^ (W), 
the probability measures on the space (W, .^(W)). 
5) With supp (TT^) = Q C W and using //($, B) to denote the one-step 
transition probability from ^ 6 W to B 6 -^(W), /z (^, B) > 0 for all 
^ e int Q and all sets B e ^(W) such that TT^ (B) > 0. 
Moreover, (int Q) = (Q). 
6) In the decomposition of the one-step transition probability ^ (^, •) into 
its absolutely continuous and singular components (with respect to the 
volume element m^ on W), 
(^, B) = g (^, y) m^ (dy) +/ig (^, B) 
defined for B e  ^ ( W )  and ^ € W, the density function g (^,.) is, for all 
( E int Q, strictly positive on int Q, zero on (int Q)^, and the map g is 
jointly lower semi-continuous. 
Moreover, either (^,.) = 0 for all ^ e Q or is a stationary process. 
On the dynamics: 
7) For every pair (x, () E M * int Q, there exist a time n^ ^ and an open set 
0 > C M (the subscripts indicating a dependence on the points x and () 
^ y 
such that m^ (0^ ^ fl.) « P (x^^^ E . | x^ = x, = (), where we use 
P (Xn,^  € . I x  ^= x, = 0 = P ((Xn,(.' (n,J e . - W | x  ^= x, = 0. 
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and where denotes the volume element on M. 
8) The deterministic semigroup generated by the associated nonrandom 
dynamical system = f (x^, u^), u^ € int Q, admits a unique 
invariant control set C C M satisfying C = C (hence C is maximal and 
B o r e l )  a n d  i n t  C f < f > .  
Let us now discuss these assumptions. 
Assumption 1. 
Actually, M and W need not be C® manifolds for most of the arguments in Section 4 
to be true (C^ is good enough), but C® manifolds will be used in connection with 
diffeomorphisms when referring to Theorem 3.3.2. Also, some results will require the 
additional hypotheses that M and/or C and/or W be compact. When applicable, 
this will be specified. 
Assumption 2. 
The assumption that f be jointly is in fact too strong for many of the results 
hereafter. It is usually enough to have f (., $) to be and f (x,.) to be continuous. 
Also recall that Section 3 results only required f (., () to be continuous, except for 
Proposition 3.1.6 (which required the map f (., $) to be C^) and Proposition 3.1.10. 
Also, Theorem 1 below (used to obtain a condition ensuring the validity of 
Assumption 7 above) does require f to be jointly C^. Nevertheless, Theorem 3.3.2 
which can be used to verify both Assumptions 7 and 8 (as discussed later in this 
section) does require f (., () to be a diffeomorphism for all ^ 6 int Q. 
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Assmnption 3. 
This assumption is simply used to guarantee that the pair process {(x^, is 
Markov and Feller (see Proposition 1). 
Assumption 4. 
In order to obtain ergodicity for the pair process {(x^, one must obviously be 
able to assert the ergodicity of the ; n € IN} Markov chain alone. As often found in 
the relevant literature, one could also require that the chain ; n e W} be 
stationary. Nevertheless, this stationarity requirement is not necessary for the 
developments in Subsection 4.2 and wiU not be made here. 
ARRiimpt.inTi R 
The assumption "TT^ (B) > 0 implies fi (^, B) > 0 for all ^ 6 int Q" replaces the support 
theorem, which is used in the continuous time case. It is a critical hypothesis to 
ensure a connection between the paths of the associated deterministic control system 
introduced in Assumption 8 and the transition probabilities of the stochastic pair 
process. Indeed, at every step, the associated deterministic control system allows 
the use of any control value in int Q and, without this assumption, this could result 
in a deterministic system which is much "richer" (in terms of paths) than its 
stochastic counterpart. 
Note that, in fact, the first statement in Assumption 5 is implied by Assumption 6. 
This redundancy was deliberate in order to stress the importance of this assumption 
relating the possible paths of the associated deterministic control system to the 
stochastic paths and to enable easy references to this fact. 
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The additional assumption that TT^ (int Q) = TT^ (Q) will be needed in Theorem 1 
below. Moreover, under this last assumption, the control values for the associated 
deterministic control system (in Assumption 8) can be taken &om the open set int Q. 
Even though this aspect is not crucial, we gain consistency with the requirement 
imposed in Subsection 3.1 that control values live in an open subset of IR^. 
Assumption 6. 
The lower semi-continuous densities for the one step transition probabilities 
will be used (via Theorem 1) to ensure that weak stochastic controllability (see 
Assumption 7) from one point also implies weak stochastic controllability from a 
whole neighborhood of that point. This will be needed because, for Markov processes 
on continuous state spaces, one cannot normally guarantee a positive probability of 
hitting single points or sparse sets. 
Also note that, by deGnition of an invariant measure and siace is Feller, 
Q = supp (TT^) is necessarily an invariant set for the process Moreover, the 
existence of a strictly positive (lower semi-continuous) density (with respect to m^) 
on int Q for the one step transition probabilities (i (^,.) necessarily implies that 
m^ (Q n .) « TT^, i.e., that the volume element on W restricted to Q is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the unique invariant probability measure for the 
process. Indeed, if m^ (B n Q) > 0, Be .^(W), then 
(B) > [ f g (6 y) (dy) 7r> (d^ > 0. 
^  J w J B n Q  ^  ^  
The assumption that ((,,) = 0 (for all ^ e Q) is used to ensure that, if B e <^(W) 
satisfies (B) = 0, then n (^, B) = 0 for all ^ € Q. Indeed, if (B) = 0 (and hence 
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(B n Q) = 0), then we have ^ B) = g (^, y) (dy) = 0, for all 
** JBOQ ** 
^ € Q. In particular, since we assume (ô Q) = 0, the set int Q is invariant for 
This fact will be implicitly used in several proofs given in Subsection 4.2. 
Also note that, under the hypothesis (^,.) = 0 for all ^ e Q, 
TT. (B) = TTt (B n Q) = [ [ g(^,y)m^(dy) 7r.(dO, Ç  s  J Q - l B n Q  * *  ^  
which shows that « m^ (Q fl.). From this it follows that TT^ (int Q) = (Q) 
and that tt^ (B) > 0 implies J g (^, y) m^ (dy) = /i (^, B) > 0 for all ^ 6 Q. Hence, 
under the assumption (^,.) = 0 for all ^ e Q, Assumption 5 directly follows from 
Assumption 6. 
Stationarity is another way to trivially ensure that (B) = 0 implies ($, B) = 0 for 
all ^ e Q (with P ($Q e Q) = 1) and that (B) > 0 implies /z (^, B) > 0 for all ^ 6 Q 
(this last statement being part of Assumption 5). In Subsection 4.2, we will use the 
condition (^,.) = 0 for all ^ 6 Q since this permits us to establish results involving 
the convergence in distribution to unique invariant probability measures for both the 
{^n} and {(x^, processes. Clearly, all our results will remain true under the 
alternative hypothesis that is a stationary process. We then only have to deal 
with the convergence in distribution (to a unique invariant probability measure) of 
the pair process {(x^, ^^)}. This would in fact simplify several of our arguments. 
Assumption 7. 
This assumption is called weak stochastic controllability (in the M component) by 
Meyn and Gaines (1988) and will be further discussed later in this section. 
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Assumption 8. 
This assumption summarizes all the characteristics required firom the associated 
deterministic control system for a fruitful study of the behavior of the stochastic pair 
process {(x^, via the tools of geometric control theory. Under our previous 
assumptions, the semigroup in question has the form 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a more in depth discussion of 
Assumptions 7 and 8. 
On a compact manifold, Proposition 3.1.12 guarantees the existence of a 
maximal invariant control sets in the closure of each orbit Sx. Moreover (and this 
fact does not require compactness), the same proposition tells us that, if 
C = ri {Sx ; X E M} # then the set C is automatically a maximal invariant 
control set. Furthermore, Corollary 3.1.2 tells us that, if int (p, then C must be 
the unique maximal invariant control set and that, if a unique maximal invariant 
control set exists on a compact manifold, then this maximal invariant control set 
must be of the form fl {Sx ; x E M} # 
As we have discussed in detail at the end of Subsection 3.3 (see Theorem 3.3.1), 
when working with the projection on of a linear system on Ro, the assumption 
int Ss ^ ^ for all s E guarantees that all the conditions of Assumption 8 are met. 
In particular, the unique maximal invariant control set is necessarily of the form 
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Now the assumption int Sx ^ ^ for all x E M is also related to Assumption 7. 
Nevertheless, in order to pursue along these lines, we need to introduce the notion of 
generalized controllability matrix and expand on some results obtained by Meyn and 
Gaines (1988). 
Consider the stochastic dynamical system 
where f : M X W —" M is. (i.e., continuously differentiable in both variables). For 
this system, the value of the stochastic orbit of a point x € M at time k will be 
denoted by S^> =f> > (x), S° > =x. We can then give the following 
X SO sO ^ so 
definition: 
Definition 1. 
For x 6 M and a nonrandom sequence ; k > 0} , let {Aj^ ; k > 0} and {B^ ; k > 0} 
denote the sequences of Jacobian matrices defined by 
\ =  A f c  ( x ,  $ 0 , H  [II] k and 
B k  =  B j ^ ( x , ^ o ' - ' ^ k ) = [ l | ] , . k  ,  y  
Then the generalized controUabilitv matrix (along the sequence ; 0 < i < k}), 
^x ~ ^x (^0' W' defined by 
^x ^ t"^k "• ^1 ®o I ^k •'* ^2 I •" ' \ ®k-l I ®k 
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Remark 1. 
As pointed out in Meyn and Gaines (1988), the term generalized controllability 
matrix is justified by the fact that, if the dynamical system above is simply a linear 
system with W = and M = (i.e., f (x, ^) = Ax + B^, with both A and 
B 6 gl (d, R)), = [A^ B I A^"^ B I ... IA B I B], is then simply the usual 
controllability matrix at time k. 
To use generalized controllability matrices, we first need the following lemma, 
which is an extension of Lenmia 2.3 in Meyn and Caines (1988). 
Lmnma 1. 
Let Mp M™, and Mg be C® manifolds and let m^^, and m^^ denote the 
volume elements on M^, Mg, and Mg, respectively. Let C Mj^, Uj C Mg, and 
C Mg be open. Suppose that G : * Uj * Vj —• M^ is G^ and that the matrix 
Q P 
y^is full rank at some (x^, y^, z^) e 0^ * x V^. Then we have: 
a) There exists an open set 0 * U * V C 0^ x x Vj containing (x^, y^, z^) such 
that the measure u (x,.) defined for A 6 ^g(M^) and x e 0 by 
(X, A) = 1 JE y ( AJ (x, y, 7.) (dy) (dz) 
is equivalent to m^^ on an open set C M^, where 1^ denotes the indicator 
function of the set A. (R^ also depends on U and V.) 
b) There exist c> 0 and open sets P C M^ and T C Mp containing x^ and 
G (XQ, y^, ZQ) respectively, such that, for all x e M^, 
i/(x,.) > c Ip (x) mj^^(Tn.). 
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(c, P, and T depend on the sets U and V from part (a).) 
Proof. 
a) Let (Wj^, ip^, (Wg, (Wg, 7g), and (W, ip)  be coordinate neighborhoods of 
Xg, Yo, ZQ' and g respectively. 
Define yj : >« Wg >< Wg —• x |r"^ * |R<^ by 
tp (x, y, z) = {(p^ (x), (p2 (y), Vg (z)), 
so that (Wj X Wg X Wg, <p) = (W, (p) is a coordinate neighborhood of (x^, y^, z^). 
Then (p (W D G"^ (W) fl [Oj x Uj x V^]) is an open set in x |R™ x [R^ 
containing some further open set of product form 0| x U| x Vj (Oj, Uj^, and V| 
open) with tp (x^, y^, z^) = (u^, v^, w^) e 0| x U| x Vj[. 
Moreover, the mapping G' : 0| x U| x V| —*ip (W) defined byG' = ^oGoV^ 
is and satisfies the condition that is full rank at the point 
Hence, the conditions of Lemma 2.3 in Meyn and Gaines (1988) are satisfied for 
the open set 0| x U| x V| and the mapping G'. It follows that there exists an 
open set 0' x U' X V containing (u^, v^, w^) such that the measure 2/ (u,.) 
defined for u E 0' and B e .^(R^) by 
^ Iv, 1 |G' («, V, w) € Bj ("• '• 
is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure on an open set C ^ (W) C R^. (The 
proof of this result indicates that also depends on 0', U', and V.) 
Let 0 X U X V = (0' X U' X V) and define u (x,.) for x 6 0 and A G 
by u (x, A) = 1/ (v7j (x), ^ (A n W')). By Corollary 6.1.14 in Boothby (1986), for 
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any fixed x 6 0, i/(x,.) is equivalent to on (R^), where p = (x). 
b) Using the notation from part (a), Lemma 2.3 in Meyn and Caines (1988) shows 
that there exist c' > 0 and open rectangles P' and T' containing u^ and 
G' (UQ, VQ, WQ) respectively such that, for all u 6 IR^, 
Î/(u,.) > C Ip, (u) mg^d (T'fl.), 
where mg^j represents the Lebesgue measure on (The proof of this result also 
indicates that c', P', and T'depend on the sets 0', U', and V firom part (a).) 
Then, as in part (a), for all B 6 ^(Mj) and all x e M^, 
u (x, B) = v (y)^ (x), i )  (W n B)) 
> C Ip, (y^ (x)) mjjd (T' n ^ (W n B)) 
> c l p  ( x ) m ^  ( T A B ) ,  
-1 -1 m,g j (T') 
with P = (p (P'), T = Ip (T') n W, and c = c' — (noting that 
Ml ^ ' 
I X I lb mum duu uuuzeru biuce vt ^ ' 
set) 
finite and non o s n ip' is continuous and T' is a bounded open 
This completes the proof. 
We are now ready to state the following result. 
Theorem 1. 
Assume that ; n > 0) is a Markov chain on a C® manifold and that x^ is 
random variable taking values in a C™ manifold M^. Also assume that x^ is 
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independent of the process and that is ergodic with invariant probability 
measure satisfying (int Q) = (Q) with Q = supp (TT^). Assume moreover 
that the absolutely continuous component (with respect to the volume element in W) 
of the one step transition probability n ((,.) of the process, g (^, ^'), is, for 
each ^ e int Q, strictly positive on int Q and lower semi-continuous in both of its 
arguments. 
Then the following holds: 
a) The stochastic dynamical system = f (x^, , with f : M x W —• M being a 
map, satisfies Assumption 7 if and only if, for all initial conditions 
(x, e M X int Q, there exists a time t > 1 (t 6 W) and = (^p..., € [int Q] ^ 
rg  
(where [int Q] ^ represents the t-fold cartesian product of int Q) such that 
rank (^^) = d 
b) If rank (^.) = d for some 6 [int Q]\ then there exist c> 0 and open sets 
U C M and V C M containing x and respectively, and an open set R c int Q, 
such that, for all B e v®(M) and all (x, e U * R, 
P £ B I (x„, Q = (x, 0) > c mj, (B n V), 
where m^ denotes the volume element on M and 
= P g £ B » W 1 (Xg, Q = (x, 0) 
= p y 6 B . int Q I (x„, g = (x, 0), 
the last equality holding because of the invariance of int Q (see the discussion of 
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Assumption 6). 
Proof. 
a) The basic argument can be found for the most part in Meyn and Gaines (1988, 
Theorem 2.1 (ii)). 
The necessity of the rank condition follows from Sard's Theorem (see Meyn and 
Caines (1988, proof of Theorem 2.1), or Jacubczyk and Sontag (1988, proof of 
Proposition 2.3)). 
To prove sufficiency, first note that we may always assume t > d since, if 
rank (&) = d, then rank (&) = d for all t' > t. Let ^ e int Q be fixed, 
B € ^(M), and suppose that the rank condition is satisfied for some x G M and 
some = ($°,..., ^ °) 6 [int Q] Then, 
P ( s i ^ | e B | x „  =  x , e „  =  î )  
W 
W 
W 
^ 6 B] (^1' ^t) ^ (^1 ^  ^^1' 4 ^  ' ^0 " 
* s 
1 6 B] (^1' ^t^ ^ (^t-1' ^t^ ® ^i) (^^1 * "• * 
X Ç W 
Now, since g (^,.), ^ e int Q fixed, is lower semi-continuous, we can find an 
open set C int Q and containing such that g (^, ^j) > Pj > 0 for e Vj^. 
Similarly, for any fixed e C int Q, we can find an open set Vg C int Q and 
containing ^ such that g (^j, ^ g) > Pg > 0 for e Vg. Lower semi-continuity in 
the variable then implies that there is in fact an entire open set containing 
^ and such that g (^j^, ^g) > pg for e Uj, ^g G Vg. This implies that, for the 
pair (^p y G Oj X Vg, Oj = n Uj, we have g (^, ^^) g (^^, y > P^ Pg > 0. 
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Repeating the above argument for g (g) up to g shows that, 
whenever e H (^°) = 0^ x ... x 0^ ^ x c [int Q] ^ we have 
g (^t-p ^t) •" 6 (^' ^ l) ^ Pi - Pt = P > 0-
(Note that both p and H (^°) depend on ^ but that lower semi-continuity ensures 
that a single choice for p and H (^°) can be made for all ^ G R c W, R open.) 
Hence, we get, for all ^ 6 R, 
P e B 1 XQ = X, 0 
- P 1 rgt+l g gi 
JH«J) ^ ( 
tS) 
But then, defining the mapping G = x (int x (int Q)^ —» by 
Gt (x, (^^,..., ..., the condition rank C* (^°) = d does 
S 'M
imply that there must be integers {i^, ...,i^) such that, defining the stochastic 
orbit of the point x e M by ^ {S^ ^ ; t > 1}, 
det } ••• ) 
^ « i . J  (X, (, (t) 
f 0 
(see the proof of the next proposition). This allows us to use the result of 
Lemma 1 (a) to claim that, for all ^ € R c int Q, there must exists an open set 
T C M (which will depend on x and (°) such that, for all B e i2?(M) and with 
H' X ... X X and H (^^) = Oj x ... x 0^, 
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0 ^ E B] (^1' 4) (^^1 * •" " ^4) 
H ( W J  
, ^ rs*"^l G Bi (^1' •••' (^^1 * •" * 
is equivalent to mj^ (T fl B). 
This proves weak stochastic controllability (in the M component). 
b) By the reasoning in part (a) and using Lemma 1 (b), we also conclude that, for 
some c> 0 and for some open sets U and V (both depending on x and 
IV 
containing x and respectively, we have, for all (x, e M * R, 
P (S^ ^ E B I XQ = X, = ^) > c 1^ (x) mjyj (B n V), 
which proves the second statement of Theorem 1. 
• 
Remark 2. 
One case of special interest to us in Section 5 is the canonical action of a 
subsemigroup of G1 (d, R) (arising from the system s^^^j = A (^^) s^ ||A (^^) s^ ||'^) 
on the projective space We could apply the above result directly to this setup 
but, working with this nonlinear action (which, in our case, will come from the 
projection of the linear system x^^^ = A ((^) x^ in Ko) is more difficult than working 
with the unprojected (linear) system. 
Now, since IP^'^ (or S^'^) are (lower dimensional) subspaces of Ro which are left 
invariant under s^^^^ = A (^^) s^ ||A ((^) s^ ||'^, it is enough to show that the rank 
condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied for the unprojected system x^^^ = A (^^) x^. 
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i.e., for the mappings A x. Indeed, if the generalized controllability matrix of 
the system in Ro satisfies the rank condition of Theorem 1, and hence we have weak 
stochastic controllability for the miprojected system, we also automatically have 
weak stochastic controllability for the same system projected onto ^ (or since 
the projection onto (or S^"^) of sets with nonzero Lebesgue measure in pf gives 
sets of nonzero measure with respect to the volume element on P^'^ (or ^). 
This fact could (but will not) be used in Section 6 to verify the assumption of weak 
stochastic stability for the angular behavior of a discretized version of the linear 
oscillator with damping and restoring force on PQ. 
We are now ready to complete our investigation of Assumption 7 and its 
relationship to the condition int Sx ^ ^ for all x E M. In Meyn and Caines (1988), the 
authors state that, under their setup, both the rank condition of Theorem 1 and the 
condition int Sx ^ ^ for all x G M are equivalent to weak stochastic stability (footnote 
p. 11). The next proposition proves this assertion and shows that same holds true 
under our assumptions. 
Proposition 1. 
Consider the deterministic control system on 
= f (x^, u^), u^ E U, U open in W, f : M * W —» M is C^. 
Then, int Sx ^ ^ for all x E M if and only if there exists n E IN (which depends on x) 
such that rank = d. 
Proof. 
By Proposition 2.3 in Jacubczyk and Sontag (1988), int Sx # ^ for all x E M if and 
only if 
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[^K,f.,uO'ui....a. W • K \1 eu''+\k>o]) = d, 
(Note that Jacubczyk and Sontag use W = but a rank condition at a point is a 
local property and hence, their result immediately applies to the manifold W.) 
("o "k) 
and note that, for k > 1, 
®k = fïï 
Then 
W'-k) 
d  
' ®°^®o = lïï =  - ^ f ( x , u )  
u. 
= ®o-•  ^ 0  W = W |  V  
Similaily, yj fo = ^o>' 
(f (X, g, V' d(. 
d î  
( f ( x , U Q ) , U j )  dCi 
-  Aj  Bq  dCp  +  dCj  -  [Aj  BQ I B j  
In general, if we have 
^k-l ~ [\-l •*• ®o ' ^k-1 ••• ^2 ®1 I 
& I  
^k-1 ®k-2 I Bk-l] 
dCo 1 
[d 'Ck- i  
we get. 
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6 ) V c . W | ( „ ^  
CkJ ^ (k-l. .(o^ Ufc) 
= 3^'(W.C.W'<k)|(„^ , 
/C, 
d î  
%k.,...u. W' "k) ' '"'IK vi) • 
dC 
+ ... + 
d f  
^1 ('uk.....u.W'"k) 
dL 
( V -....U, W ' " k )  
d î  
(W.2...UoW''^k-l)J 
^^k-1 
d {  
(^Uk.,...UoW'^k) 
\-l - -^1 ®0 àL 
d f ,  
91Ï 
('ui-....tl.W'V 
.B k-1 dCv-k-1 
dCi 
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[*k *k-l *1 ®o I *k *k-l ••• *2 ®1 I 
d C o l  
4 %  :-l I \] 
dCo 
LdCk 
= c 
X [ d C k J  
From this it follows that, for all x 6 M and for some sequence {u^,u^}, k > 0, 
rank = d, 
if and only if, for all x 6 M, 
'"P H' W • (%' •••• "k) £ k > o]} = d, 
and this completes the proof. 
Hence the discrete time case resembles the continuous time case in the sense 
that, under the lower semi-continuity assumption made on the densities of the 
one-step transition probabilities fi (^,,) (Assumption 6), Assumptions 7 is implied 
by the condition int Sx # 0 for all x € M, which holds true if and only if some Lie 
algebra of vector fields has full dimension (see Theorem 2.3.2). In other words, as in 
the continuous time case, some Lie algebra condition turns out to be an underlying 
but crucial assumption for the approach described in this work. 
Assumption 8 solely depends on the dynamics of the associated control system 
and thus cannot be implied by our assumptions on the process {^^}, or by a 
condition of the type int Sx # ^ for all x E M (which, as discussed above, is related to 
assumptions on the process In fact, in general, a nonlinear control system 
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may have several invariant control sets. Nevertheless, for nonlinear control systems 
on and arising from the projection of linear systems in IR o onto , we know 
that int Ss ^ for all s e P^"^ does imply the existence of a unique maximal invariant 
control set on P^"^ (see Theorem 3.3.1). This setup will be used in Sections 5 and 6. 
4-2. Ergodic Behavior of Stochastic Difference Equations 
Consider the stochastic difference equation described in Subsection 4.1, i.e., 
and further assume that the Assumptions 1 through 8, stated and discussed in 
Subsection 4.1, hold. 
The cornerstone of our study of such a dynamical system reposes on the 
existence of a unique invariant probability measure for the pair process 
{(x^, (^) ; n E W}. The aim of this section is to show that, under the given 
assumptions, the Markov chain {(x^, ^^) ; n 6 IN}} is ergodic, i.e., admits such a 
unique invariant probability measure, which will be denoted by TT. 
In order to obtain such a result, we refer to Subsection 2.8 and adapt 
Theorem 2.8.1 to our setup. We will first discuss an argument which will be 
extremely useful in several of the following proofs. Next, we will prove several 
results, and then verify Conditions (A) and (B) from Subsection 2.8. 
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Deconpling of the {(xn. process. 
Consider, under our setup, the Markov process {(x^, As in Subsection 4.1, 
denote f^^ ^ (x) by ^ e M (S° ^ = x) and write ^ ^ C M for the 
n.i... 0 
(stochastic) orbit up to time n of the point x 6 M, starting at the initial value 
Hence, starting at some initial value (x^, = (x, ^), (x^, = (S^ can be 
written as (f^ ^ (x), This shows that the value of x^ only depends on 
^^n-1' •••' ^0^ &nd that constraints on the value ofx^ do not affect (by the Markov 
property, still depends on Therefore, if ^ 6 int Q with Q = supp (TT^), 
Assumption 5 and the invariance of int Q (see the discussion of Assumption 6 in 
Subsection 4.1) guarantee that, for any values x' € M and e int Q ofx^ and 
P (^N ^ ® I ^0.1 = (') > 0 for all B e ^(W) such that TT^ (B n Q) > 0. This argument 
will be referred to as the "Decoupling Argument" and will be used in several of the 
ensuing proofs. 
IiPfnTna 1 
Let {y^ ; n E IN} be a Markov chain valued on some topological space R 
Assume that for some sets A, B, and D e L (x, B) > 0 for all x G A and 
L (y, D) > 0 for all y e B. 
Then L (x, D) > 0 for all x e A. 
Proof. 
By Remark 2.7.2, we have G (x, B) > 0 for all x 6 A and G (y, D) > 0 for all y e B 
(both G (x, B) and G (y, D) possibly infinite). Hence, for all x G A, we have 
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go 
0 < ^ [il /i (n, X, B) < 1, where (n, x, B) is used to denote the n^^ step transition 
n=l '• •' 
probability from X to B. Therefore, for all xe A, 
cd 
0 < X f è l  I  G ( y , D ) / z ( n , x , d y )  
n=l "• J J B 
go 
<G(x,D)S fèl ' '  =  G(x,D) .  
n=l  ^
But, again, for any x e A, G (x, D) > 0 if and only if L (x, D) > 0 (Remark 2.7.2), 
and this completes the proof. 
• 
IipmTnaîi ("Tube method" (see Arnold and Kliemann (1983)) 
Let k E IN be arbitrary. Then, for all c > 0, all initial values ^ e int Q, and all 
sequences {uj Uj^} C [int Q] 
P [ max /)(6,u.) < e U = ^ >0, 
l-l<i<k ^ ^ ° J 
where p denotes the metric on the manifold W (see Theorem 2.3.1). 
Proof. 
For each U|, 1 < i < k, the condition p ($j, Uj) < c describes an open set «j c int Q. So, 
P p (^., Uj) < e I (o = ^] = P (^1 e «J, -, 6 «k I ^0 = 0-
For each 1 < i < k, let c be a closed set such that (Dj) > 0. For any 
B e .^(W), let c (i, B) = inf {p, ((, B) ; ^ 6 Dj}. Then, by Assumptions 5 and 6, for 
1 < i < k, c (i, «i^j) > 0 and // (^, D.) > 0 for all ^ 6 int Q. Hence, 
P ( ^ j G / C j , . . . , ^ j ^ 6 / C j j  U Q =  0  
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«1 * - * \-i 
>c(k- l , / c t )  [  ^  (^k-2 '  ^ k - l^  '"  ^  (^1 '  ^ ^2^  ^  )  
*  J D ^  X  . . .  X  D j ^ _ 2  
> c (k-1, Kj^)... c (1, Dg) fi ($, Dj) > 0. 
This completes the proof. 
I 
Using the above lemma, we are now ready to prove a basic result, which will 
be used repeatedly in the remainder of this subsection. 
Proposition 1. 
For any open sets 0 C C (the unique maximal invariant control set for the associated 
dynamical control system) and any set U E Q satisfying TT^ (U) > 0, we have 
L ( ( x , 0 , O x U )  =  P  > 0  •  [ s ; j Ê O , î ^ € u i | ( x o . g  =  ( x , f l  
n=l 
for all pairs (x, e C x W. 
Moreover, if M is compact, the above holds for all pairs (x, e M x W. 
Proof 
First assume that (x, () E C x int Q. Since C is a maximal invariant control set, it is 
clear that there exists a deterministic path from f (x, to any open set 0 c C. 
Denote this path by 
'' i " ^  I' ^ =), (£(='. 0) e o-
Write B [x, r] for an open ball of radius r > 0 centered at x. 
By continuity of f, there exists a sequence of products of open balls 
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= {B (f (x, $)), y " B [Uj^^p ej : 0 < k < n-lj c C x int Q, 
Q = supp and, with W^ c 0 * U, such that (x, u) 6 ^ ^ does 
imply f (x, u) G WIn other words, ^ (f (x, ^)) E for all k-tuples 
(ujj._i, — , Uq) e ^ % ... X (note that Cj^ depends on and 0 < k < n-1). 
But, by Lemma 2, 
> P I max p (^1,, u, ) < min Ci, UQ = ^ > 0, 
l-l<k<n+l ^ ^ l<k<n+l ^ ° J 
jiom which it follows that, for all (x, () € C « int Q (using the invariance of int Q), 
L ( ( x . 0 , O « U )  =  P  C J [ s ; j e o , « „ 6 U ] | ( x „ , g  =  ( x , c )  
n=l 
>  0 .  
If, more generally, (x, 6 C x W, note that, by weak recurrence of the 
process, G (^, int Q) = œ for all ^ e W. Hence, for all (x, G C x W, we have 
L ((x, ^), C X int Q) > 0. Therefore, by Lemma 1, L ((x, ^), O x U) > 0 is true for all 
(x, 0 e C X W. 
Finally, if M is compact, by Proposition 3.1.12, ^ # C C Sx. Therefore, int C ^ 
implies C 0 Sx # ^ and we have, for all (x, e M x int Q, a deterministic path from 
f (x, to any open set 0 C C. The result then follows from the same argument as 
above. 
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Remark 1. 
1) We will show later on that the statements of Proposition 1 can be "strengthened" 
(see Theorem 3), but this strengthening will first require other results (and 
assumptions). 
2) In fact, the proof of Proposition 1 shows that, with 0 C C, 0 open, and 
U C int Q with TT^ (U) > 0, we have L ((x, ^ ), 0 * U) > 0 for all (x, E M x W 
such that L ((x, (), C x int Q) is not zero, i.e., whenever one can guarantee (e.g., 
from more specific information about the dynamical system under scrutiny) a 
positive probability of entering the set C, starting with the initial value (x, ^). 
The compactness of M is simply a general assumption ensuring that this holds 
true for all (x, ^) e M x W. 
Remark 2. 
The uniqueness of the maximal invariant control set C and Proposition 1 easily imply 
that the M component of any invariant set for the pair process {(x^, ^^)} must be 
dense in C. 
Now, using our assumptions and with the help of Proposition 1, we are able to 
proceed with the proof of the existence of a unique invariant measure for the Markov 
chain {(x^, ^^)}. First define a measure m^ on (M, .^(M)) by 
(B) = m^ (B n C), 
where denotes the volume element on the manifold M. Note that m^ is 
nontrivial since C has a nonempty interior. Also, if M is compact, m^ is a finite 
measure and hence can be standardized to a probability measure. 
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T.CTnnia.3-
Every invariant set IC M * W under the Markov chain {(x^, contains a set of 
the form F = {(x, ^ ) £ M x W : x 6 r^, ^  6 (x)} with c C dense in C and, for 
every x € Tj^, (x) satisfying (P^ (x)) = 1. 
Proof. 
Under our setup, the set C * Q C M * W is certainly an invariant set for the pair 
process {(x^, (because C is C-invariant for the associated dynamical control 
system with controls valued in int Q with (int Q) = 1 (Assumption 5)). Let 
IC M X W be any other invariant set for {(x^, ^^)}. By Proposition 1, we clearly 
have that I fl (C x int Q) f <f). Pick a point (x, 61 n (C x int Q). By Remark 2, 
the stochastic orbit of (x, (^), will (with positive probability) be dense in C. By 
the decoupling of (x^, and since, by the invariance of int Q, is valued in int Q 
for all n 6 IN, whatever the value of x^, can be valued, with positive probability, 
in any subset of W having positive measure. This implies that some set of the 
form 
r = {(x, e M X w : X 6 Tj^, ^ e (x)} 
is included in I, with C C dense in C and, for all x 6 r^, (x) C W satisfying 
(r'w (*)) ~ 
Before stating the next result, note that the open set 0^ ^  in Assumption 7 
necessarily intersects C whenever x e C. Hence, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that 0^ ^  c C for x G C. We will use this fact in the proof of the following 
proposition: 
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Proposition 2. 
Every invariant set in M x W under the Markov chain {(x^, has positive 
* TT^ measure (Theorem 2.8.1, Condition A). 
In fact, there exists an open set V C C such that, for any invariant set I, the set 
r C I (r depends on I) defined in Lemma 3 satisfies 
m^j X tt^ (r n (V X Q)) = m^j X (V X Q) > 0. 
In particular, any invariant set has full m^ x measure in V x Q. 
Proof. 
Let I c M X W be invariant and F c I be as in Lemma 3. 
Pick some (x', ^') € C x int Q. Then, using Assumptions 6 and 7, Theorem 4.1.1 (b) 
(with the Decoupling Argument) shows that there must exist n > 0 and open sets 
U C C, V c C, and R C Q, with x' € U such that 
P ((^n' ^n^ ^ ® Q I (x^, Q = (x, ()) > 0 
for all B e ^(M) such that m^ (B n V) = m^ (B n V) > 0 and for all (x, e U x R. 
Pick a point (y, C) € I n (U x R) (this set is not empty by Lemma 3). Then it must be 
that mç (r^ n V) = m^(V) since, if not, 
P g e ((rii)" n V) X Q I (x„, {„) = (y, 0) > o 
and I is not invariant. Then, the set F = {(x, e M x W : x e F^, ^  6 F^ (x)} c I 
satisfies 
mç X TT^ (F n (V X Q)) =1^ ^ ^ (F^ (x) n Q) m^ (dx) 
— m^ (F^^ n V) = mQ (V) = m^ x (V x Q). 
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AU of our subsequent results in this subsection will be built around the 
additional assumption that the maximal invariant control set C C M is compact. 
Some statements can even be further strengthened under the assumption that M is 
compact (as in Proposition 1). In either case, the measure m^ is then finite and 
henceforth will be assumed to be standardized to a probability measure on C. 
Proposition 3. 
Under Assumption 4 (existence of a unique invariant probability measure for the 
process) and if C is compact, the pair Markov process {(x^, has an invariant 
probability measure on M x W. 
Proof. 
Pick a collection {0- : i > 1} of open and precompact sets such that Q C 0^. 
i=l 
j—1 OD 
Let ® j \ Q C A j with A^ n Aj = ^ for i # j. We may also 
k=l j=l 
assume that, for all j, TT^ (Aj) > 0 (otherwise this Aj will play no role in the ensuing 
argument and we may drop it). Since is ergodic, Theorem 2.8.2 implies that, 
TT^-a.e. and for B e .^(W), 
n 
1 im i X A (k, t B) = TTt (B). 
n-» CD k=l 
Pick ^ outside the exceptional set over which the above limit may fail and define, for 
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n 
Aj n (•) = (n Cj X /i (k, (x, 0, • n (C x Aj)), 
where fi (k, (x, , B) represents the k-step transition probability from (x, to 
B e j?(M X W) and (using the Decoupling Argument) 
n n 
c. H i X (k, (x, 0, C X A.) = J X M (k, & A.). 
J " " k=l •' k=l J 
For each (n, j), j is a probability measure (on C x Aj) and, since, for all n G IN and 
any given j, supp (A^ j) = C * Aj is compact, the sequence j}, j fixed, is tight. 
Therefore, by Helley-Bray's Theorem (see, e.g., Chung (1974, Theorem 4.3.3)), a 
subsequence of j} converges to a probability measure Aj. Still using n 6 IN to 
represent this subsequence, we have: 
n 
A.(.) = (lime. )"^ limi X M(k,(x, 0,- n(C x A.)) 
•' n-tm •' n-»oD k=l 
n 
= (TTe (A.))"^ limjX M(k,(x, 0.-n(Cx AO). 
^ n-»oD k=l ** 
m 
Define A (.) = % (A.) A. (.). Then 
1=1 Ç J J 
A (C X Q) = X TTt (A.) {ir. (A.))"^ 1 im i X M (k, (x, 0, C x A.) j=l ^ J ^ J [n-»a} k=l •" 
n 
go 
1 j=l 
n 
l i m ^  X M ( k , ^ , A . )  
n->od k=l •' 
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00 
j=l 
So, A is a probability measure on C * Q which can be extended to M * W simply by 
setting A ((C * Q)^) = 0. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that A is 
invariant. 
Let z = (x, e M K W. The invariance of A for the pair process {(x^, follows 
from, for A E ^(M x W) with B = A fl (C x Q), 
/x(z,B) A (dz) = /z(z,B)A(dz) 
• M x W  J c x Q  
cd 
TT. (A.) A. (dz) 
qd n 
J C x Q  
n 
n-t 00 k=l 
n 
n 
n-4 00 ^ k=l 
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00 r U 
= ^¥^770 liniiS;^(k,(x,0,Bn(CxAj 
1=1 Ç ^ 1' [n-too K=1 
00 
— ^ (•A-j) (B) 
i=l ^ 
= A(B) 
Since the above reasoning also shows that 
conclude that 
/i (z, A n (C X Q)^) A (dz) = 0, we 
M X W 
fi (z, A) A (dz) = A (B) = A (A). 
Mx W 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 3. 
One should note that the proof of Proposition 3 could have been approached via a 
result of Mané (1987, Proposition 8.1) stating that if X is a compact space and 
T : X —> X is continuous, then the set of invariant probability measure for T is not 
empty. A proof of Proposition 3 based on this result can be found in Kliemann (1979) 
(since Q = supp (TT^) need not be compact, one has to use the fact that the process 
is ergodic). Also note that the proof of Proposition 3 only requires that the 
process possesses an invariant probability measure. Hence, under the compactness of 
C, the uniqueness of the invariant probability measure for the Markov chain 
{(x^, ^^)} is (together with its consequences) the only result requiring Assumptions 5 
through 8. Both existence and finiteness of an invariant measure for this process are 
immediate. 
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Corollary 1. 
If C is compact, every invariant set in M x W under {(x^, is properly essential 
(Theorem 2.8.1, Condition B). 
Proof. 
By Proposition 3 and Remark 2.8.1 (3) (or Jain and Jamison (1967, Corollary 4.3)), 
the state space of the {(x^, ^^)} process, M x W, must be properly essential. Since, 
a direct application of Proposition 1, shows that M % W cannot contain two disjoint 
invariant sets (i.e., M x W is indecomposable), it necessarily follows that all 
invariant sets are properly essential (Chung (1964, Proposition 18.1)). 
Armed with Conditions (A) and (B), we can now restate Theorem 2.8.1 in our 
context. 
Theorem 1. 
Let {(Xjji ^j^)} be the Markov process described at the beginning of Subsection 4.1. 
Then under Assumptions 1 through 8 and the compactness of C, the following 
statements are true: 
a) There exists a unique (up to sets of m^ * measure zero) (m^ * 7r^ )-minimal 
invariant set I' C M x W for the Markov chain {(x^, ^^)}. 
b) When restricted to some state space Id' with m^ * (I) = m^ X TT^ (r), the 
pair process {(x^, (^)} becomes (m^ x 7r^)-recurrent, i.e., for all B e i^(M * W) 
and for all (x, ^ ) e I, 
m^j X TT^ (B n I) > 0 implies L ((x, ^), B) = Q ((x, ^),B) = 1. 
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c) With the invariant set I is associated a unique (up to a multiplicative constant) 
invariant probability measure TT such that, restricted to I, 
IHQ X TT^ TT* 
Hence {(x^, is ergodic. 
Proof. 
a) Under Conditions (A) and (B), Theorem 2.8.1 (a) guarantees the existence of a 
countable family of disjoint (m^ * 7r^)-minimal invariant sets {Ij^ ; k 6 IN}. Then, 
by Proposition 2, eack must have full measure in some set V x Q, V c C, V 
open. It immediately follows that this family of disjoint invariant sets ; k E IN} 
must reduce (up to sets of m^ x measure zero) to a single set, say P. 
b) This is an immediate application of Theorem 2.8.1 (b). 
c) Uniqueness of a u-finite invariant measure results from an immediate application 
of Theorem 2.8.1 (c). That this unique invariant measure is finite (i.e., can be 
standardized to a probability measure) follows from Proposition 3 since the finite 
invariant measure constructed there must be the unique invariant measure for the 
pair process {(x^, ^^)}. The existence of a unique invariant probability measure 
then means (see Remark 2.8.3 (2)) that the process {(x^, ^^)} is ergodic. ^ 
Remark 4. 
When {^^} is a sequence of iid random variables, Meyn and Gaines (1988) use 
Orey (1971, Theorem 8.2 and the Corollary to Theorem 9.1) to obtain a result very 
similar to Theorem 1 above. 
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Theorem 2. 
Write (m^ x | for the restriction of the product measure m^ x tt^ to the Harris 
set I of Theorem 1. Then 
a) The Markov chain {(x^, on C x Wis (m^ x T^)| -irreducible, weakly 
recurrent (with respect to this irredudbility measure) and its invariant 
probability measure Tris equivalent to the maximal irreducibility measure for this 
process. 
b) The Markov chain {(x^, on C x W is vr-irreducible and weakly recurrent 
(with respect to TT). Moreover, supp (TT) = C x Q, and the unique invariant set is 
actually C x Q (up to sets of TT measure zero). 
Proof. 
a) Part (b) of Theorem 1 states that, when restricted to I, we have a Harris 
recurrent chain (with respect to the reference measure m^ x %^), i.e., for all 
B e <^(C X W) and for all (x, ^) € I, 
mQ * TT^ (B n I) > 0 =4 L ((x, (), B) = Q ((x, ^), B) = 1. 
This automatically implies that, restricted to I, the Markov chain {(x^, ^^)} is 
(m^ X 7r^)-irreducible, i.e., L ((x, ^), B) > 0 for all B G 3i{C x W) and for all 
(x, ^) € I such that m^ x (B n I) > 0. 
Next, we show this holds for all (x, ^) e C x W. 
Fix (x', ^ ') G I. Then, using Assumptions 6 and 7, Theorem 4.1.1 shows that 
there must exist n > 0 and open sets U c C, V G C, and R c Q, with x' 6 U such 
that 
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P ((^n' ^ ^ Q I (^0' ^o) = (*' ^)) > 0 
for all A 6 c2?(M) such that (A n V) > 0 and all (x, e U * R, i.e., for all 
(x, ^) € U * R, L ((x, 0, A X Q) > 0. Since * tt^ (I) = x jr^ (P), I must 
have full measure in V x Q (see the argument in the proof of Proposition 2) and 
therefore L ((x, ^ ), I) > L ((x, ^), Ifl (V x Q)) > 0 for all (x, G U x R. 
Let ( y ,  C )  €  C  X  W  be arbitrary. By Proposition 1, L ((y, (), U x R) > 0. 
Then, by Lemma 1, we conclude that L ((y, (), I) > 0 for all (y, () E C x W 
That we also have weak recurrence with respect to the reference measure 
(mQ X TT^) I is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.7.2. 
Then Theorem 2.8.2 (a) implies that r  must be equivalent to the maximal 
irreducibility measure for the pair process {(x^, 
b) First note that Wrreducibility follows trivially from the fact that r is equivalent 
to the maximal irreducibility measure (see part (a)). Weak recurrence then 
follows from Theorem 2.7.2. 
To show that supp (tt) = C x Q, we will show that, for all open sets 0 C C x Q, 
TT (0) > 0. 
Suppose that, for some 0 c C * Q, TT (0) = 0. Then it follows that, for the 
Markov chain {(x^, restricted to the invariant set I, on which {(x^, is 
strongly recurrent ((m^ x vr^)-recurrent), 0 n lis inessential (see Lemma 2.3 in 
Jain and Jamison (1967)). Then, since I = K U S, K A S = ^, where K is 
invariant and S is inessential or improperly essential with TT (S) = 0 (see 
Theorem 2.7.2), we may also write 
I = (K \ (0 n I)) u (s u (0 n i)). 
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But, since K C I = ^, this would mean that K \ 0 is invariant, which is 
impossible by Proposition 1. Hence, ir (0) > 0 for all open sets 0 in C * Q and 
therefore supp (tt) = C x Q. 
Finally, since the process {(x^, is Tr-irredudble, one necessarily has that 
TT (I) = TT (r) = TT (C X Q) < CD (otherwise, I' cannot be invariant). ^ 
Corollary 2. 
If M is compact, Theorem 2 holds for the Markov chain {(x^, ^^)} on M x W. 
Proof. 
Simply repeat the proof of Theorem 2, using M instead of C. 
I 
Remark 5. 
Since, by Theorem 2 (b), the pair process {(x^, ^^)} is Wrreducible and weakly 
recurrent on C * W (or, if M compact, on M x W, by Corollary 2), Proposition 3.6 
in Tweedie (1976) (see Remark 2.8.2) states that there exists a Tr-nuU set K such 
that, on the reduced state space (M * W) \ K, the pair process is TP-recurrent (i.e., 
strongly recurrent). (Note that, under the compactness of C, this holds even if M is 
not compact since (C x W)^ is a T-nuU set.) Hence, for all (x, ^) e (M x W) \ K, 
L ((x, ^), B) = 1 for all B 6 .^(M x W) such that TT (B) > 0. 
Since, by the proof of Theorem 2 (b), all open sets in C X Q have positive TT measure, 
this implies that P ([S^ e 0 i.o. | (x^, = (x, ^)) = 1 TT-a.e. for any open set 
O c C X Q, where S^ > denotes the position at the n*^ step of the trajectory starting 
^ S 
from (x, ^). We can also write, for any open set U c C, 
p(sJ^EUi.o. |  (x^,g = (x ,e))  
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= P ([S; J, g £ U . W i.o. I (x„, Q  =  ( x . ( ) )  =  l  M.e., 
which means that, if C is compact, the orbit of any point x £ M satisfying 
(x, () E (M X W) \ K will enter any open set in C infinitely often with probability 
one. 
So far, in the above remark, we have established that, if C (or M) is compact, 
with probability one and in the M component, the orbit of the pair process enters any 
open subset of the maximal invariant control set, except maybe for initial values 
(x, in a TT-nuU set. Still, this is not extremely useful since, in this setup, 
(M X Q) \ C * Q (recall that C x Q is the support of tt) has tt measure zero and could 
be quite large. Fortunately, more can be said. 
Theorem 3. 
Let M be compact and assume that the process is Tr^-recurrent (strongly 
recurrent). Then, the pair process {(x^, is x-recurrent (strongly recurrent) on 
Mx W. 
In particular, for any set B c C of positive m^ measure, we have that 
P (S^ ^ e B i.o. I XQ = X, = ^) = 1 for all initial values (x, ^ ) G M x W. 
Proof. 
Mimicking an argument taken ùom Meyn (1989, Proposition 3.1), we will first show 
that, for all (x, ^) e M X W, for all open sets 0 c C, and for all compact sets 
K c M ,  
P [[s^ ^n O # ^ I (x„,y = (x, o] U [sj^e Ki.o. I (x„. y = (x, = 1. 
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Since the compact set K is arbitrary, taking K = M will then give that 
P [[sj Ç e Mi.o. I (x„,Q = (x, «]•=] = 0, 
and we will be able to conclude that, for all (x, ^) € M * W, 
p  [[s ;^£Oi.o,  I (x^,  y  = (x.  o]  = 1.  
Let 0 C C be open and recall that, by Proposition 1, 
L ((x, 0, 0 X W) > L ((x, (),0x int Q) > 0, 
i.e., for some k > 1 and some ^ ^  > 0, (k, (x, ^ ), 0 * int Q) = 2 ^ > 0. Since 
{(x^, is Feller (Proposition 4.1.1) and 0 * int Q is an open set in M x W, the 
function /i (k,., O x int Q) is lower semi-continuous (Lemma 4.1 in Cogburn (1975)) 
where //(.,.) is the kernel of the pair process {(x^, $^)}. 
This implies that there exists an open neighborhood of x, say U^, such that 
Ji- (k, (y, 0,0 * int Q) ^ for all y 6 U^, i.e., we have L ((y, ^), 0 x int Q) > ^ 
for all y e U^. 
Pick an arbitrary compact set K C M. Since K can be covered by a finite collection of 
open sets, it follows that there exists fg > 0 such that, for every x G K, 
L ((x, 0,0 X W) > L ((x, 0,0 X int Q) > fg. 
Now, by Proposition 5.1 in Orey (1971), L ((x, ^), 0 x W) > for all x 6 K implies 
that, P-a.s., 
A (K) E, 
CD 00 
n u [(""k' ^k) ^ ^ I (*o' Q 
n=l k=n 
r CO CO 
C A (0) = n U K '«k) '0"w] | (x„,g = (x,$)  
n=l k=n 
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for all (x, e M * W, i.e., that 
[s^ ^€ K i. 0 .  I (x„. Q = (x,  o]  c [ s ;0  i . 0 .  I (x„ , (g) = (x.()], 
for all (x, e M X W. 
So, P j^A (0) U (A (K))^ = 1 for all (x, e M * W, and hence, 
P [[s^ J Ê O i.o. I (x„, (J = (x, f)] U [s^ ^ E K 1.0. I (x„, g = (x, fl]=] = 1 for 
all (x, $) E M % W. This completes the argument discussed at the onset of this proof. 
So far, we have shown that, from any (x, 6 M x W, the pair process {(x^, 
enters 0 * W (and hence, using the strong recurrence of the process, 0 x T, for 
any open set T C int Q) with probability one. But this is not sufficient to ensure 
recurrence. Indeed, the Harris set I C C x Q only satisfies tt (I) = tt (C x Q) and 
entering 0 x T for any open sets 0 C C and T c int Q does not guarantee that (at 
least in the M component) one enters I with probability one. That the M component 
of the pair process {(x^, does enter I with probability one is what we prove next. 
Pick X G C and let U C C, V c C, and R C int Q be open sets such that x G U, ^ G R, 
and for, some c> 0, 
P(x^6BnV)|(x„,y = (y,0)>cmç(BnV),  
for all B G ^(M), all (y, () G U x R. The existence of such open sets U, V, and R is 
guaranteed by Theorem 4.1.1 (b). 
By Theorem 2.7.2, I is invariant and hence, by Lemma 3, I contains a set of the 
form r = {(x, G M X W : X e Tj^, ^GP^ (x)} (Pj^ C C, P^ (x) C W with, for all 
X G Pj^, 7r^ (P^ (x)) = 1) which has full measure in V x Q. 
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This implies that L ((y, (), * Q) > a > 0 for all (y, ^ € U x R (a depends on ^ and 
X through U and V). 
But, the Decoupling Argument, the invariance of int Q, and the fact that, for all 
^ 6 int Q, // (^, B) = 0 for all B E ^(W) such that (B) = 0 (see the discussion of 
Assumption 6) imply that 
L ((y, 0,1) > L ((y, (), T) = L ((y, (), " Q) > «• 
Indeed, for = x G and ^ e int Q, P (x) | = 0 = 1 since 
W) = 1 for all X G Pj^. 
Therefore, again by Proposition 5.1 in Orey (1971), for all (x, ^ G M x W, 
P([Sj^,g£li-0.  | (x„,g = (x,fl)  
> p ([sj J, y € u « Ri.o. I (x„, e„) = (x, ()) = 1. 
Since the process {(x^, is recurrent on I, this shows that it is 7r-recurrent on 
M X W. In particular, if m^ (B) > 0, then m^ * (B x Q) > 0, TT (B x Q) > 0 and 
hence we have that, for all initial values (x, ^ G M x W, 
P (S^ J £ B i.o. I = X, = a = I ((x, , B » W) = 1, 
and this completes the proof. 
• 
Remark 6. 
1) The proof of the Theorem 3 shows that strong recurrence of the process as 
well as compactness of C (without compactness of M) are sufficient to prove 
TT-recurrence on C x W (simply replace M by C in the proof of Theorem 3.). 
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2) The last statement of Theorem 3 means that we have, loosely speaking, "strong 
recurrence" in the M component, i.e., that, if B C M is such that tt (B x Q) > 0, 
then L ((x, $), B x W) = 1. Also note that, from the proof of Theorem 3, this 
holds true even if itself is not strongly recurrent. In other words, in order to 
obtain a strongly recurrent pair process from the weakly recurrent pair process 
{(x^, ^^}), is suffices to reduce the state space of the process to W \ A, for 
some appropriate set A C W with (A) = 0 (see Remark 2.8.2). 
Before proving our last result in this section, it is useful to make a short 
remark about cycles. 
Remark 7. 
By Theorem 2.8.3 (b) (or, for example. Theorem 2.2 in Jain and Jamison (1967)), 
the unique (again up to a 7r-null set) invariant set C x Q can possibly be decomposed 
into a cycle {C- ; 1 < i < d}, for some d > 1. Under Assumption 5, the process 
itself is necessarily aperiodic and we may therefore write = Cj * Q and 
d 
C x Q = IJ (Cj X Q), 
i=l 
where the Cj sets are disjoint. Moreover, we must have Cj = Cj for 1 < i < d since, if 
Cj^ is not closed for some i^, continuity of f (., ^) would imply that none of these Cj 
sets is closed and neither should be their disjoint union, which does contradict the 
closedness of C. From these facts, it follows that if we have such a cycle, it must be 
that C is not connected. (Also see Proposition 3.1.11 and Corollary 2.2.b in Meyn 
(1989).) 
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Theorem 4. 
a) If M is compact and is strongly recurrent, we have, for any initial 
distribution 1/on i^(M x W) and with ||.|| denoting the total variation, 
n 
l im 1/ (dy *  d^)  / I (k ,  (y ,  -  vr ( . )  =0,  
n-» OD M X W k=l 
where //(.,.) denotes the kernel of the pair process {(X^, and TT is the unique 
invariant probability measure for {(x^, 
In particular, for all B e ^(M x W) and independently of (x, e M x W, 
n 
l im I  X = 7r(B),  
n-» m k=l 
b) Moreover, if the pair process is aperiodic, then. 
l im 
n-»oD 
[  / i (n , (y ,  dO-7r( . )  
JM X w 
= 0,  
which implies that, for all B € .^(M x W) and independently of (x, G M x W, 
l im^(n,(x,  0,B) = 7r (B). 
n-»a) 
c) If the unique invariant set can be decomposed into a cycle {C^xQ;i<ii<d}, 
d > 1, then there is a unique collection of probability measures ; 1 < n < d} 
with TT- (Cj X Q) = 0 for i # j, ttj (Cj x Q) = i and such that for all sets 
BG ^(Mx W),  
l im(nd+m, (x,  ^ ) ,  B) = TTJ^ (B), (X, G Cj x Q and k = i + m (mod d). 
n-»œ 
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Moreover, the unique invariant probability measure TT satisfies, for all 
(x, 0 e M x W, 
n d 
l imjX/i(k,(x,0,B)  = d '^  X )r (B) ,  
n-» m k=l n=l 
and, for all initial distribution i/on ^(M x W), we have 
d 
l im 
n-»oD 
(n+k,(y, 0,.):/(dyxd()-7r(.) 
M X W k=l 
= 0. 
Proof. 
a) By Theorem 3, the pair process {(x^, is 7r-recurrent (strongly recurrent) on 
M X W. Since, by Theorem 1, {(x^, is ergodic, the limit statement given is 
an immediate application of Theorem 2.8.2 (d) and Remark 2.8.3 (2). 
b) Since we have a vr-recurrent and ergodic process (see part (a)), this is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.8.3 (a). 
c) Since we have a vr-recurrent and ergodic process (see part (a)), this is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.8.3 (b). ^ 
Remarks. 
1) If is only weakly recurrent, the results of Theorem 4 hold for all 
(x, e M X (W \A) where A is a Tr^-null set (see Remark 6 (2)). 
2) If M is not compact but C is compact, the results of Theorem 4 hold for all 
(x, G C X W) (when is strongly recurrent) or, if is only weakly 
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recurrent, for all (x, e C x (W \ A), with TT^ (A) = 0 (see Remarks 6 (1) and 
6 (2)). 
In this section and under the assumptions specified in Subsection 4.1 and the 
compactness of C, we have therefore established the existence of a unique invariant 
probability measure vrfor the Markov chain {(x^, i.e., the ergodicity 
(positivity and weak recurrence) of this pair process. Moreover we have also shown 
that, if M is compact and is strongly recurrent, we have in fact strong 
recurrence (on M % W) with respect to the reference measure TT. 
The next step will be to use these results in conjunction with Oseledec's 
Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem to study the Lyapunov spectrum associated with the 
linear dynamical system defined by x^^^^ = A (^^) x^. This is the topic of the next 
section. 
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5. STABILITY PROPERTIES OF = A 
5.1. The Lyapvnov Spectrum 
As the title of this section indicates, we will now be concerned with the 
stability properties of the linear system = A x^ in Kq. We will assume 
that: 
a) is a Feller stationary ergodic process valued in some (connected) manifold 
W^ and with invariant  (probabi l i ty)  measure TT^ (and t ransi t ion kernel  f i  ( . , . ) ) ,  
b) A (.) is a map from the manifold W into the Lie group G1 (d, R) satisfying the 
condition sup {||A (^) || ; ^ E supp (?r^)} = K < œ (the norm is the operator norm), 
and 
c) Xp is an iRo valued random variable independent of ; n E IN}. 
Remark 1. 
The boundedness assumption on A (.) will ensure that the moment Lyapunov 
exponents (defined in Subsection 5.3) as well as the almost sure Lyapunov exponents 
(see below) are finite (see the integrability condition in Oseledec's Theorem 
(Theorem 2.9.1)). Moreover, in Subsection 5.1, A (.) being a measurable map is 
sufficient, but further developments, starting in Subsection 5.2, will require A (.) to 
be (compare with Assumption 2 in Subsection 4.1). 
The starting point for our stability study will be the use of Oseledec's 
Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem (Theorem 2.9.1). Hence we first describe how the 
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present setup fits into the framework of this result. 
Let ; n 6 IN} be an arbitrary stationary process (defined on some probability 
space (Î2', <5", P')) taking values in W. It is well known (see Breiman (1968) and 
IN Doob (1953)) that, on its path space 0 = W and in terms of distributions (see 
below), any stationary process can be generated by a measure preserving 
transformation ® (i.e., a measurable map firom 0 to 0 satisfying, for all 
B 6 ^(n) = ^(W^), P (®"^ (B)) = P (B), with P denoting the measure on the path 
space Q induced by the finite dimensional distributions of the process. To do 
this, one uses the shift operators » on 0, i.e., » is defined by 
® w = ® (CQ> •••> •••) ~ (^1' ^2' ^n' 
which we abbreviate by ® w(.) = ® w(. + 1). The operator ® then preserves the 
measure P. Writing for ®^ (H^ ljb (J) and defining the random variable 
n —4 Won (0, ^(n),P) by ( (w) = the process defined by 
{C (H^ w) ; n > 0} = (w) ; n > 0} 
is stationary and distributed as (Breiman (1968, Proposition 6.9)). Moreover, 
if the transformation ® is ergodic, i.e., if, for all B e 3{Çl) satisfying the 
«-invariance condition B = ®~^ (B), P (B) = 0 or 1, then the process (w)} is also 
ergodic (Breiman (1968, p. 116)). 
Remark 1. 
In Subsection 4.1, (0, ^P) was defined to be the underlying probability space for 
the Markov process ; n 6 IN} and in Subsection 2.9, path spaces were denoted by 
X. Nevertheless, a switch in notation is convenient because later expressions will 
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explicitely depend on the paths (and the shift operators on these paths) while the 
use of n rather than X is meant to emphasize the fact that the randomness associated 
with our system arises from the probability measure P on the measurable space 
(fi, ^(ÎÎ)) = (W™, ^(w"")). 
Also, when an expression or result depends crucially on the path cj (i.e., on the flow 
associated with the stationary process), this wpath dependency will be explicitely 
indicated. When only the finite dimensional distributions of the stationary process 
are relevant, we will use (defined on (Î2', S', P')) or (w)} (defined on 
(Î2, -Sip), P)) interchangeably, since both processes then have the same finite 
dimensional distributions. 
In terms of the discussion in Subsection 2.9 (see in particular the example of 
products of random matrices in Remark 2.9.4), we can write the current setup as 
follows: 
On 0 = W^, we have the flow H : IN * ÎÎ —» Î2 defined by 
Hj^w(.)  =  w(.+ 1) .  
To this flow, we associate the cocyde C : Bi * f2 —» G1 (d, R) defined by 
C (n, w) = A (H^_^ w) A (H^ g w)... A (H^ w) 
or, equivalently, 
C (n,  w) =  A (^^_^ (w))  A (^^_2 (w)) . . .  A (^^ (w)) ,  
representing the linear stochastic difference equation. 
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Remark 2. 
In Sections 4 to 6, the stationary process used is in fact the Markov process 
; n E IN}. Nevertheless the Markov character of the process has no bearing 
on the arguments of this section. Indeed, these arguments depend on the flow 
{E^ ; n E IN} associated with the stationary process (w)} (on its path space 0) and 
flow properties are not necessarily related to the Markov character of the {^^} process 
(this is true, in particular, for Oseledec's Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem 
(Theorem 2.9.1)). The fact that the (w)} process is actually Markov will only 
become important when, in Subsection 5.2, we start using the unique invariant 
probability measure for the pair process {(x^ (w))}, whose existence was, 
under additional assumptions specified at the end of this subsection (see also 
Subsection 4.1), demonstrated in Section 4. 
Definition 2.9.10 now yields the Lyapunov exponents 
A (w,  x)  =  Tim i log | |C (n,  w) x | |  
n-»oD 
IN 
with w belonging to the new probability space 0 = W . 
The assumptions of Oseledec's Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem are then 
satisfied under our setup because: 
1) As already mentioned above, due to the stationarity and ergodicity of the process 
(w) ; n 6 IN}, the measure P on fi is E^-invariant for all n 6 IN, and ergodic. 
2) By Assumption (b), E (A (^^)) < œ for all n € W, i.e., Oseledec's integrability 
condition is trivially satisfied. 
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We therefore obtain; 
1) There exists a set 0^ c 0, P (0^) = 1, such that, if we 0^, then w and the 
cocycle C (n, w) are regular. Hence A (w, x) = lim^log ||C (n, w) x||. 
n-*m 
2) Associated with the system x^^j = A (W)) x^ in (Rq , there is only a finite 
number p < d of different Lyapunov exponents > ... > Ap, with respective 
multiplicities dp..., dp (d^^ + ... + dp = d). Thanks to ergodicity, the values p, 
A^,... ) Ap, and d^^,..., dp are all nonrandom (i.e., do not depend on the w path). 
More can be said (refer to Subsection 2.9) but these two statements are the 
most important ones for the developments hereafter. 
Remark 3. 
At this point, it is important to stress that the above is true provided that the 
flow ; n 6 IN} is stationary and ergodic with respect to the measure P, which is 
true if the (W)} process is stationary and ergodic (with the invariant measure TT^ 
being the initial distribution for the process (w)}) and both and P are 
constructed as at the beginning of this section. Other choices of the operators E^ and 
P statistically yielding the same process (w)} (i.e., giving the same finite 
dimensional distributions for the (w)} process) may correspond to different flows 
and hence give different Lyapunov exponents. 
Now, according to the discussion in Subsection 2.9, the stochastic system 
x^^j = A (^^ (w))  XQ will  be  (exponent ia l ly)  s table  for  a l l  x^ e  M if  A^ < 0 .  But ,  in  
general, the maximal growth behavior of such an equation will only be seen for initial 
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values XQ in some subset of (R^ (the subset Lj \ It is therefore useful to 
establish conditions under which the deterministic Lyapunov spectrum of the system, 
{(A., dj) ; 1 < i < p}, reduces to {(Aj, dj)} with probability one, i.e., under which 
p = 1 with probability one. A result of this nature is the main trust of this section 
and is given in Theorem 5.2.1. 
Remark 4. 
Note that, even if p = 1, the multiplicity of the unique (with probability one) 
Lyapunov exponent may not be d. Other Lyapunov exponents may be present but 
they "show up" with probability zero. 
In order to establish such a result and following the ideas of, for example, 
Arnold et al. (1986a), we will project our linear system onto by defining 
s = I x„ X . The stochastic difference equation can then be written as 
n ' n' n 
= |A((n Gnl"^ ^  (^n ( '^))  «n 
=  ^ (Sn '^nH) '  
wheref(s ,  ^ )  = |A (^)  s |"^  A (^)  s .  
The rationale for working with the projected system s^+j^ = f (s^, (w)) arises 
£rom the following facts: 
1) The logarithmic norm of a solution of the unprojected system at time n and 
starting at the random initial value (x^, (^), log |x (n, (x^, u) |, can be 
expressed as a function of the pair process {(s^, ^^) : n E W}, namely. 
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n 
log | x (n, (xQ ,y,w) |  = X li(Sj,^j) + log |Xq |, 
1=0 
where h (a, b) = log | A (b) a| (see the proof of Theorem 5.2.1). 
2) For the deterministic control system associated with the stochastic system 
x^+^ = A (^^ (w)) x^, projection onto (which leads to the nonlinear 
deterministic control system s^+^ = f (s^, u^) (see the previous page and the 
discussion below)), will ensure the uniqueness of the maximal invariant control 
set under the condition that, for all s e int Ssf^ (see Theorem 3.3.1). 
3) is compact. This will be used to establish the existence of an invariant 
probability measure for the pair process {(s^^ ^^) : n G IN} (see Theorem 4.2.1). 
This will also be convenient to establish the uniqueness of that invariant 
probability measure (via uniqueness of the maximal invariant control set for the 
associated dynamical control system as in part (2) above). Note nevertheless that 
other approaches can be used to establish uniqueness of the maximal invariant 
control set: In the continuous time case, Colonius and Kliemann (1989, 
Proposition 2.4) use a global (on a compact set) asymptotic stability condition for 
steady state solutions of the associated control system. 
As we have just hinted to, the existence of an invariant probability measure TT 
for the Markov process {(s^, ^g) : n E IN} will play a crucial role in the following 
section. In Subsection 4.1, we have given a series of assumptions which guarantee 
the existence of such a TT. Some of these assumptions are already duplicated in 
Assumptions (a) through (c) at the beginning of this section, namely, Assumptions 1 
through 4. Therefore, we only need to complete our list of working hypotheses 
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accordingly. Hence, we will further assume that: 
d) For all ^ 6 int Q (Q = supp and all sets B 6 .^(W), (B) > 0 implies that 
H (^, B) > 0. Moreover, (Q) = (int Q). 
e) In the decomposition of the one-step transition probability /i (^,.) into its 
absolutely continuous and singular components (with respect to the volume 
element  m^ on W),  
^  B) =  jg  g (^ .  y)  + h  (^ '  ®) 
for B e ^(W) and ^ e W, the density function g ($,.) is, for all ^ 6 int Q, 
strictly positive on int Q and the map g is jointly lower semi-continuous. 
(Recall that the Markov chain is now assumed to be stationary and that 
Assumption (e) then implies the first statement of Assumption (d).) 
e) The deterministic semigroup arising from the control system s^*^ = f (s^, u^), 
u^ e int Q, associated with the projection on of the stochastic dynamical 
system = A ($^) x^, satisfies the condition that int Ss # ^ for all s e 
g) for every (s, () E * W there exists a time n^ ^ and an open set Og ^ included 
in IP^"^ (with the subscripts indicating a dependence on the points s and () such 
that mp (Og ^ n .) « P s^^^ E . | s^ = s, ( , where mp denotes the 
volume element on 
Remarks. 
At this point, recall that, under Assumption (f), the deterministic control system 
8^+2 = f (s^, u^) admits one and only one maximal invariant control set C C 
given by 
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c = C = n {Ss ; s 6 IP^"^} # (p 
(see Theorem 3.3.1). C is therefore closed (and Borel), with nonempty interior (since 
int Ss # ^ for all s E 
Therefore, under Assumptions (a) through (g) and using the notation of 
Section 4 (with M = the pair process {(s^, admits a unique invariant 
probability measure TT» m^ * TT^, whose support is C * Q (see Theorems 4.2.1 and 
4.2.2). 
This fact will be used in the next section to claim that the Lyapunov spectrum 
of the stochastic system x^^^ = A (^^ (w)) x^ reduces, with probability one, to a 
single Lyapunov exponent A (w, x) = Ap the top (largest) Lyapunov exponent in the 
spectrum. 
5.2. Sample Stability 
In this subsection, we investigate the basic properties of the top Lyapunov 
exponent for the unprojected system x^^^ = A ((^) x^ on RQ via the projected system 
Vl = ^ (®n'  U ®n =  *n l^n '"^  ^(s ,  0  = A (^)  s  |  A (()  s \ '^  (see 
Subsection 5.1). Recall that, £rom now on, A is assumed to be at least a map 
from —» G1 (d, K) and that we denote by TT^, TT, and P the invariant initial 
distribution for the (w)} process, the invariant probability measure for the pair 
nj 
process {(s^, (ù/))}, and the probability measure on the path space fi = W 
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generated by the transition probabilities of the process, respectively. 
Theorem 1. 
Under Assumptions (a) through (g) of Subsection 4.1, the Lyapunov's spectrum of 
the system = A (u)) x^, x^ # 0, contains, P-a.s., only one (nonrandom) 
value A (w, x) = which is independent of the value x e Ko of the random variable 
XQ, Moreover, we have, P-a.s., 
\ [log IA (w)) i||- j = lim ilog II A(^^ (w))... A (w)) ||. 
Proof. 
Write X (n, (x, w) = A (w))... A (^^(w)) x for the solution at time n of the 
stochastic equation x^^^ = A (w)) x^ with initial value x e KQ. We want to 
compute 
l im^log |x(n,(x,y,w) | .  
n-iaj 
Note that this limit exists P-almost surely since, by Oseledec's Theorem, there exists 
C with P (w) e î2Q) = 1 and such that implies that wis regular. As in 
Subsection 5.1, we will write = |x^|"^ x^ and h (a, b) = log | A (b) a|. We then 
have (dropping the w's for convenience): 
log |x (n, (x, y, w) I = log IA ... A x| 
= log |AfW A«p)x |  
|A(^n-i) . . .  A(^o)x |  
+ log I A (^"-0 — A (W ^1 + + log 1^ 
|A(^n-2) ... A(6)x| |x| 
+ log |x |  
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n 
= X log A U.) A (( i - i ) . . .  A ($o)  X 
'  IA (6-1)  . . .A(Wx|  i=l 
+ log |x| 
n 
= I ^ h (s., ^.) + log |x| 
Since h is a measurable and 7r-integrable function of the ergodic process 
{(s^, by the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem (see Doob (1953, Theorem 7.6.2)), we 
have, P-a.s., 
l im^log |x(n,(x,y,w) |  = E^(h (s ,  (w)))  
=  \ ( log |A(^o(w))  s | )  7r-a.e. (*) 
n-»oD 
Therefore and even for a random initial value x^, this P-almost sure limit does not 
depend on the initial value of the {(s^, (w))} process (nor does it depend on the 
initial value of the {(x^, (w))} process), except when this initial value belongs to 
some set of TT measure zero in Ko * W. 
Next we aim to show that the exceptional set, denoted S  c IP^'^ * W, over which 
the P-a.s. limit in (*) may fail, is necessarily of the form % B with B c W, 
TT^ (B) = 0. This will show that that, if (w) e B^, the P-a.s. limit given by 
BirkhofTs Ergodic Theorem holds for all values of the initial random variable s^ (and 
hence does not depend on the initial value in the Otf component of the Markov pair 
process {(x^, (^)}). Since, by stationarity of the (w)} process, we will then have 
P (w e fi : (w) e B) = TT^ (B) = 0, this will prove the theorem. 
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For any A e * W), let = {s G : (s, 0 € A} and, as in Subsection 4.2, 
let m^j denote the volume element on IP^'^ restricted to unique maximal invariant 
control set C c for the dynamical control system s^^^ = f (s^, n^) associated 
with Vl = ^(®n'^n('^))-
Then m^ (5^) + m^ = m^ (C) = a > 0. 
(Note that, for fixed ^ e W, represents the subset of over which the P-a.s. 
limit statement of BirkhofPs Ergodic Theorem holds, while £^ represents the subset 
of over which the P-a.s. limit statement of Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem does not 
hold.) 
• If m^ (£^) > 0, then TT (5^ * Q) > 0 (Q = supp (TT^)) and, by Theorem 4.2.3 and 
Remark 4.2.6 (2), there is a stopping time r = r ((s, ^), 5^ x W), P (r < CD) = 1, for 
which 
p  (s^e I ( s^ ,  y  = (s ,  0 )  = p ((8^, y e X w I (s^, Q = (s, 0) = 1, 
for ail (s, G P^"^ X w. In particular, this is true for all s G 5^, ^ G W. Therefore, 
by the strong Markov property, £^ = ^ and £^ = P^'^ for all ^ 6 W. 
• If m^ (£^) > 0, the same reasoning as above shows that £^= (p and £^ = P^"^ for all 
^GW. 
Hence, f = (^ ^ G W) = P^'^ x B, where B = {^gW:£^=(^} and,  s ince,  
by Theorem 4.2.1 (c), m^ x « TT, TT^ (B) = 0. According to the discussion at the 
begining of this argument, this shows that, for some set W cQ, P (w) G 0') = 1, 
all w G ÎÎ' and all x G Ro, A (x) = E^ |log | A (w)) = A. 
It remains to show that A = lim^log ||A (w))... A (w)) || and that A = Aj. 
n-*oD 
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To do this, recall that, because of their equivalence, we can pick any norm for A. 
We use the usual operator norm, i.e., ||A (() || = sup {| A (() x| ; |x| =1}. Letting 
{e^ (w),..., e^ (w)} be a normal basis (whose existence, for all w e O^.is guaranteed 
by Remark 2.9.1 , but which depends on w), we have 
|x |  IA (w)) . . .  A (( j ) )  1^1 
< |x |  I IAU^H) . . .AU^H) II 
<d |x |  max |  A (w)) . . .  A (w))  e^ (w) | .  
ei 
So, w-wise and for wE 0^ n 0% P (w) E D 0') = 1, 
A < TTSilog |xl ||A (f (w))... A i( (w)) II 
n-»oD 
< Tîm jlog d |x| max |A(^^ (w))... A (w)) Cj (w)| 
n-»cD e i 
= Tim J max log | A (w))... A (w)) e. (w) | 
- ei 
Tim g  log IA (w)) . . .  A (w))  e^ (w) |  
n-»a) 
= max 
ei n-»oD 
— max A (e* — A. 
ei 
Repeating this argument with lim's shows that 
A=limilog | |A(?„(ai)) . . .AU„M) | | .  
n-»od 
Since, moreover {e^ (w), ...,e^ (w)} is a normal basis, i.e., 
' d 
X Cj e. (w) 
i=l 
= max (A (e. (w)) ; i such that c^ 0), 
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and X  = max A (ej (w)), A must be the maximal Lyapunov exponent, i.e., A = Aj^. 
Ci 
This proves our last statement. 
Remark 1. 
Besides the use of Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem to prove the uniqueness of the 
Lyapunov exponent (P-a.s.) and hence the independence of this exponent from the 
value of the initial random variable x^, one can use another quite illuminating 
approach based on a pathwise argument. 
In the following, we fix a; 6 and, whenever the statements made only hold for 
P-almost all w's, we assume that this fixed w does not belong to the (finite) union of 
all the exceptional sets. 
Let {ej^ (w), •••, e^ (w)} be a normal basis for IRo (such a normal basis exists for almost 
all w's and depends on w). Then there must be i^ (w) such that Aj^ = A (e. ^  (w)). 
Hence, A (x) < A (e^^ (w)) if and only if, for all y 6 ^ (recall that ^ 
d 
denotes the random orbit of x, with (w) = (), we have y = ^ a. (w, y) e- (w) 
with (w, y) = 0, or, in other words, if and only if 
^x $ (w) C W' •••'®io (w)-l (w)+l M' •"> ®d (""))' 
Now, all of our hypotheses imply that, after projection of our system onto , all 
open sets in the unique maximal invariant control set C c are, loosely speaking, 
"strongly recurrent", i.e., even if is not strongly recurrent, all sets of the form 
O X W, 0 C C and 0 open, satisfy L ((s, $), 0 x W) = 1) for all (s, 6 IP^ ^ x W 
(see Remark 4.2.6 (2)). Therefore, with probability one (i.e., for P-almost all cj's), 
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Sg ^ n 0 ^ ^ for all open sets 0 c 
But span (e^ (w), - (w),e|^ (w),...,ej (w)) is a lower dimensional 
subspace of Ko and its projection into denoted S (w), satisfies \ S (u) is 
open. Hence, for P-almost all w's and for all s e P^"^, ^ leaves S (w). 
Accordingly,  foraUxRo,  
®x ( (w) " («1 ('") «io (u)-l (w)+l ('^) «d 
WW -
for P-almost all w's. Therefore, for all 0, P (0) = 0, and for all x 6 Ro, 
l imilog |x(n,(xQ,y,a;) |  =  A^.  
n-*m 
Starting in Section 5, we have assumed that the process is stationary 
(and ergodic). It then immediately followed that, independently of the value in RQ 
the random variable x^, A (x) = A^ P-a.s. (see Theorem 1). Nevertheless, it is not 
necessary to assume stationarity of the noise process {^^}, provided that 
Assumption 5 from Subsection 4.1 is satisfied. A statement to this effect is the 
purpose of the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. 
If the noise process is strongly recurrent (T^-recurrent) and satisfies 
Assumption 5, then the statement of Theorem 1 holds. 
Proof. 
Again denote by £ c P^"^ * W the Tr-nuU set over which the limit statement of 
BirkhofTs Ergodic Theorem may fail. Then has full TT measure and since, by 
Theorem 4.2.3, the pair process {(s^, is TP-recurrent, it follows that there is a 
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stopping time r = r ((x, ^),£^) such that 
p((V. («0' V = (»'0) = 1 krall0e« W. 
The result then follows immediately from the strong Markov property. 
• 
Remark 2. 
If, still under Assumption 5, the process is neither stationary nor strongly 
recurrent, there is a TT^-nuU set over which the initial distribution of the process 
may put some mass and within which the process may remain with positive 
probability. There could therefore be a positive probability that the path of the 
(^)} process will remain in the 7r-exceptional set in (*), which implies that 
1 i m J log IX (n, (x, ( w)), w) I may not be equal to A^ with probability one. 
n->a) 
Remark 3. 
If the process is strongly recurrent (and possibly stationary), then, by 
Theorem 4.2.3, the pair process {(s^, on * W is strongly recurrent. 
1) If the invariant set C x Q (Q = supp (TT^)) is not decomposable into a cycle, the 
above result states that, with probability one, every solution of the stochastic 
difference equation x^^^ = A (^^) x^ has, in distribution, the asymptotic form 
where {(s^, represents the unique stationary solution on IP^"^ * W of the 
process {(s^, corresponding to the unique invariant measure TT, i.e., 
Indeed, we know (see Theorem 2.8.3 (a)) that, on IP^'^ * W, the Markov chain 
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{(s^, = {(x^ # 0, will approach the stationary solution 
{(s^, in the sense that, for all B e <5?® * W) (the Borel sets on the 
path space x W)^ for the pair process {(s^, (^)}) and with v denoting any 
initial distribution on * W for the process {(s^, ^ ^)}, 
^n)'(®n+l' ^n+l^' ^ B] —• P [((s^, ^n)'(®n+l' ^n+l^' " ) ^ 
n-»a) 
and hence that n ((s, ^),.), the kernel of {(s^, converges weakly to TT (.). 
So, (x^, = (Sjj |x^|, will approach in distribution (s^ e"^", which is 
our statement. 
2) If the invariant set C * Q C IP^~^ * W can be decomposed into a cycle, i.e., if 
d 
C * Q = (Cj X Q) for some d > 1 
i=l 
(see Remark 4.2.7), then the initial distribution u of the {(s^, process may 
not converge to the distribution of the stationary distribution {(s^, and we 
can only write 
where now this asymptotic form is attained P-a.s. (since |x^| —* e'^^ P-a.s.). 
Remark 4. 
1) Note that, comparing the stochastic case with the linear deterministic case 
x^^j^ = Ax^, we see that the top Lyapunov exponent Aj plays the role of the top 
real part of the eigenvalues of A, while the marginal of TT on describes the 
rotational behavior of the system. 
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2) Finally, recall that exponential stability of the stochastic system will depend on 
the sign of Aj, with a negative value yielding stability. 
5.S. Moment Stability 
In order to obtain more insight concerning the behavior of the process (x^, 
and, in particular, to investigate the large deviation properties of our system, we 
need to introduce the notion of moment Lyapunov exponents. 
Definition 1. 
The moment Lvapunov exponent for a cocycle C (n, ui) at win the direction of 
X 6 Ko is defined by 
g(p,x) = TTm^logEp |C(n,w)x|P, p 6 IR 
n-»oD 
nj 
where P is the probability measure on the path space 0 = W generated by the finite 
dimensional distributions of the (w)} process. 
In the setup that occupies us and with our notation, the cocycle under 
consideration is of the form C (n, u) = A (cj)) A (w))... A (w)) (see 
Subsection 5.1) and Definition 1 becomes, with p e IR, 
g (p,x) = Urn jlog Ep IA (H^ w) A ^ w)... A (H^ w) x|P, 
n-»(D 
or equivalently, 
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g(p,x)  =  l im^logE |A(^^(w)) . . .  A (a ; ) )  xp ,  
n.-»oD 
where the expectation is taken over the joint distribution of (w),..., (w)). 
In preparation for a series of results concerning p*^ moment Lyapunov 
exponents, we will strengthen one of our assumptions from Subsection 6.1. To ensure 
the finiteness, for all n 6 IN, of the p*^ moments E | A ... A x| P, it is 
convenient (but not really needed (see Arnold and Kliemarm (1986, Remark 1.1))) to 
further assume (as in Arnold (1984, p. 794)) that, besides Assumptions (a) through 
(g), we also have: 
h) the manifold W is compact. 
This assumption will also be used in Proposition 2 (see Remark 2). 
Now, the pair process {(s^, ^^)} is Feller (see Proposition 4.1.1) and so, the 
semigroup generating this pair process maps continuous functions to continuous 
functions (Feller property). Let us set up some additional notation and give a lemma. 
Consider, on the space of continuous functions from x W to x W, 
C (P^"^ X W), the family of operators {L (p) ; p € R} defined by 
L(p)f (s ,  0  = Lf(s ,  ^ )  +  plog |A(Os | ,  
where L is the generator of the Markov chain {(s^, ^^)}. Note that the multiplication 
operator B = p log | A (^) s | is bounded and that the domains of L (p), D (L (p)), 
and of L, D (L), agree, i.e., D (L (p)) = D (L). 
Now, if {T^ ; n e IN} is a semigroup on the Banach space ë = C (P^"^ x W), 
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1) strongly continuous means that 1 im f = f for all f 6 ^ and 
n-»0 n 
2) irreducible means that, for all f > 0 (f # 0) and all (s, () E ^ there is an n 6 
such that f (s, ^) > 0. 
Lpmwia 1. 
For each p e R, L (p) is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (p) 
defined by 
n 
\ (p) f (s, 0 = E exp l^p X log IA (y s^l f (s^, ^ (s^, Q = (s, 0 • 
In particular, 
rv 
1) (p) is positive, i.e., maps positive functions to positive functions, 
fsi M 
2) (p) is compact for all p e IR if and only if (0) is, and 
M M 
3) (p) is irreducible for all p 6 R if and only if (0) is. 
Proof. 
N 
The definition of (p) comes from the Feynman-Kac formula. The other 
statements are based on arguments from functional analysis and can be found in 
Lemma 2.1 of Arnold (1984). 
Remark 1. 
Note that, using the same calculation as in Theorem 5.2.1, 
n 
exp [^p Xlog |A(^j^)sj^| =expplog |A(y  ... A(y  xo/|xo||, 
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= |A(g. . .A(gVI '=ol | '  
and hence, 
n 
(p) f (8.0 = E [[exp [p X log IA (fj) Sjl JJ t(Sjj, Q (s^, Q = (s, fl| 
= E [|A (g... A(y x,/|x.| |Pf (s^, g | (s^, y = (s. o]. 
We can now apply the Perron-Frobenius theory. 
Proposition 1. 
Suppose (0) is compact and irreducible and define g (p) by 
g(p)  =  l imi log | |T^ (p)  II .  
n->oD 
Then 
1) exp (n g (p)) is an eigenvalue of (p). It is simple and larger in magnitude than 
any other eigenvalue. 
2) Forf 6 C X W), f > 0, f# 0, and for all (s, 0 e x W, 
l imi logTj^(p)f (s ,0  =  g(p) ,  
n-+(D 
uniformly in P^'^ x W. 
3) g (p) is real analytic on IR. 
Proof. 
First, the limit above exists because, for each p e IR, {T^ (p) : n > 0} is a sequence of 
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compact operators. The rest of the proof can be found in Lemma 2.2 of 
Arnold (1984). 
I 
Remark 2. 
In his proof of Lemma 1, Arnold (1984) shows that 
\ (P) f (s, 0 = exp [n g (p)] m (f) q (s, 0(l+o (1)), 
where m e C (P^'^ * W) (the dual space of C (IP^'^ * W)) is a unique, positive, and 
finite (since W is now assumed to be compact) measure, and q (|| q || = 1) is the 
positive and continuous eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue exp [n g (p)]. 
Also, 0 (1) is uniform in IP^"^ * W, which means that, if {k^ ; n > 1} C * W 
converges to k 6 * W and, f 6 C (IP^"^ * W), then the ratio of distances 
^ converges to zero as n —• œ uniformly in k. Recall also that 
m (f) = J f (x) m (dx). 
These facts will be used in the following proof. 
Proposition 2. 
Let g (p) be as in Proposition 1. Then 
g(p)  =  g(p ,x)5  l im^logE |A(^J  . . .  A(^Q)X|P ,  
n-»oD 
i.e., the limit g (p,x) exists and does not depend on x € IRo-
Proof. 
To prove this result, we will give a slight modification of the proof given in 
rv 
Arnold (1984, Theorem 2.1). First we show that T^ (0) satisfies the assumptions of 
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Proposition 1. 
f s j  
The compactness of (G) follows immediately from the equation (see Remark 2) 
\ (0)f (s, 0 = E [| A (g ... A (g x,/|x.| g I (8„. Q = (s, fl] 
Indeed; if || f || < 1, the expectation above is certainly bounded and this means 
compactness. 
M 
The irredudbility of T^ (0) is immediate if there exists a time n such that, for all 
open sets B C * W and for all (s, () E * W, /i (n, (s, ^), B) > 0, where 
/i (.,.) denotes the kernel of the pair process {(s^, Hence, by Proposition 4.2.1 
(or Theorem 4.2,2 and Corollary 4.2.2), T^ (0) is certainly irreducible on C (C * Q), 
with Q = supp (TT^), TT^ denoting the initial distribution (and unique invariant 
probability measure) for the stationary process {^^}. 
For some fixed x 6 KQ such that (s, ^) e C * Q with s = we then have 
E |A(y . . .A ( y s | P  =  
Q 
T^(p)l(s,();r^(d() 
exp [n g (p)] m (1) q (s, $)(l+o (1)) (d() 
Q 
= exp[ng(p)]  m ( l )  
Q 
q (s, 0 (dO +  o ( l )  
where 1 denotes the map 1 (s, () = 1. Taking the logarithm and the limit as n —» OD 
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shows that, if s = e  C, 
g(p)  =  l imi logE A(y x |P 
n-toD 
If s = t C, Proposition 4.2.1 (or Theorem 4.2.2 and Corollary 4.2.2) says that, 
d-1 
with positive probability, one does enter C * Q from any (s, ^) E IP * W in finite 
time. Let r = r ((s, I), C X Q) denote the first hitting time of the set C « Q, starting 
at (s, ^) 6 X W, by the Markov process {(s^, (^)}. Hence, for n large enough, 
there is a time t < n such that P (r = t) > 0. To simplify the notation, we write 
\ = (sj^, ^jj) (also, z" = (s, 0) and F (zj^) = log | A (^j^) Sj^|. We then have 
E |A(g. . .A(gs | i>  
n 
= E j^exp p % F (zj^) I ZQ = zoj 
t—1 n 
= E j^exp p X F (zj^) exp p X F (zj | (z^,...,z^) = (zo,..., zt) z^ = zoj 
t-1 n 
= E [exp P X F (zj^) E l^exp p S F (zj^) | (z^,..., zj = (zO,..., zt) z^ = zoj 
n 
= E I^E |exp p % F (zj^) I (ZQ, ...,Z^)  =  (zO, . . . ,  z t )  z^  =  zoj  .  
t-1 
E [exp p X F (zj^) I ZQ = zoj 
k=0 
Now note that, since the map A (.) : W —» G1 (d, K) is bounded with W compact 
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(Assumption (h)), F (z) = log | A (^) s | satisfies, for some a < m, | F (z) | < a for all 
z = (s, 6X W. Hence, the last term in this product is bounded below by 
exp(- |p |  t  a) ,  
and we obtain 
E |A(g . . .A(g6 | i  
n 
> E I^E j^exp p % F (zj^) I z^ = zt z^ = zoj 
k=t 
• exp (-|p| t a) 
>exp(- |p |  t  a )  
n 
E j^exp p % F (zj^) I z^ = zj /i (zo, dz), 
Cx Q 
writing dz = ds x d^. 
Now recall that 
n n-t 
E l^exp p % F (zj^) I z^ = z] = E l^exp p X F (zj^) | z^ = z] = (p) 1 (s, ^), 
and that T^_^ (p) 1 (s, 0 = exp [^(n-t) g (p)j m (1) q (s, [1 + o (1)] 
(see Remark 2). 
Since q is a continuous positive function, it is bounded below (say by j3) on the 
compact set C X Q c x W and we get that 
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n 
E [exp p S F (zj^) I z^ = zl ^ (zO, dz) 
C X Q 
> P exp l^(n-t) g (p)j m (1) [1 + o (1)] P (z^ 6 C x Q | z^ = zO). 
From this it follows that 
E |A(g. . .A(gs |P  
>/?exp(-(p |  t  a)  
. exp l^(n-t) g (p)J m (1) [1 + o (1)] P (z^ e C x Q | z^ = zO) 
and, upon dividing by n, taking the logarithm, and letting n -* m, we conclude that 
for x = s |x| such that s 0 C, g (p, x) > g (p). 
To finish up the proof it then suffices to show that g (p, x) < g (p). 
In order to do this, let C = {x e IRo : 6 C}. By Assumption (g), int C f ^ and 
hence int C f (f). Therefore, we can select a basis {e^,. .,e^} c C and write, for all 
d 
X C, x = % c. (x) ej. But then, since, for fixed p e R, g (p, x) is a Lyapunov 
i=l 
exponent, the fourth property of Lyapunov exponents listed on p. 64 yields that 
g (p,x) < max {g (p,e.} ; 1 < i < d} = g (p). 
Corollary 1. 
1) 6 (0> x) = g (0) = 0, 
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2) g (p) < P log K, where K = max ||A (^) || and Q = supp and 
3)  g(p)>pAj .  
Proof. 
1) Trivial in view of the definition of g (p). 
2)  l im^logE A(y x|P 
"(D 
l iSKlog |xl ' 'Ef | |A(g | |P . . . | |A(g | |P l  
Moo *• 
< Urn ilog E [max ||A ||^P 
n-œ l^eQ 
n-»oB
< ï i  
n-»a)
= l imi logK^P = plogK.  
n-»oD ^ 
3) Using the fact that log is concave, we get 
g (p) = 1 im i log E ||A (y ... A (g f M im i E log ||A ((J ... A ((,) f 
n-» CO n-» 00 
Then, Fatou's lemma yields g (p) > p E Aj = p A^. 
• 
Proposition 3. 
a) The mapping p •-» g (p) is analytic, g' (0) = A^, and 
b) g (p) is convex. 
Proof. 
a) Since we know from Proposition 1 that g (p) is analytic, it is enough to show that 
the left and right derivatives at 0, g" (0) and g^ (0) respectively, satisfy 
6"(0)< Aj<g '*"(0) .  
By Jensen's inequality, using the concavity of log (and the convexity of -log), we 
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have, with p > 0, 
g (p) = 1 im ilog E ||A (f )... A (g f > Urn E E [log ||A (Q ... A ||] 
Tl-4nn Tl-tm I IIHOO H-tQD 
and 
-g (-p) = 1 im i-log E ||A {Q ... A {Q jfP . 
n-»a) 
<lim|E[log||A(g...A(y II]. 
n-»a) 
Hence 
g"^ (0) = limS_M> lim lim^E [log ||A ... A(y ||1 = Ap 
pi 0 pi 0 n-»oD '• 
while, from the left, we get 
g"(0)= l im&^< l im l im^E [log | |A (^  .. .  A | | ]  =  Aj .  
pj, 0 ^ pi 0 n->oD '• 
b) Convexity means that, for all a € [0,1], 
g (a Pj + (1 - a) Pg) < a g (p^) + (1 - a) g (pg). 
Now, 
ag(Pl)  + ( l -a)g(P2)  
= 1 in. i fa log E IIA (g ... A (g IP' H- (1 - a) log E IIA (g ... A (y ||H 
n-»oD '• 
( l -a)P2i l -a  rr Ml-|«r i-ajps-j. 
= lim|l06 E||A(g...A(g|| « . E ||A (g ... A (g II 
n-+oD . 
H imilog E IIA (g ... A (g = g (aPi + (1 - a) Pj). 
n-*m 
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The inequality is a consequence of Minkowski's (Holder's) inequality 
1/P 
E |XY|  < [E |X|P]  . [E |X|^]  1/Q 11 1 for 1 < p < OD and — * — = 1 with a = — 
and (1 — a) = 
Proposition 4. 
The mapping p *-* ^ (P) = ^ is increasing. 
Proof. 
By Lyapunov's inequality (see, e.g., Chung (1974, p. 47)), we have 
[e E for 0 < r < s. 
So, plog E |X|^<^logE |X|^, and the result follows for p > 0. 
1/s 
For p < 0, start with, for s < r < 0, 
E' 
-1/r 
E 1 i-s 
-1/s 
toget l logE|X|^<l logE|X|" .  
For p = 0, the result follows from the above and analyticity. 
The result of Proposition 3 above is the usual relationship between sample and 
.th p moment Lyapunov exponents which was already proved by various authors under 
several different setups (see, for example, Arnold (1984), Arnold et al. (1986a), and 
Arnold et ai. (1986b)). The relation between Aj and g (p) is " tight" for small p (i.e., 
< 0 implies g (p) < 0 for small p) but, in the continuous time case, it is well 
known from the above authors that one can have A^ < 0 but g (p) > 0 for large 
p. Quoting Arnold et al. (1986a, Remark 5.2), this would be an indication of the 
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following phenomenon: Although, with probability one, 
X (n, (x, (w)), w) = A (w))... A (w)) x —. 0 as n —» œ, 
there are, even for large n, a few paths with small probability for which the norm 
IX (n, (x, (w)), w)| is still large enough to make E |x (n, (x, (w)), w)|^ large 
and cause p*^ mean instability, i.e., an exponential growth rate g (p) > 0. In the 
discrete time case, the possibility of a similar behaviour is to be expected (take a 
continuous time system with Aj < 0 but g (p) > 0 for some large p, discretize it, but 
use very small discrete time increments ; such a discrete time system will exhibit a 
growth behavior similar to the one of the continuous time system from which it 
arose). Arnold et al. (1986a) studied this type of behavior in the case of stochastic 
differential equations and we will follow their approach to investigate the discrete 
time case which occupies us. 
Define the function 7 (p) by 
7(P)  =  
^1' 
P ' 
p = 0 
P # 0 
By Propositions 3 and 4 and Corollary 1, 7 (.) is analytic, increasing, and bounded. 
Hence the limits as p —» ± m exists and we may define 
7"*" = lim 7(p) 
p-»OD 
7~ = l im 7(p). 
p-» -no 
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First we describe the basic features of the function 7 (.) in the form of two 
propositions. 
Proposition 5. 
Either g (p) = p for all p E IR and hence 7 (p) = or 7 (p) is strictly increasing. 
Proof. 
We need to show that, if 7 (.) is not strictly increasing, then it must be that 7 (p) is 
constant (= A^) for all p. 
I f  7 is  not  s t r ic t ly  increas ing,  then 7 is  constant  on some open se t  of  p  values .  But ,  
by analytidty, this automatically implies that 7 (p) is constant and hence that 
7 (p) = Aj, i.e., that g (p) = Aj p. 
I 
Remark 3. 
1) If A^ < 0, three cases are possible: 
(a) If g (p) is not strictly convex, then g (p) = Aj p for all p G R. 
If g (p) is strictly convex, then 
(b) g (p) < 0 for all p < 0, or 
(c) g (PQ) = 0 for some p^ > 0. 
2) If A^ > 0, three cases are also possible: 
(a) If g (p) is not strictly convex, then g (p) = Aj p for all p. 
If g (p) is strictly convex, then 
(b) g (p) < 0 for all p < 0, or 
(c) g (PQ) = 0 for some p^ < 0. 
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3) If Aj = 0, g (p) = p = 0 for all p or g (p) > 0 for all p ^ 0. 
Proof. 
A formal argument is omitted. These assertions simply arise from the picture (given 
below) of the possible choices for the function g (p): 
g(p) 
1(a) 
Kb) 
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Remark 4. 
Under < 0, Case (a) ox the Remark 3 implies that 7^ = < 0, Case (b) that 
< 0, and Case (c) that 7"*" > 0. So, < 0 if and only if g (p) < 0 for all p > 0, 
i.e., if and only if we have stable moment Lyapunov exponents for all p > 0. 
Moreover, still under Aj < 0, we see that even if 7"^ > 0, g (p) < 0 for p e (0, p^), 
i.e.; that sample stability implies moment stability at least for small p values. 
Therefore, it appears that the constant 7"^ is of similar importance as Aj and 
contains valuable information about the fine structure of the system, i.e., about path 
behaviors which are not described by A^ (see the discussion following Proposition 4). 
5.4. Large Deviations 
This subsection will be devoted to a few results concerning the large deviation 
properties associated with the unique (P-a.s.) Lyapunov exponent of our system. In 
this, we will essentially follow the discussion on level-1 large deviations found in 
Arnold and Kliemann (1986). Background information relative to the theory of large 
deviations can be found in Ellis (1985). The setup is the one described in 
Subsections 5.2 and 5.3. 
Since the p^^ moment Lyapunov exponent g (p) can be identified to be the free 
energy of the sequence |log j A (^^)... A (^^) ; n € wj (see the proof of 
Theorem 1 for a formal argument), the natural candidate for the level-1 entropy 
function is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of g (p): 
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I ( r )  =  sup(rp-g(p)) ,  rem.  
peK 
In the following, we will systematically write A for the (P-a.s.) top Lyapunov 
exponent A^. We then have a basic result characterizing I (r). 
Proposition 1. 
1) If 7"^ = 7", then 
OD, r ^ A. 
2) If 7"*" > 7", then the following holds: 
a) 
• f in i te ,  re  (7", 7" )^ 
. œ. r 0 [?",7"^] 
b) I is strictly convex and analytic on (7", 7" )^. 
c)  I  ( r )  >0,  I  ( r )  =  0 i f  and only  i f  r  =  A,  and I  (A)  =  0.  
d) I"(A) = (g"(0))-\i.e., 
for  | r -A|  smal l .  
e) I is strictly decreasing on (7", A) and strictly increasing on (A, 7"^). 
Proof. 
1) Since A e [7", 7"*"], we have 7" = 7^ = A. Hence, it must be that g (p) = A p, 
the result follows. 
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2) a) Rewrite I (r) as I (r) = sup p (r - 7 (p)). 
pGlR 
Let r e (7", 7"*"). Then, since 7 (p) -» 7"^ as p -» œ, for large p, p (r - 7 (p)) < 0 
while 7 (p) -• 7" as p - m implies that, for large negative p, we also have 
p (r - 7 (p)) < 0. But, for p = 0, we have p (r - 7 (p)) = 0. Therefore 
sup p (r - 7 (p)) > 0 and this supremum will be attained for pE[p., pJ, with 
PER 
- tD< p j  < pg <  OD. This  supremum is  then c lear ly  f in i te .  When r  i [7', 7"^], a 
similar reasoning shows that the supremum will be infinite. For r G {7", 7"*"}, 
i.e., at the discontinuity points, no conclusion can be drawn without a more 
precise expression for g (p). 
2) b) Since g (p) is itself the Legendre-Fenchel transform of I (r) (Theorem 6.4.1 in 
Ellis (1985)), Theorem 6.5.6 in Ellis (1985) and the analyticity of g imply 
that I (r) must be strictly convex. Moreover, the analyticity of g (p) also 
implies the analyticity of I (r) via the equation 
IW = p(r(r))"'-g((g'(i))"'), 
(see Rockafellar (1970, Theorem 26.6, p. 259)). 
2) c) I (r) > 0 follows from the argument in the proof of part (2) (a). The other two 
statements come from the equations 
i )  r  p  =  g (p)  +1 (r )  i f  and only  i f  r  =  g '  (p)  and 
ii) r p = g (p) +1 (r) if and only if p = P (r) 
(Theorem 6.4.1 in Ellis (1985), equation (ii) being obtained by looking at 
g (p) as the Legendre-Fenchel transform of I (r)). 
Taking p = 0 (and therefore r = g' (0) = A) in (i), we get the equation 
0 = g (0) +1 (A) = I (A). Then, strict convexity of I (r) (see part 2 (b)) 
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ensures that A is the only root of the function I. 
Similarly, taking r = A in (ii) (and hence p = I' (A)), gives the equation 
A r (A) = g (r (A)). But this equation holds for p = P (A) = 0 and, since, by 
the strict convexity of I (r), P is strictly increasing, this solution is unique. 
2) d) This result follows from differentiating g' (p) p = g (p) + I (g' (p)) (see 
equation (i) above) and from the Taylor expansion of I (r) around A. 
2) e) Since lis strictly convex and assumes its minimum at r = A, this statement is 
immediate. 
• 
We may then state the following large deviation property: 
Theorem 1. 
For all X 6 Ko, we have: 
a) TTSilog P (ilog IA (O ... A I e P) < -inf I (r) 
n-tcD " " " " 1*1 reF 
for each closed set F c R, and 
b)  Hmi log P  ( |  log IA (?  ) . . .  A (L)  i f r  I £  G)  > - in  f  I  ( r )  
n-toD " " ' ' reG 
for each open set G C R. 
Proof. 
Define = log |A ((J ... A (^^) | and let c^ (p) be defined by 
%  ( P )  =  ^  [ e x P  ( P  l o g  I A  ( y  . . .  A ( y  I ) ]  
=  i logE |A(^J . . .  A(y j | |p |P .  
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Then c (p) = lim (p) = g (p) and (p), n G IN, are finite for all p e K. Moreover, 
n-»cD 
c (p) (which is called the firee energy of the sequence {W^}) is differentiable for all 
p € K. 
Therefore, Theorem 2.6.1 in Ellis (1985) applies, which proves our result. 
• 
Remark 1. 
As noted in Arnold and Kliemann (1986, Remark 3.3), Theorem 1 above holds 
uniformly in the sense that P (.) in (a) and (b) above can be replaced by 
sup P (.) and inf P (.), respectively. This follows &om the fact that g (p) 
x / |x |6C x/ |x |eC 
is a uniform limit in C (see Proposition 5.3.1). 
Corollary 1. 
For each x 6 Ro and each e > 0, 
Urn ilog P ( |i log IA (g ... A (g ^  I - AI > e) = k (t), 
where k (e) = -min (I (e+A), I (e-A)) < 0. 
Proof. 
Let B (A, e) denote the open ball centered at A and with radius e. By Theorem 1 (a), 
we have: 
l im j logP ( j log |A (^^) . . .  A (^ j j ) -^  I 6  B (A,  e)^)  
< -inf {I (r) ; r G B (A, e)^} = -min (I (A+e),I (A-e)), (*1) 
where the last equality holds because of Proposition 1 (2e). 
On the other end, by Theorem 1 (b), 
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i^ ilog P (ilog IA (f^ )... A (g ^  I e B (A, €f) 
> i^ ilog P (|log IA (g ... A (g ^  I € Bllilf ) 
> -inf {I (r) ; r e B (A, e)^ } = -min (I (A+e), I (A-e)), (*2) 
Combining (*1) and (*2) then gives the result. 
Corollarv 2. 
Let {a^ ; n E IN} be a sequence of positive real numbers such that 1 im j log a^ = 0. 
n->a) 
a) If 7"= 7"^ = A, then, for all x € Ro, 
%  A > 0  
l imi logP(j log |A(^J  -  A T§r  I >a j  = 
n-»cD ' ' 
•OD A < 0 
limiiog P (iioi IA (g... A (e„)ifr i<g=-
n-*co ' ' 
b) If 7"< 7"^, then, for all x 6 Ko, 
Urn i log P (j log IA (y ... A (^^) |||-1 > a^^) = • 
0 A <0 
— CD A > 0 
1 im i log P (ilog IA (?„)... A (g i I < = 
n-t(D ' ' 
0  A > 0  
-1 (0) A < 0 and i*" éO 
-1 (0) A > 0 and 7"# 0 
0  A > 0  
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Proof. 
The proof follows the argument for the continuous time case found in Arnold and 
Kliemann (1986, Corollary 3.5). 
Remark 2. 
1) Corollary 2 holds in particular for a^ = c for all n E IN. 
2) Note that - I (0) = sup ( - g (p)) = min g (p). 
PGR peR 
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6. LINEAR OSCILLATOR 
6.1. Setup 
In this section we will discuss the results &om a computer simulation based on 
a discretized version of the linear oscillator with a damping force denoted /? e K and a 
restoring force denoted 1 + a, a 6 K. 
In the continuous time case, the equation of this oscillator is given by the 
second order differential equation 
z + 2/0 z + (1+a) z = 0. 
Defining x = ? j, this equation can be rewritten as the two dimensional first order 
linear equation 
Since accuracy in approximating the continuous solution of this equation is not 
the  object  here ,  we wil l  d iscre t ize  i t  by  use  of  Euler ' s  method,  i .e . ,  wi th  x  ( t )  
denoting a solution of the above differential equation, by use of only the first 
derivative in the Taylor expansion of x (t+h) around x (t): 
X (t+h) = X (t) + h X (t) + gh^x(t) + ... 
2 Hence, neglecting the terms of order smaller or equal to h , we get that 
X ([n+1] h) » X (nh) + h x (nh). 
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meaning that 
^ [x ([n+1] h) - X (nh)] M X (nh). 
Therefore, if we write = [x ([n+1] h) - x (nh)], y^^^^ represents the increment of 
the solution x (t) when one starts at x = x (nh) and proceeds for a time h. This gives 
the difference equation 
ïï^n+l ~ [-l-a -2/3] * W' 
or 
J-x (nh + h) = ^x (nh) + [x(nh) 
Assuming h = 1 for notational simplicity, this yields the equation 
x(n  + l )=[_i^^  1-2/3]  
For a general value of the increment h, we get 
X ([n H-1) k) = [ == 
This difference equation is still deterministic. But, if we assume that the 
coefficient a in the restoring force is disturbed, at each step, by a random variable 
= cos where ; n e IN} is a sequence of iid random variables uniformly 
distributed on the circle S^, we end up with the now stochastic difference equation 
X ([n + 1] h)= (lia i\p] X (nh) s A (h, Q x (nh). 
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O 
Moreover, we can take the initial value = x (0) to be an KQ valued random 
variable independent of ; n e IN}. 
Remark 1. 
The choice of a uniformly distributed noise is somewhat arbitrary. Note nevertheless 
that this choice implies that the random component of the restoring force (a is 
distributed on [1 - a, 1 + a] (not uniformly) and that the average restoring force will 
be one. This is in agreement with the condition imposed on the real noise in the 
continuous case by Arnold and Kliemann (1986). The simulation results given in 
Subsection 6.3 will then show that averaging the noise to handle such a situation 
(which in our setup simply corresponds to using the deterministic discretized linear 
oscillator with unit restoring force) may lead to erroneous conclusions about the 
stability behavior of the stochastic system. Moreover, the symmetry of this setup 
allows the assumption a > 0. 
Remark 2. 
The choice of an iid sequence to play the role of the Markov chain we dealt with 
throughout this work is obviously a simplification. Nevertheless, even in this case, 
the results will prove interesting enough to make the simulation nontrivial. 
6.2. Checking the Assumptions 
Before using the setup described in Subsection 6.1 for a computer simulation, 
it is necessary to verify that this stochastic version of the discretized linear oscillator 
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satisfies the working assumptions of Section 5. This is the purpose of this subsection. 
2 That the initial value is an IRo valued random variable independent of the 
process ; n E IN} (Assumption (c)) is part of the setup in Subsection 5.1. 
Concerning the other assumptions on the general setup, it is clear that we are 
n 1 
working on manifolds (M = RQ and W = S ) (part of Assumption (a)), and that, for 
fixed a and /?, A (h,.) is a bounded and map. But the mapping A (h,.) need not 
map K into G1 (d, R). Nevertheless, this will be the case if 
det (A) = 1 - 2h)0 + h^ (1 - aû) # 0 for all g E [-1,1]. 
This will be the case if (and only if) one of the following two conditions holds: 
(1) 1 - 2h/î + h^ (1 + a) < 0 or 
(2) l-2h/3+h^(l-a)>0. 
From (2), it is obvious that this can be achieved by choosing the step size h small 
enough. Under such a condition imposed on h, Assumption (b) is satisfied. 
Nevertheless, for simulation purposes, we need to find an explicit upper bound 
for h. In order to achieve this, we use (2) and consider several possible cases, 
corresponding to various choices for a and 0. 
• Suppose that /? < 0. 
If 1 — a > 0, then any choice for h will do. 
2 If 1 — a < 0, then we need to consider the roots of 1 — 2h/3 + h (1 - a) = 0 (as a 
function of h). 
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These are p = - (1 - a))^ ^nd p' = ^with, in 
r 1 — a ^ 1 — Û 
this case, /?' < 0 < /?. 
In order to ensure that 1 - 2h/î + h (l-a)>0, we must then have 
/?' < 0 < h < i.e., since h > 0, 
h < p =  
# Suppose that /^ > 0. 
If a= 1, then we need h < (2/3)"^ (if 0). If /3 = 0, any h will do. 
If a # 1, we need to distinguish two cases: 
e If _ a) < 0, we have conjugate complex roots. But, /32 - (i - a) < 0 
implies that 1 - a > 0 and therefore that 1 - 2h/3 + h^ (1 — a) > 0 for all h > 0. 
• If - (1 - a) > 0, we again have to look at the roots p and p\ but we have 
to consider two further cases: 
• If 1 - a > 0, we get 0 < /9 < /3'. 
2 Then, to ensure 1 - 2h/3 + h (1 - a) > 0, we need 0 < h < /9 (or p' < h, but 
this is not useful). Hence we again get the condition 
• If 1 - a < 0, we have /?' < 0 < p and we need p ^  < 0  < h <  p .  Once more, this 
yields the condition 
Therefore, A (h,.) will map into G1 (d, (R) if 
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" < h < 
where M = max {0, P} and 1^ (a, /3) and Ig (a, are, respectively, the indicator 
functions of the sets A and B, defining A = {(a, )9) e IR^ * IR : /3 < 0,1 - a < 0} and 
B E {(a, /?) e * R : > 0, ^  - (1 - a) < 0}. Here it is understood that, if a term in 
this minimum is infinite (i.e., if M = 0, 1^ (a, 0) = 0, Ig (a, /3) = 0, oi a = 1) 
then this term does not contribute to the minimum. Also note that, even though the 
term only arose from the case a= 1, it was kept in the expression for the upper 
bound for h regardless of the a value. This is because this condition will come handy 
when proving the validity of Assumption (f) below. 
The assumptions on the process (specifically. Assumptions (a), (d) and 
(e) of Subsection 5.1) are trivially satisfied by a sequence of iid random variables with 
uniform distribution on S^. In this case, the invariant distribution for the 
p r o c e s s ,  TT^ ,  h a s  a  d e n s i t y  f  ( $ )  =  ( 2  TT) " ^  f o r  (  e  S ^ .  
In order to verify Assumption (f) we could use the results of Theorem 3.3.2, 
i.e., we could check that dim T"*" = 2 for all j^yj E Ro, where 
r = {Ad^^ ^ ^0' ^k ^ ® }' 
Indeed, if int Sz # ^ for all z = * j e IRo, int Ss # ^ certainly holds for all s e IP^. 
The computations involved are quite simple but somewhat annoying. Hence, since 
this simple (linear) situation allows it, we will prove the validity of Assumption (f) 
by direct computations, without using the above result. 
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It suffices to compute the product 
r i  h  1  r  1  h  1  [x l  _  I" X  (1+  he i )  +  y  2h  (1-h^)  1  
[ 62 1—2h/3j [ 61 1—2h^J  [y j  [x(6% +  6 i  [ l -2h /3 j )  +  y  (h62+ [1—2h^2)J>  
where 6. = -h (1 + aO^ may take any value in the open set (-h [1 + a], -h [1 - a]). 
Then, if x ^ 0, we immediately see that the interior of the positive orbit of any point 
2 1 in Ko (and hence in IP ) must be nonempty. If x = 0 (and hence y ^ 0), we need to 
compute one more step: 
[1 h 1 r y 2h (1-h/î) 1 
[63 1—2h/3j [y(h62 + [1—2n/^2jJ 
_ r yh (2 [l-h)51 + he2+ [l-2h/3]2) 1 
~ [y(2he3 [l-h/9] + [l-2h/9] [h62+ [l-2h0f) J' 
which, under the previously given condition h < for /? > 0 (so that 1 - h/3 # 0), 
enables us to conclude the same result. 
It remains to verify the general nondegeneracy Assumption (g). But, from the 
combina t ion  of  Theorem 4 .1 .1 ,  P ropos i t ion  4 .1 .1  and  the  above  resu l t  tha t  in t  Sxf  
9 1 for all x 6 Ro (or int Ss ^ ^ for all s e P ), we are able to immediately conclude that 
Assumption (g) is satisfied in our setup. 
Hence, provided that the time increment h satisfies the upper bound 
U. 
discussed earlier, the setup described in Subsection 6.1 satisfies all the assumptions 
given in Subsection 5.1 and can therefore be used for the simulation of a stochastic 
difference equation to which the results of this thesis apply. The results of this 
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simulation are outlined in the next subsection. 
6.S. Simulation Results 
The purpose of this simulation was to investigate the stability of the stochastic 
difference equation 
*n+l = [-h (l+a^n) l-2h/î] *n' 
0^ = cos ({^^} is a sequence of iid random variables with uniform distribution on 
the circle S^), for various a and /? combinations. 
Setting a = 0, this system can be viewed as a deterministic system 
*n+l " [ -h l-2h/î] *n = *n 
with damping force /? and a unit restoring force which will then be disturbed by some 
iid noise distributed on [-a, a] and with zero mean. It is therefore useful to discuss 
the stability behavior of this deterministic system before talking about the stochastic 
setup. 
Consider an arbitrary deterministic difference equation of the form 
*n+l = ^*n' ^ ^  (^' ")' *0 ^ "o-
Let ej and eg denote the eigenvalues of A. If e^  and  eg  a re  rea l  and  | e^ |  >  |  eg | ,  we  
set e = e^ and define E to be the unit (generalized) eigenvector corresponding to 
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e = e^. If Cj and eg are two complex conjugate eigenvalues, we set e = e^ and define 
E to be the complex unit eigenvector corresponding to e^. The maximal (in this case 
geometric) growth rate of the above deterministic system is then obtained by starting 
at the initial value x^ = E. Indeed, we have 
| x J=f (n) | eEr  =  f (n ) | e r ,  
where f (n) denotes some polynomial growth of degree n (which could appear if the 
Jordan form of A is not a diagonal matrix) and | e| = (e ë)^ if e is imaginary, ë 
denoting the complex conjugate of e. 
The top Lyapunov exponent for this deterministic discrete dynamical system is 
then given by 
A= l imj log  |x^ |  = log  | e | .  
n-»(D 
The system is therefore exponentially stable if A < 0 or, equivalently, if |e| <1. 
In the specific deterministic case which concerns us, = A (h) x^, the 
eigenvalues e^ and eg can easily be computed to be 
( l -h / ) ) ih (^2- l ) t  
Hence, the formula for the top Lyapunov exponent can be computed and used to 
investigate the stability properties of this dynamical system. But, to do so, we need 
to consider several cases; 
Case 1. |/?| <1. 
In this case, we have complex conjugate eigenvalues and |e| is given by: 
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= [h^-2^+l j* .  
Then A = log |e| <0 (stable system) if and only if h^ - 2/3h + 1 < 1, i.e., if and only if 
/? >  ^> 0. 
Therefore, the system is unstable for -1 < /? < 0 and, for 0 < /? < 1, the system is 
stable whenever /? > ^ > 0. In particular, the system is unstable if h > 2. 
Moreover, A is a decreasing function of e (-1,1). 
Case2: \P\ =1. 
In this case we have a single eigenvalue with multiplicity 2. 
Then  | e |  =  | l -h /? |  and  the  sys tem i s  s tab le  ( | e |  < 1 )  i f  and  on ly  i f  0  < h /?  <  2 .  
Therefore, if /? = -1, the system is unstable, while, if /? = 1, the system is stable 
provided h < 2. 
Case 3: /? < -1. 
In this case we have two distinct real eigenvalues and the system is stable if (and only 
if) h (/?2 -1)^ - h/3 < 0, which is impossible. 
From these first three cases, we can already conclude that: 
(a) If /d < 0, the deterministic system is unstable for all values of h. 
(b) If 0 < < 1, the system will be stable if h < 2^. 
Moreover, over the range 0 < /? < 1, the minimal value for A will be A = log 11 - h|, 
achieved at /? = 1. We also get A = 0 at = ^. 
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Next we need to consider the case yS > 1 (two distinct real eigenvalues). We wiU 
need to distinguish several subcases (depending on h); 
Case 4: /? > 1. 
• Subcase (i): h < 1 and 1 < /?< j(i.e., 1 -h/?> 0). 
Then | e | = 1 — h/3 + h (/02 -and the system will be stable if h (/32 -1)^ < h/0. 
Since this is true for all h (h < 1), the system is always stable. Moreover, it is 
easy to check that, in this case, A is an increasing function of (/? > 1). 
• Subcase (ii): h < 1 and g < jS (i.e., 1 -h/)< 0). 
Then | e | = h/î-1 + h (/!?2 -1)^ and we have stabilility if h/?- 2 + h (/52 -< 0. 
In other words, the system is stable if and only if 0 < h (/52 — i)^ < 2 - h/î or, if and 
0 
only if h - 4h/3 + 4 > 0. This implies that the system is stable if and only if 
(£<)/?< (h^ + 4) / 4h (which is certainly a valid inequality for all h < 1). 
Moreover, A can be easily verified to be a increasing function of /? > j. 
• Subcase (iii): h > 1 and 1 < < g. 
This subcase is impossible. 
• Subcase (iv): h > 1 and^<0 (i.e., 1 -h/î< 0). 
This subcase follows the reasoning of Subcase (ii). 
Putting together Cases 1 through 4, the value of the top Lyapunov exponent 
(as a function of the damping force 0) for the deterministic system x^^^ = A (h) x^ 
can be described as follows: 
a) If h < 2, the top Lyapunov exponent A is positive and decreasing for - m < /) < ^, 
negative ioT^<P< (h^ + 4) / 4h (first decreasing on ^ < /3 < 1 and then increasing 
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2 
on 1 < < (h + 4) / 4h) , positive and increasing (giving an unstable system due 
to overdamping) for /? > (h^ + 4) / 4h, and A = 0 for ^ ^ and /? = (h^ + 4) / 4h. 
Moreover ,  A i s  min imum a t  ^  =  1  (A =  log  | l -h | ) .  
b) If h > 2, A follows the same decreasing/increasing pattern as in (a) but A remains 
nonnegative for all /? values (unstable system). 
Following these remarks concerning the stability behavior of the deterministic 
system = A (h) x^, we can now talk about the results of the stochastic 
simulation. First we need to discuss the choice for the values of the parameters 
involved. 
1) The parameter a 
Since the noise process ; n E IN} is a sequence of iid random variables 
uniformly distributed on and therefore ; n e IN}, = cos is a sequence 
of iid random variables distributed on [—1,1], the a parameter basically describes 
the extent of the random disturbance built into the system. During preliminary 
observations, it was found that, for q < 1.00, the stochastic system was stable for 
all the (attempted) (h, /?) combinations which also yielded exponential stability 
for the deterministic system (even though the stochastic system did show a slower 
rate of exponential decay than the corresponding deterministic system). On the 
other hand, large a values impose the use of very small incremental h values 
(because of the upper bound condition on h). This was not desired since, with h 
small and for small /? values, the (A, /?) curves for the stochastic systems were 
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found to be very close to the deterministic curve, which was inconvenient for 
plotting purposes. Therefore a was taken to range from 1 to 2, by increments of 
0.1. 
2) The parameter P 
Together with the size of the increment h, the value of the damping force 
parameter ^ was found to be most crucial in determining the stability of both the 
stochastic system and its deterministic counterpart. The influence of P on the 
stability of the deterministic system was described above. The stochastic system 
exhibited a similar behavior for all a (> 0) values used (see Figures 1 and 2 
hereafter). In preliminary simulations, the stochastic system was found unstable 
for /? < 0 and, therefore, negative /? values were deemed less interesting to 
investigate. On the other hand, due to the upper bound condition imposed on h, 
large/? values also forced the value of the h increment to decrease. Since, as 
explained above, this was not suitable, P was first taken to range &om 0.00 to 
1.50, by increments of 0.01. 
Moreover, in order to better describe the "crossover" pattern exhibited for large P 
values (see Figure 3), another simulation run was performed for P values ranging 
from 1.00 to 2.00 (using a lower h value). 
3) The parameter h 
The value of the discrete time increment h had to be chosen carefully. Indeed, 
varying the h value (which the simulation program will do if h does not satisfy the 
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upper bound condition derived in Subsection 6.2) yields deterministic systems 
with different stability features. Simulation results showed that the same is true 
for the stochastic system. For very small h values and when /?is small, the 
discrepancies between the undisturbed (deterministic) system and the stochastic 
systems (even though present) were less striking. On the other hand, the choices 
of a and /? values were partly determined by considerations about the h value and 
conversely. Hence, with a ranging from 1.00 to 2.00 and /? ranging from 0.00 to 
1.50, the value h = 0.35 was found to be appropriate for this simulation. As h 
. decreases to zero, it would be quite interesting to investigate the convergence of 
the Lyapunov exponents of the discretized stochastic systems towards (possibly) 
their continuous counterparts. Finally, when investigating the "crossover" 
pattern exhibited by the Lyapunov exponent curves for large /? values, the step 
size h was decreased to 0.20. 
The simulation results are given in Tables 1 and 2, as well as in Figures 1 
through 3 hereafter. 
Table 1 reports selected values of the top Lyapunov exponent for various 
combinations of a and (h = 0.35). Recall that the case a = 0 corresponds to the 
deterministic system, in which case A is simply the logarithmic norm of the largest 
eigenvalue for the matrix A (h). This table shows that there are (a, /?) combinations 
for which the stochastic system turns out to be unstable (A > 0), while the 
corresponding deterministic system was stable (a = 0 and same P value). As a 
increases, this disparity in the stability behavior of the stochastic and deterministic 
systems becomes more obvious. This illustrates the fact that attempts to deal with 
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random systems by averaging the noise (which in this case simply yields the 
deterministic system) are not reliable. 
Figure 1 reports curves of (A, /?) values for several a's. Besides the already 
mentioned fact that the stochastic systems (a > 0) do exhibit instability for some ^'s 
(when a becomes sufficiently large), while the corresponding deterministic system 
(a = 0) is stable, it can also be seen that, for small P values, the rate of exponential 
decrease was always slower for the stochastic systems than for the corresponding 
deterministic systems. On the other hand, when, for larger/? values, the 
deterministic system becomes overdamped, yielding increasing A values, the 
stochastic systems seemed to "react more slowly" to this overdamping, i.e.: 
1) The stochastic systems reached their minimal A value for larger /? values than the 
deterministic system and, as a increased, the /? values at which the stochastic 
systems reached their fastest rate of exponential stability tended to increase. 
2) Overdamping, which causes the deterministic system to exhibit a rapid decrease 
in its rate of exponential decay, seemed to influence the stochastic systems in a 
less marked way, causing the (A, /3) curves for the stochastic and deterministic 
systems to cross. 
The "crossover" behavior, for large /? values, of the (A, /?) curves is most 
obvious ùom the data in Table 2 and in Figure 2, whose purpose was specifically to 
investigate the range of /? values at which this behavior was obseved (using a lower h 
value of 0.20). The displacement of the minima of the (A, /?) curves and their 
"crossover" behavior was also observed in the continuous time case (see Arnold and 
Kliemann (1983, Section IV C)). 
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Finally, Figure 3 gives a three dimensional representation of the stability 
behavior of the simulated stochastic systems. Again note that the (a, p) region in 
which these systems are stable corresponds to the cleft in the three dimensional plot 
(A < 0). As a increases, this cleft (which crosses the range of a values) tends to get 
narrower (in terms of /? values) and shallower, again indicating that increased a 
values resulted, for lower /? values, in more instability (less stability) for the 
stochastic systems. 
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Table 6.1. Simulated top Lyapunov exponents for selected combinations of a 
and/3^ '^  
i r  0 .0  0 .2  0 .4  0 .6  0 .8  1 .0  1 .2  1 .4  
0.0 0.06 -0.01 —0.09 -0.18 -0.29 -0.43 -0.21 -0.16 
1.0 0.06 0.00 —0.08 -0.15 -0.21 -0.26 -0.27 -0.19 
1.1 0.09 0.02 -0.05 -0.12 -0.20 -0.27 -0.26 -0.19 
1.2 0.09 0.02 -0.04 -0.11 -0.19 -0.26 -0.27 
1.3 0.07 0.00 -0.07 -0.12 -0.18 -0.24 -0.25 
1.4 0.07 0.01 -0.07 -0.12 -0.18 -0.23 -0.25 
1.5 0.08 0.01 -0.06 -0.11 -0.17 -0.21 -0.24 
1.6 0.09 0.01 -0.06 -0.11 -0.16 -0.21 -0.24 
1.7 0.10 0.01 -0.05 -O.IO -0.16 -0.20 -0.24 
1.8 0.10 0.02 -0.05 -0.10 -0.15 -0.20 -0.22 
1.9 0.10 0.02 -0.04 -0.09 -0.15 -0.19 -0.22 
2.0 0.11 0.03 -0.04 —0.09 -0.14 -0.18 -0.22 
^ The step size is h = 0.35. Missing entries correspond to those (a, /3) 
combinations for which h = 0.35 was not acceptable. 
^ Recall that a = 0.0 corresponds to the deterministic difference equation 
\+ l  =  A(h)v  
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Lambda 
0.10 
0.00 
-0.10 
-0.20 
-0.30 
-0.40 
-0.50 
0.0 0.2 0.6 0.8 1 .0  1 .2  0.4 1.4 
Beta 
Alpha  =1 .0  "  Alpha  =1 .4  
Alpha  =1 .8  Alpha  =  0 .0  
Fippre 6.1. Curves for the variation of A as a function of 0 at selected a 
vaines (h = 0.35) 
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Table 6.2. The values of À for large /? values (crossover region) ^ 
i r  1 .0  1 .2  1 .4  1 .6  1 .8  2 .0  
0.0 -0.22 -0.11 —0.09 -0.07 -0.06 -0.05 
1.0 -0.15 -0.15 -0.10 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 
1.1 -0.15 -0.15 -0.10 -0.08 -0.07 —0.06 
1.2 -0.15 -0.14 -0.10 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 
1.3 -0.14 -0.15 -0.11 —0.08 -0.07 -0.06 
1.4 -0.14 -0.14 -0.11 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 
1.5 -0.13 -0.14 -0.11 —0.08 -0.07 -0.06 
1.6 -0.13 -0.14 -0.12 —0.09 -0.07 -0.06 
1.7 -0.13 -0.14 -0.13 -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 
1.8 -0.13 -0.14 -0.13 -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 
1.9 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 
2.0 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 -0.10 —0.08 -0.06 
^ The step size is h = 0.20. 
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Lambda 
0.00 
-0.05 
-0.10 
-0.15 
-0.20 
—0.25 
-0.30 
1.2  1.4 1.6  1 .8  2.0 1.0  
Beta 
Alpha  =1 .0  Alpha  =  1 .4  
Alpha  =1 .8  Alpha  =  0 .0  
Figure 6.2. Curves for the variation of A as a function of fi at selected a values in 
the crossover region (h = 0.20) 
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Lambda 
Figure 6.3. Three dimensional plot of the A vaines for all the (a, 0) 
combinations nsed in the main simulation (h = 0.35) 
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9. APPENDIX : THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 
9.1. The Simulation Program 
The program used for the simulation discussed in Section 6 was written in 
Turbo Pascal (Version 4). It was designed in a very modular manner and consists of a 
main program (Lya.pas), which basically only handles the loops used to go through 
all the a and /? combinations requested, and then calls procedures in several Turbo 
Pascal units. 
The Turbo Pascal units called by Lya pas (directly or via another unit) are: 
1) Dos and Crt (two units included with the Turbo Pascal package). 
2) MatUnit (containing the procedures and functions needed for the matrix 
manipulations in the program). 
3) MathUnit (containing various mathematical procedures and functions). 
4) ScmUnit (containing procedures and functions related to screen output). 
5) FileUnit (containing procedures and function related to file output). 
6) SimUnit (containing all the procedures and functions written specifically for this 
simulation). 
The length of the entire program precludes its inclusion in full in this appendix. 
Nevertheless, a few of the procedures, which are at the heart of the simulation, are 
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given (even though somewhat abridged for the sake of clarity) in the next few pages. 
These procedures are not self-standing since they themselves call several unlisted 
procedures or functions, which are only briefly described by comments in the listing. 
Among the procedures which we elected not to list hereafter, but which 
deserve a few comments, are Scaling and Get_H_Increment. 
The entries of the matrix product A ... A will very often become 
extremely large (over the order E+300). Scaling is a procedure which periodically 
divides the entries of the matrix product A ... A by the absolute value of its 
largest entry and keeps track of these divisors to correct the final answer (i.e., the 
simulated top Lyapunov exponent). This is necessary to prevent the program from 
crashing when attempting to compute the (Euclidean) norm of these matrices. 
Indeed, the computation of such a norm first involves summing the square of the 
matrix entries and, without rescaling, this intermediate step would generate 
numbers of an unmanageable magnitude. 
The procedure Get_H_Increment checks whether the initially selected time 
increment h does, for the selected (a, 0) combinations, satisfy the upper bound 
condition discussed in Subsection 6.2. If it does not, the procedure will successively 
reduce the value of h by decrements of 0.5, until the new h satisfies the given upper 
bound condition. This procedure is called in the main program Lya.pas, before any 
attempt is made to obtain the top Lyapunov exponent for any (a, combination. 
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The main part of the simulation is called via the procedure Lyapunov. This 
procedure is called in the main program for each (a, 0} combination and, relying on 
calls to many other procedures or functions, computes the top Lyapunov exponent 
for the stochastic system corresponding to the chosen (a, /?) combination. The 
procedure Lyapunov, together with a few other key procedures, is listed hereafter. 
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Unit Simunit ; {Contains the Procedures and Functions specific} 
{to the simulation program. } 
^**********************************************************************) 
Interface 
(*$N+*) {Math Coprocessor (Double precision)} 
{compiler directive. } 
Uses Dos,Crt,MatUnit,MathUnit,ScrnUnit ; 
{Define Matrix and FnArray as Array[l..MatSize] and } 
{Array[1..ItérâtionSize] of Double, where MatSize and} 
{IterationSize are fixed constants. } 
{MatSize is declared and set to 4 in the unit MatUnit.} 
Type 
Var 
MatSeguence = Array[1..IterationSize] of Matrix ; 
{A variable of the type MatSeguence } 
{(Semigroup) will contain the last } 
{IterationSize number of products of} 
{random matrices obtained, i.e., } 
{A(n+IterationSize)...A(0) up to } 
{A(n)...A(0). } 
{If MatSize is too large, this structure} 
{will be too large. } 
SeguenceToLambda : FnArray ; 
{SeguenceToLambda will contain the the last} 
{IterationSize values for the log norm of } 
{the matrices in MatSeguence (see above). } 
{SeguenceToLambda is the tail of the seguence } 
{of values converging to the Lyapunov exponent.} 
FirstStepSemigroup ; Matrix ; 
{FirstStepSemigroup is first A(0) and then, } 
{since the seguences MatSeguence and } 
{SeguenceToLambda are handled in groups of } 
{size IterationSize, FirstStepSemigroup is } 
{reset to be the last element of MatSeguence} 
{from the previous iteration times a new } 
{random matrix A. } 
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H, 
Alpha, 
Beta 
N 
Double 
{H is the time increment. } 
{That's the factor in the.} 
{restoring force. } 
{The damping force. } 
: Integer ; {A counter.} 
Procedure GetNewMatNorm (IterationSize, 
N, 
Step 
StepMatrix 
Var Correction 
Var SequenceToLambda 
Integer ; 
Matrix ; 
Double ; 
FnArray ) 
{Procedure to specifically compute the terms of the FnArray} 
{SEQUENCETOLAMBDA whose elements converge to lambda. } 
{ 
Procedure LambdaSeguence (H, 
Precision : Double 
IterationSize : Integer 
Var N : Integer 
Var FirstStepSemigroup ; Matrix 
Var Correction : Double 
Var SequenceToLambda : FnArray ) ; 
{This Procedure combines several other procedures to generate the} 
{sequence SEQUENCETOLAMBDA) which converges to lambda. } 
{ 
Procedure Lyapunov (H, 
Precision : Double 
LimitTest : Boolean 
Var N ; Integer 
Var Overflow : Boolean 
Var Limit : Double ) ; 
{Procedure to actually obtain the top Lyapunov exponent as the limit} 
{of the sequence of matrix norms in the SequenceToLambda array. } 
{************** 
Implementation 
(************** 
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Procedure GetNewMatNorm ; 
Var 
Norm : Double 
1 
Begin 
Integer 
MatNorm(4,StepMatrix,Norm) ; {Procedure to Compute the Euclidean} 
{norm of the matrix StepMatrix. The} 
{norm is outputed in the variable } 
{Norm. } 
{The next step actually computes 1/n log |A(n)...A(0)| when} 
{n=IterationSize*N + Step. The variable Correction is used } 
{to undo the rescaling performed by the procedure SCALING. } 
SequenceToLambda[Step] := (Ln(Norm) + Correction) 
/ (IterationSize*N + Step) ; 
End ; 
{ 
Procedure LambdaSequence ; 
Var 
ZeroMatrix 
Semigroup 
Sequence, 
NormSemigroup 
Matrix ; 
MatSeguence ; 
; FnArray 
: Integer 
: Double 
i 
Norm 
Begin 
{The following loops initialize variables to zero.} 
For i := 1 to 4 Do 
ZeroMatrix[i] := 0 ; 
For i := 1 To IterationSize Do 
Semigroup[i] := Zeromatrix ; 
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For i := 1 To IterationSize Do 
Begin 
NormSemigroup[i] := 0 ; 
SeguenceToLambda[i] := 0 ; 
End ; 
{The first value of the matrix (sequence) Semigroup is set to} 
{a random matrix whose entries are in FirstStepSemigroup. } 
Semigroup[1] ;= FirstStepSemigroup ; 
{The next procedure simply obtains the value of 1/n log |A(n)...A(0)|} 
{when n=IterationSize*N+l. The answer is passed to SeguenceToLambda. } 
GetNewMatNorm(Itérât ionS i ze, N, 1,Semigroup(1],Correct ion, 
SeguenceToLambda) ; 
For i := 2 To IterationSize Do 
Begin 
{First generate A(IterationSize*N+i).. .A(0) } 
{in Semigroup[i] through multiplication of } 
{A(IterationSi2e*N+(i-l)...A(0) in } 
{Semigroup[i-1] by a new random matrix A. } 
GetNewSemigroup(H,Semigroup[i-1],Semigroup[i]) ; 
{The next procedure simply obtains the value of} 
{1/n log |A(n)...A(0)I when } 
{n=IterationSize*N+i. The answer is passed to } 
{SeguenceToLambda. } 
GetNewMatNorm( IterationSize,N, i, Semigroup[ i ], Correction, 
SeguenceToLambda) ; 
End ; 
{For the next iteration (involving IterationSize elements), the} 
{new matrix FirstStepSemigroup is set to be the last element of} 
{the previous iteration. Semigroup[IterationSize], times a new } 
{random matrix. The next time the current procedure is invoked,} 
{Semigroup[l] is then set to FirstStepSemigroup (see above). } 
GetNewSemigroup(H,Semigroup[IterationSize],FirstStepSemigroup) ; 
N ;= N+1 ; {Update the counter for the number of times the } 
{program had to check the limit based on the last} 
{IterationSize elements of SeguenceToLambda. } 
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{ } 
Procedure Lyapunov ; 
Var 
b ; Byte ; 
i : Integer ; 
Correction : Double ; 
Begin 
{Initialize the first matrix by computing a random matrix, stored} 
{in OneStepSemigroup, and assigning this initial random matrix to} 
{FirstStepSemigroup for use in the procedure LAMBDASEQUENCB. } 
SetNewMatri%(H,OneStepSemiGroup) ; 
FirstStepSemigroup := OneStepSemigroup ; 
{Initialize the Boolean variable indicating that a limit was found} 
{to False, set the counter N (= number of times the LambdaSequence} 
{procedure was used) to 0, initialize the correction variable to } 
{False. } 
LimitXest 
Correction 
N 
= False ; 
= 0 
= 0 
{Compute the limit (lambda) by generating a sequence of values (using} 
{the LambdaSequence procedure repeatedly) until the CheckForLimit } 
{procedure yields a limit (LimitTest becomes True). } 
Repeat 
{Since the entries of the matrix product } 
{A(IterationSize*N+l)...A(0) (stored in FirstStepSemigroup)} 
{can become very large, the next procedure rescales these } 
{entries by dividing each of them by the largest absolute } 
{value for all the entries. The resulting matrix is stored } 
{in (a new) FirstStepSemigroup and the correction needed to} 
{obtain the exact value for 1/n log |A(n)...A(0)| without } 
{this rescaling is stored in the variable Correction. } 
Scaling(FirstStepSemigroup,FirstStepSemigroup,Correction) ; 
{The next procedure actually generates the sequence of values} 
{1/n log IA(n)...A(0)I by groups of IterationSize values. } 
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LambdaSeguence(H,Precision,IterationSize,N,FirBtStepSemigroup, 
Correct ion,SequenceToLambda) ; 
If (N*IterationSize > 32500) 
Then 
Begin 
Overflow ;= True ; 
Exit ; 
End ; 
{This If statement simply checks} 
{that the number of total } 
{iterations to obtain the limit } 
{lambda (in the variable Limit) } 
{does not exceed 32500. If yes, } 
{the simulation quits. } 
{The following procedure uses the last IterationSize elements of} 
{the sequence SequenceToLambda to see if a limit was attained at} 
{the selected precision. If yes, LimitTest is set to True and } 
{the limit (Lambda) is stored in the variable Limit. } 
CheckForLimit(SequenceToLambda,Precision,IterationSize, 
LimitTest,Limit) ; 
Until (LimitTest = True) ; 
End ; 
(*** 
End. 
) 
